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This dissertation examines the evidence of linguistic units in speech production on the 

basis of speech errors. Traditionally the qualitative and quantitative patterning of speech 

errors has been taken to mean that the cognitive processes involved in word form 

encoding manipulate a-temporal symbolic units, which get implemented 'normally' at 

later stages in the production process. The categorical properties of speech errors 

(identified on the basis of auditory evaluation) have thus been taken to corroborate the 

psychological reality of a-temporal segmental representations. The data presented in this 

dissertation run contrary to these assumptions: On the basis of tongue movement data the 

present work shows that many errors are not categorical segmental substitutions; rather, 

speakers spontaneously add extra articulatory gestures that are communicatively inert and 

grammatically illegal. These temporally mislocated gestures occur along a continuum of 

values. A tongue twister-like and a non-repetitive error elicitation method yielded 

convergent results. The perceptual consequences of these illicit articulatory constellations 

vary greatly: A perception study included in this dissertation shows that errorful tokens 

can indeed be perceived as error-free and well-formed.  

The grammatically incorrect coproduction of two gestures (one appropriate, one 

erroneous) is conceptualized as arising from a weakening of lexicalized, complex 

coordination modes which usually are stable attractors in speech production. In errors, an 

attractor of fundamental dynamic stability comes to temporarily dominate over the 



phonologically stable patterns. Coordinating multiple events in 1:1 frequency 

coordination has been shown to be the most stable pattern in movement synchronization 

tasks: Under certain conditions, such as increased rate, transitions from more complex 

patterns to in-phase 1:1 synchrony can be triggered. While mainly finger-tapping and 

limb oscillation experiments have been used to investigate this phenomenon, the speech 

error data can be interpreted as the emergence of a 1:1 frequency, in-phase pattern in 

speech production and can thus be understood as emerging from fundamentally dynamic 

characteristics of the speech production process.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Und was den Sprechfehler für die Sprachwissenschaft lehrreich macht,  
ist der Umstand, daß das Uhrwerk in solchen Augenblicken des Mantels  

entkleidet scheint und ein Blick in die Räder möglich ist. 
(Meringer & Mayer, 1895: VII)1 

 

The (psycho-)linguistic interest in speech errors first arose around the turn of the 19th 

century together with the notion that insights into the otherwise opaque mechanisms of 

the mind can be gained in moments when the system unravels (cf. Bawden, 1900; Freud, 

1904; Meringer, 1908; Meringer & Mayer, 1895). The crucial insight was that speech 

errors are not just random distortions but rather are thoroughly systematic. Why the 

systematic patterns of errors are considered to be of interest linguistically was aptly 

formulated by Meringer & Mayer (1895: 9)2:  

Mit der Regelmäßigkeit der Sprechfehler [...] gewinnen dieselben an Bedeutung, 
sie müssen durch konstante psychische Kräfte bedingt sein und so werden sie zu 
einem Untersuchungsgebiet für Naturforscher und Sprachforscher, die von ihnen 
Licht für den psychischen Sprechmechanismus erwarten dürfen.3  

Errors came to be taken as indicative of a process assembling internal representations. A 

landmark paper by Lashley (1951) called attention to the fact that speech production 

seems to require a serial ordering mechanism as witnessed by the fact that speech errors 

                                                 

1 "And what makes the speech error educational for linguistics is the circumstance that in those moments, 
the clock appears stripped of its mantling and it is possible to catch a glimpse of the cogs." 

2 For the general interest in speech errors in relation to historical linguistics arising at this time and the 
contemporary context Meringer & Mayer's work was written in, cf. Cutler & Fay (1978). Cf. also Cutler 
(1982) for references on much older work on Arabic speech errors, dating back to 8th c. 

3 "With their regularity speech errors take on increasing importance, they must be caused by constant 
psychological forces. They thus become an area of investigation for natural scientists and language 
scientists, who, through speech errors, may expect to gain insights into the psychological language 
mechanism." 
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obey coherent (mis-)ordering principles. Wells (1951) formulated "three laws" that 

govern the occurrences of slips of the tongue. Speech error studies paying close attention 

to linguistic detail saw a meteoric rise in the 1970s and 80s, sparked especially by the 

seminal work of Victoria Fromkin (1971; 1973b; 1980b).  

The analysis of speech errors has in large part been guided by the search for primitive 

units in speakers' mental representations of word forms, as well as by the question of how 

these representations are retrieved during word form production, a process commonly 

referred to as 'phonological encoding' (e.g., Levelt, 1989). Speech error studies 

fundamentally build on the hypothesis that the regularities that can be observed when the 

system is malfunctioning are the same ones that otherwise govern the production of 

'normal,' error-free speech. This notion that "anomalous utterances" are of "non-

anomalous" nature (Fromkin, 1971) has prevailed ever since the 19th century, and has 

been a basis for psychological and linguistic research ever since.  

In its simplest and broadest definition, an error is a deviation from the speaker's intended 

utterance. Yet somewhat paradoxically, since speech errors have traditionally been 

collected by means of phonetic transcription, the detection of any anomaly lies within the 

perceptual system of the transcriber. Independent of whether speech errors are collected 

by transcribing errors overheard in natural settings or by auditorily evaluating errors 

elicited in the laboratory, what the speaker's intended utterance was in a given instance is 

always a posthoc, inferential process; this can be especially problematic in cases in which 

the speaker does not correct herself or where the result of an error is a nonword. Even in 

the cases of self-correction, the corrected version could conceivably deviate from the 

originally intended one. In the laboratory situation, this problem is somewhat 
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circumvented by the fact that a subject's intention is likely to coincide with the task, that 

is, the utterance the subject was instructed to pronounce. Even then, however, it can never 

be excluded that through a shift in the speaker's attention, a lapse in memory, a reading 

mistake, and the like, the intended utterance deviates from the experimenter's design.  

In this dissertation, errorful utterances will be examined on the basis of articulatory 

movement data. This reinforces the question of whether an error is to be defined as being 

deviant for the listener or deviant for the speaker. Mowrey & MacKay (1990) as well as 

Frisch & Wright (2002: 141) raise this point and the attendant issue of "how articulatorily 

detailed the speaker's intentions are [...]." This latter question will be a pivotal point for 

the theoretical discussion at the end of the dissertation. For present purposes, a given 

utterance will be identified as errorful solely on the basis of articulatory criteria, which 

are to be defined in detail later. For practical purposes, a speaker's intended utterance is 

defined in task-based fashion, that is, as the word(s) the subject was instructed to 

pronounce in each respective experiment. Perceptual consequences of errorful utterances 

are taken into account as they are considered informative with respect to the perceptual 

system and transcription-based studies, but the classification of utterances as 

(non)errorful does not hinge on perceptual factors. 

 

Throughout the roughly past 100 years of speech error research, certain core properties of 

speech errors have emerged, and the architecture of many speech production models has 

been designed specifically to account for these core properties (e.g., MacKay, 1987; 

Berg, 1988; Dell, 1986; Dell & Reich, 1980; Garrett, 1980; Levelt, 1989; Levelt et al., 

1999; Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1979; 1983; 1987; Stemberger, 1983). Likewise, models that 
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appear not to be able to account for the systematic patterns of errors are rejected for this 

very reason. Especially for speech production models phrased in nonlinear dynamic terms 

that assume even the most abstract phonological planning processes to be based on 

dynamic units, speech error data have amounted to a touchstone issue (e.g., Levelt et al., 

1999: 37n6, and Fowler, 1995: 40). While in recent years, linguistic models of grammar 

and phonetic structure have increasingly drawn on dynamic conceptualizations of speech 

(for instance, Chitoran et al., 2002; Gafos, 1999; 2002; Yanagawa, 2003), these concepts 

have not found entry into speech production models due to the fact that the qualitative 

and quantitative patterning of speech errors seems to be unaccounted for within a 

dynamic approach. In defense of their position, proponents of the dynamic model 

conjecture that what is known about speech errors is largely tainted by perceptual biases, 

that is, that the true patterns of errors from a production perspective are actually unknown 

(cf. Browman & Goldstein, 1990a). This hypothesis has received some support from 

error studies such as those of Frisch & Wright (2002) and Mowrey & MacKay (1990) 

that employed instrumental measurements and thus circumvented the problems 

associated with the perceptual pre-filtering that data are subject to in transcription studies. 

 

This dissertation will attempt to shed light on the controversy surrounding the properties 

of speech errors by examining slips of the tongue on the basis of articulatory data. Results 

will be evaluated specifically with respect to the question of whether the strict modularity 

between a phonological and a phonetic processing component that is assumed in 

'mainstream' speech production models is supported by the data and whether the stable 
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patterns that arise in errorful productions are indeed incompatible with the hypothesis of 

underlying dynamic specifications. 

The dissertation is structured as follows: 

In Chapter 1, previous research on speech errors will be discussed and core patterns as 

they have emerged through transcription-based errors studies will be summarized along 

with divergent findings of more recent instrumental investigations of speech errors.  

 Chapter 2 reports the results of several error elicitation experiments during which 

tongue movement data were collected. Experiments 1 and 2 elicited errors on words with 

alternating initial consonants. A significant proportion of the errors obtained were not full 

or categorical in nature (suggesting they are not holistic segmental substitutions), but 

systematically resulted in grammatically ill-formed structures by virtue of a gestural 

intrusion bias. Further, the status of sub-segmental errors was investigated by examining 

the error patterns of nasal consonants (Experiment 3), which can also be understood as 

tightly cohesive constellations of multiple gestures. 

Experiment 4, reported in Chapter 3, used a non-repetition based task in order to 

broaden the implications of the results of Chapter 2 for normal speech. The SLIP 

technique was employed to elicit errors. Results largely confirmed the findings of the 

repetition-based experiments. 

In order to assess the perceptual consequences of grammatically ill-formed and partial 

errors, Chapter 4 details the outcome of a perception experiment, which used a subset of 

the utterances collected in the articulatory study as stimuli. Results indicated that the ear 

cannot always reliably detect slips of the tongue; perceptual biases may taint data 

obtained through transcription records.  
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Chapter 5 concludes the experimental section with an overall discussion of the results 

and their implications for speech production models. A general account of the intrusion 

bias is given by interpreting the phenomenon as a reflex of the dynamic principles that 

are hypothesized to govern speech production. 
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CHAPTER 1 

The main principles that have been identified as underlying the occurrence of speech 

errors will be reviewed in this chapter, together with the interpretation of these principles 

within 'standard' speech production models. Predictions about speech errors made from 

dynamic-based speech production models are introduced, along with the tentative support 

these predictions have received from earlier instrumental investigations of speech errors. 

1   CORE PROPERTIES OF ERRORS IDENTIFIED IN TRANSCRIPTION STUDIES 

1.1  THE PSYCHOLOGICAL REALITY OF SEGMENTS 

Single segments are frequently observed to participate in errors, as for example in 

"change the first part" being spoken as "change the pirst part" (MIT corpus in Shattuck-

Hufnagel & Klatt, 1979: 42), but entire syllables (almost) never appear out of order, 

making a hypothetical error like "copotffee" from "coffeepot" extremely unlikely. Also 

unambiguous feature errors occur infrequently, as in "Cedars of Lemadon" for "Cedars of 

Lebanon" (Fromkin, 1971: 35), where the nasality feature has switched location 

independent of the place of articulation feature. Based on findings by Fromkin (1973a), 

Shattuck-Hufnagel (1983), Shattuck-Hufnagel & Klatt (1979) Stemberger (1983) and 

others, Meyer (1992) estimates in her overview article that around 60-90% of all errors 

can be identified to be single segment misorderings, 10-30% constitute sequences of two 

neighboring segments (two consonants or a consonant and a flanking vowel), while 

"probably less than 5% of all sound errors are feature errors [...]" (p. 184f.). This has been 

taken to mean that segments must be direct processing units of word form retrieval, and 
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that syllables and features presumably have only a structural function in speech 

production.  

While broadly accepted, this tenet has at the same time never been uncontroversial; 

challenges have among others come from Roberts (1975), Browman & Goldstein 

(1990a), Boucher (1994) and Guest (2001). One basis for this criticism is that most 

segmental errors can be interpreted in alternative ways as either lower-level unit errors, 

that is, feature errors, or as higher-level unit errors, that is, syllable constituent errors. 

However, since unambiguous feature errors are rare, there has been general agreement 

that ambiguous errors should be treated as segment errors (e.g., "pits and beeses" for "bits 

and pieces," which could be a [voice] feature or a segment-level exchange; from 

Shattuck-Hufnagel & Klatt, 1979). This issue will be addressed in more detail in  

Chapter 2.  

1.2  THE WELL-FORMEDNESS OF ERRORS 

Another striking characteristic of errors is the fact that they are usually phonotactically, 

phonologically and phonetically well-formed. That is, the temporally mislocated segment 

is produced in its new location as if it were intended in that position; the only property 

that makes it anomalous is its serial order. Wells (1951: 86) called this the "First Law" of 

speech errors: "A slip of the tongue is practically always a phonetically possible noise," 

whereby Wells's use of the term "phonetically possible" refers to language specific 

phonotactic constraints (cf. also, among others, Boomer & Laver, 1968; Fromkin, 1971; 

Garrett, 1975; MacKay, 1970; Berg, 1987; 1991).  

The phonetic details of the temporally shifted segment are also accommodated to its new 

environment, that is, a segment usually moves independently of its allophonic properties. 
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Phonetic accommodation has been reported to include aspiration, voicing, vowel 

tenseness, flapping of /t/ and preceding vowel nasalization (e.g., Fromkin, 1971; Garrett, 

1975; Stemberger, 1983; 1984). An example of laryngeal accommodation can be found in 

Fromkin (1973a: 24), where "steak and potatoes" was heard to be uttered as "[speik] and 

tomatoes, (not *domatoes);" that is, the mislocated /p/ and /t/ were (un)aspirated 

appropriately for their new positions. Generally, instances in which well-formedness 

principles of the language in question are violated are taken to be so rare that they can 

largely be set aside. This has led to a situation in which well-formedness is taken to be a 

hallmark of cognitive processes, whereas phonotactic violations are taken to be indicative 

of motor level processes. 

1.3  SIMILARITY CONSTRAINTS 

While features and syllables have been argued to rarely move as units in errors (e.g., 

Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1983), they nevertheless seem to play an important, albeit indirect 

role, in that they are determining factors in the likelihood of error occurrence. At the most 

general level, it can be said that the more two elements have in common, the more likely 

they are to interact in an error, where the notion of having 'something' in common 

comprises prosodic position, stress and features, as well as neighboring segments. 

MacKay (1970) reported a 'repeated phoneme effect,' meaning that errors are more likely 

to occur in the vicinity of identical segments (cf. also Bawden, 1900; Nooteboom, 1969; 

Stemberger, 1982; Dell, 1986; Wilshire, 1999). Dell (1984) identified in particular that a 

shared final consonant can trigger an interaction of the initial consonants. Stemberger 

(1990) came to the conclusion that only an exact match of the neighboring segments 

increased error likelihood. That is, overlapping but not identical subsegmental detail had 
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no effect on error rates, despite the fact that for the interacting consonants themselves, 

error rate increased with a higher the number of features shared. The latter phenomenon 

is also termed the 'phonetic similarity effect' (e.g., Nooteboom, 1969; MacKay, 1970; 

Fromkin, 1971; Dell, 1986; Shattuck-Hufnagel & Klatt, 1979; Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1986; 

Fowler, 1987; Wilshire, 1999).  

A number of studies have found that shared stress is a crucial factor in determining the 

probability of two segments interacting in an error (cf. Boomer & Laver, 1968; Garrett, 

1975; MacKay, 1970; Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1986, but see MacKay, 1971 on within-word 

spoonerisms). Together, all of the aforementioned similarity constraints render it little 

surprising that, with rare exceptions, consonants only interact with consonants and 

vowels only interact with vowels, which is sometimes also called the 'prosodic similarity 

constraint' (e.g., Dell et al., 1993; Garrett, 1975; Roberts, 1975; Shattuck-Hufnagel & 

Klatt, 1979). 

1.4  ASYMMETRIC DISTRIBUTIONS 

The role of phoneme frequency in errors is not altogether clear. Shattuck-Hufnagel & 

Klatt (1979) observed that a given segment usually appeared as often as source of an 

error as it was targeted by an error; that is, the error confusion matrix was generally 

symmetric. The palatalization bias constituted an exception: This bias favored (less 

frequent) palatalized segments over (more frequent) unpalatalized ones and thus led to 

asymmetric error distributions for segments like /s/ and /�/, with /s/ turning into /�/ more 

often than the reverse (cf. also the confusion matrix in Berg, 1988: 48). Curiously, in an 

experimental study Levitt & Healey (1985) obtained the opposite result; they did not 

identify a palatalization or anti-frequency bias for /s/ and /�/. However, this result was 
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only unambiguous for so-called non-contextual errors. That is, /�/ turned into /s/ mostly 

when /s/ was not present in the context, but /s/ turned into /�/ about 50% of the time when 

/�/ was present (cf. Levitt & Healy, 1985: 725). They identified a general frequency bias 

in errors in that more frequent elements were less likely to be affected by error than less 

frequent elements. Frequency of occurrence was further reflected in a directionality 

effect: less frequent elements were usually replaced by more frequent elements. This 

frequency bias and the related directionality effect was first identified by Motley & Baars 

(1975) and was further confirmed by Stemberger (1991a, b).4  

Contrary to the finding of Levitt & Healey, however, Stemberger (1991a) noted an anti-

frequency bias for coronals in general. While, for instance, /t/ is a more frequent segment 

in English than /k/, and thus the expected substitution-directionality is a /t/ replacing a /k/, 

Stemberger actually discovered the opposite pattern: /t/ was more often substituted by /k/ 

than the reverse. This was also the case for /s/ and /�/, with /s/ as the more frequent 

element turning more often into /�/ than vice versa (parallel to the findings of Shattuck-

Hufnagel & Klatt, 1979).5 

Shattuck-Hufnagel (1983), Stemberger (1990; 1991a) and Stemberger & Treiman (1986) 

also identified an addition bias in cluster environments: In errors, it is generally more 

common for a segment to be added than deleted. Stemberger and Treiman found that, for 

                                                 

4 Goldrick (2002) investigated whether in error distributions, language specific frequency might interact 
with cross-linguistic markedness, but finds only weak evidence for markedness overriding frequency. 

5 The discrepancy in the results between the Levitt & Healey study on the one hand and the Shattuck-
Hufnagel & Klatt and Stemberger studies on the other hand may be due to a variety of reasons: Levitt & 
Healey only used CV words; some of their stimuli were words and some of them were nonwords. Also 
their elicitation method was quite different from Stemberger's in that subjects pronounced all priming pairs 
(which are identical to the error being elicited) as well as the target pair. And, as pointed out above, Levitt 
& Healey only found a frequency effect for non-contextual errors, that is, /s/ turned into /�/ in contexts 
other than /�/.  
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instance, on the word pair "puck plump" the most frequent error was "pluck plump", 

while "puck pump" occurred only rarely. They summarized the dominant pattern as 

"something" competing with "nothing," with the consequence that the "something" wins 

(cf. also Stemberger, 1983; Stemberger & Stoel-Gammon, 1991).  

Stemberger (1991a) reinterprets the anti-frequency effect for coronals as a surface 

manifestation of the addition bias by invoking the concept of coronal underspecification. 

Given that coronals are underspecified for place of articulation, so he argues, the addition 

bias will lead other segments' place specifications to intrude more easily (since the 'empty 

space' is a willing host), independent of segment frequency. Again, "something" 

competes with "nothing"; the anti-frequency effect is conceptualized as a consequence of 

an addition bias at the featural level. This view predicts that anti-frequency effects should 

only be found for coronals. 

Arguments against underspecification come from Berg (1991). He investigated the 

feature [voice] in English and German speech errors: in these languages, [voice] is a 

redundant feature on sonorants, but a contrastive feature for obstruents. His data indicated 

that sonorants cannot be underspecified for [voice] at the point where segments 

presumably interact in errors, since both sonorants and obstruents proved to be sensitive 

to voicing: A shared specification for [� voice] between the source and the target segment 

in an error greatly increased the likelihood of interaction for both sonorants and 

obstruents (Berg, 1991: 914f.). He identified different magnitudes of the effect for the 

two classes, with [voice] playing a larger role for obstruents compared to sonorants, 

which he attributed to different network connection strengths and weights depending on 

their informational value. 
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Proponents of dynamic speech production models also argue against underspecification 

on theoretical grounds, since target underspecification is incompatible with dynamically 

defined underlying units (for the notion of underspecification in Articulatory Phonology 

cf. Browman & Goldstein, 1992). However, so far there has been no specific account of 

how asymmetric error distributions between coronals and non-coronals can be accounted 

for (cf. Fowler, 1995). Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation will return to this question. 

 

In sum, the above properties have been taken to corroborate the psychological reality of 

the segment as an abstract, symbolic unit that is manipulated in accordance with 

phonological constraints. Most mislocated elements can be described as single segmental 

misorderings. Similarity constraints further support this notion, since features and 

syllables constrain the occurrence of errors but are not usually error participants. The 

phonological and phonetic well-formedness of most errors attests that phonological 

encoding operates on the basis of abstract, symbolic units that are categorically different 

from the instantiation of these units at a phonetic implementation level. Given further that 

the concept of underspecification seems to be necessary to account for asymmetric error 

distribution patterns, slips of the tongue have been taken as a strong argument for a 

purely symbolic representation of sound structure at the cognitive level (e.g., Levelt et al., 

1999). 

2 IMPLICATIONS FOR MODELS OF SPEECH PRODUCTION 

The results of these numerous error studies have greatly informed the architecture of 

speech production models. In the 1980s several influential models of speech production 

were presented, among others by Shattuck-Hufnagel (1979), Dell (1986), Garrett (1975), 
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and Levelt (1989). These models differ in many ways from each other (discussed in 

Fowler, 1985, 2003), but share certain core features, particularly with respect to the 

implications they take speech error data to have for the nature of the phonological 

encoding process - Meyer (1997) has coined the term 'standard model' for this generation 

of speech production models. 

2.1  THE STANDARD MODEL 

These standard speech production models typically distinguish two essentially modular 

stages with distinct representations and properties: A planning stage in which segment-

size symbolic units are manipulated and an execution stage in which the discrete 

cognitive plan is translated into smooth trajectories of muscle controls that satisfy the 

plan's goals (cf. e.g., Perkell, 1980; Perkell et al., 1995 for a model of phonetic 

implementation from this point of view). Translation models - independent of details in 

design - by their very nature acknowledge a fundamental incompatibility between the 

cognitive representations and the actual implementation of these structures. The planning 

and the execution level are categorically distinct and based on largely incommensurate 

descriptions (cf. Fowler et al., 1980 and Fowler, 1985). 

Evidence for this dichotomous structure comes from two sources: errors mostly involve 

segment size units and errors result in well-formed structures. Errors involving segments 

are the most frequent type of error - this is taken to mean that they must be the main units 

of processing at the point where errors happen. Features only determine the likelihood of 

errors occurring through the similarity constraints discussed above. This tenet has 

received strong support from Stemberger's (1990) finding that only segmentally identical 

neighbors will boost error probability (see above). More recently, the holistic-segment 
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hypothesis has received support from chronometric evidence in a study by Roelofs 

(1999), in which he uses a word naming task to show that shared features between prime 

and target do not facilitate naming, while shared segments do. 

Another characteristic of standard speech production models is the assumption that 

skeletal structural information is retrieved independently of segmental content: Since 

temporally mislocated segments are in most cases faithful to their syllabic position, this 

has been taken to mean that segments and their structural positions must be represented 

independently of each other. Shattuck-Hufnagel (1979) identified this as one of the core 

constraints of speech errors: "[errorful] movement is limited to a small set of possible 

slots or locations, which are predictable on the basis of either other error changes in the 

sentence or its underlying structure." She takes the implication of this finding to be that 

these locations "must be predefined in some way during the planning process, 

independent of the segments they are to contain" (p. 303). In her scan-copier model, 

errors have three potential sources: the scan-copier, which associates segments with the 

corresponding frames, can misselect a target segment, a target can be checked-off 

erroneously, and so be removed from the pool of available segments before ever having 

been selected, or a segment may erroneously fail to be checked off and be available again 

at a later time.  

Levelt (1989) provides the rationale for the necessity of a process that teases frame and 

content apart only to put them back together again: The frame-content association 

mechanism serves the process of phonological word generation, which reflects the 

accommodation words undergo in fluent speech (such as reduction and resyllabification). 

Segments that are, say, in coda position in their isolated citation form can end up in onset 
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position in the phonological word. Levelt et al. (1999: 20) give the example un.der.stand 

vs. un.der.stan.dit, where the underlined /d/ switches syllable affiliation through the 

cliticization of the third person pronoun it. 6 

More recently, Dell et al. (1993) have modified the earlier standard model (Dell, 1986) in 

order to implement the serial ordering process without assuming a distinct frame and 

content representation. Their parallel-distributed processing (PDP) model produces 

sequences of phonological features without the specification of explicit rules, but 

generates structural effects on the basis of network connection strengths. However, as the 

model stands, this is at the expense of the ability to generate contextual or movement 

errors (cf. Dell et al., 1993: 152). 

That errors result in a phonologically, phonotactically and phonetically well-formed 

structure has been used to advocate the independence of planning from the later 

execution stage in speech production: In an error, abstract, symbolic segments come to be 

temporally mislocated independent of their low-level properties, which are only 

implemented on the basis of phonetic rules later in the production process. Sub-segmental 

and sub-featural errors are taken to arise at the level of the motor execution plan (cf. e.g., 

comments on Mowrey & MacKay, 1990 in Levelt, et al., 1999: 21; and also Frisch & 
                                                 

6 The proposal that the syllable constituency effect characteristically observed in speech errors originates in 
a resyllabification mechanism is not unproblematic. That the frame-content-association mechanism serves 
to rearrange syllable affiliations when phonological words are created does not necessarily predict the 
syllable-position effect to hold in speech errors. If the frame-content association mechanism is the point 
where errors arise (a segment gets associated with a wrong slot), and this mechanism is one that is designed 
to rearrange syllable boundaries, it is not clear whether we would not instead expect errors in syllabification 
to be most or at least more frequent than they appear to be. Although in contrast to Levelt (1989), Levelt et 
al. (1999) assume metrical frames to have no information about CV structure, they are still faced with the 
problem of the syllable position constraint. They assume it to be an epiphenomenon of the feature similarity 
effect (cf. p. 21), but for a language like English that has very few phonotactic restrictions on singleton 
onsets and codas, this assumption is questionable. Also Vousden et al. (2000) have shown that for English, 
there is a syllable position constraint independent of the word-onset effect, which further speaks against 
Levelt et al.'s assumptions that the syllable position constraint is merely a surface phenomenon. 
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Wright, 2002). Errors that do not result in a well-formed structure are generally taken to 

have little implication for an understanding of the cognitive processes involved in speech 

production and have thus overall received only moderate amounts of attention. Studies 

that do investigate errors resulting in phonologically illicit structures (e.g., Butterworth & 

Whittaker, 1980; Laver, 1980) do usually not commit to implications for planning 

processes. 

 

Overall, speech errors seem to reveal a planning process during which symbolic, 

phoneme-size units are erroneously activated or checked off too early. This processing 

level obeys the phonological constraints of the language in question. Temporally 

mislocated segments (or features in Dell et al.'s (1993) model) are executed 'normally' at 

a later, independent implementation stage. 

2.2  DYNAMIC SPEECH PRODUCTION MODELS 

An altogether different view on speech production and on speech errors is offered by 

Articulatory Phonology (Browman & Goldstein, 1986; 1990a, b; 1992; 1995a, b). This 

framework seeks to reconcile the dichotomy between planning and execution in the 

standard model in that it uses gestures as primitive units at all levels. Gestures serve as 

contrastive units of information as well as units of action; that is, cognitive units are 

abstract specifications of motor processes. Modeled as abstract mass-spring systems, 

gestures are articulatory yet abstract units that control constriction actions of distinct 

vocal organs (e.g., Lips, Tongue Tip) which are defined in terms of task dynamics (Kelso 

et al., 1986a; Saltzman, 1994). Gestures are control units that specify actions in the vocal 

tract in terms of sets of articulators, or tract variables (e.g. lip aperture). A gesture's 
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functional goal is the formation and release of a local constriction by a particular 

articulator set. For oral gestures, constriction goals are specified for pairs of tract 

variables: one for constriction location, the other for constriction degree. Tract variables 

are tongue tip and tongue body constriction location and degree, lip aperture, lip 

protrusion, and velic aperture. 

The relative timing or phasing relations between successive gestures in multigestural 

constellations are lexically encoded in a gestural structure. Contrasts within and across 

languages arise through phasing patterns which determine the gestural score of an 

utterance, that is, which gesture is actively controlled for how long and at what point in 

time relative to other gestures. The gestural score serves as input to the task dynamic 

model (Kelso et al., 1986a; Saltzman & Kelso, 1987; Saltzman, 1994) that calculates the 

time-variant properties of sets of articulators. These are grouped into functional synergies 

to achieve the goal of the gestural score. 

Within this framework, gestures are hypothesized to be the basic units of speech 

production. Higher levels of organization (phonemes, syllables, etc.) are understood as 

tightly cohesive multigestural constellations. Hierarchical syllable structure, for instance, 

is modeled solely on the basis of phase relations and bonding strengths between adjacent 

consonants and vowels and between vowels of successive syllables. 

This framework predicts speech errors to involve individual gestures as well as 

multigestural constellations. Crucially, errors should reflect the dynamic nature of the 

underlying units, that is, temporally mislocated gestures should appear along a graded 

continuum of values (Browman & Goldstein, 1990a: 419ff.; 1992: 171ff.). While the 

magnitude of an errorful gesture is predicted to be partial, the positioning or timing of the 
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mislocated gesture will presumably adhere to the linguistic structure of the interacting 

elements. A temporally mislocated gesture will not result in random movement in vocal 

tract space and time; errorful actions will preserve their discrete (and in that sense 

categorical) properties as units of speech production. As such, errorful activity will be 

directly related to gestural structure. Within such a gestural framework, errors that arise 

through the same process will exhibit categorical as well as partial properties.  

 While these claims run contrary to decades of speech error research, proponents 

of dynamic models of speech production take their argumentative force from the severe 

limitations of the main research tool employed in speech error research: auditory 

evaluation and transcription. While speech error studies have always acknowledged the 

possibility of perceptual biases entering into error transcription, the high consistency of 

results across the years and across researchers has weakened the argument that perceptual 

biases might grossly taint results (cf. Cutler, 1981; Stemberger, 1992). Yet strong words 

of caution against alphabetic, segmental preconceptions that tacitly assume that principles 

of alphabetic systems (including the IPA) have direct correlates as cognitive 

representations can be found among others in Boomer & Laver (1968), Boucher (1994), 

Roberts (1975), Browman & Goldstein (1990a) and Dufva (1992). These authors share 

the concern that conclusions about the segmental structure of planning processes are 

dictated from an aprioristic bias rooted in the alphabetic tradition; phonetic transcription 

which should be merely a tool can thus come to be confused with the observation itself 

(Browman & Goldstein 1990a: 418f.).  

That this may not be an unwarranted concern has emerged more clearly with the 

increasing availability of more sophisticated technical equipment in speech production 
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research. Over the past decade, several empirical studies have been undertaken that aim 

to understand details of errorful utterances without having to rely on the experimenter's 

perception. And indeed, these studies suggest the possibility that speech production may 

not be an entirely categorical process based on abstract segmental (or featural) 

representations. However, the data are limited and there is reluctance in acknowledging 

that the results of these studies might have any bearing on investigations of cognitive 

processes. 

3 INSTRUMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SPEECH ERRORS 

The first systematic articulatory study of speech errors was published by Mowrey & 

MacKay (1990) who collected EMG data during the production of tongue twisters such 

as she sells sea shells by the sea shore. Depending on the type of utterance to be 

produced, they inserted an electrode into the orbicularis oris or the transversus/verticalis 

complex, with an electrode recording action potentials from 3-10 individual motor units. 

Amplitude variations in anomalous muscle activity ranged from very small to maximal. 

Specifically, a single motor unit analysis detected anomalous EMG activity of various 

magnitudes in the orbicularis oris, indicating labial activity typical for /�/ during /s/. The 

authors conclude that smaller units than phonemes and features in the form of motor units 

regularly participated in errors, but these errors went unnoticed by the perceiver due to 

automatic correction mechanisms. Even for the errors that were audible, the authors 

found that most of the errors they identified "cannot be characterized alphabetically"  

(p. 1307). While their results were certainly ground-breaking, their experimental 

technique considerably limits the generalizability of their data. At places where segments 

seemed to have been erroneously elided (judging by the absence of residual activation in 
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the motor units that would normally be activated) activation at a location not monitored 

could not be precluded. The reverse is also true; if anomalous activity was detected, 

counter-activity from other muscles may have prevented actual erroneous movement at 

the constriction level. Another serious limitation of their study lies in the fact that any /�/-

like orbicularis oris activity detected during /s/ had to be evaluated without any 

information (other than auditory) about the lingual gestures constitutive of /s/, that is, it 

remained unknown whether the tongue constrictions typical for /s/ were also affected by 

the intrusion of /�/ as manifest in the labial activity.  

 

Boucher (1994) visually and auditorily examined errors captured on X-ray film for a 

speaker of French. He discusses, for instance, a case in which by auditory judgment, the 

segment /�/ seemed to replace /v/: trois routes (/t�wa�ut/) was pronounced instead of the 

intended trois voûtes (/t�wavut/). The X-ray data showed, however, that the articulatory 

movements associated with the labio-dental /v/ were still produced (the upper teeth 

making clear contact with the lower lips), while the /�/ percept resulted from the tongue 

simultaneously making contact with the uvula, which Boucher interprets as overshooting 

the position for /u/. Another, similar case in point was an apparent instance of erroneous 

/�/ deletion according to the perceptual judgment, but the X-ray data revealed that the 

uvular raising and retraction movement characteristic for /�/ were present, but undershot 

a critical constriction, resulting in a loss of frication. Boucher strongly criticizes the use 

of transcriptional records in speech error research on the basis of his findings, and 

challenges the prosodic similarity constraint. He interprets the errorful overshoot and 

undershoot apparent in the X-ray data as arising from the influence of the adjacent vowel. 
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The errors he observed "can be viewed in terms of a miscue on the magnitudes of activity 

(and therefore the amplitudes of the movements) which results in 'consonants' produced 

with the 'vowel' specifications" (p. 10). According to Boucher then, consonants and 

vowels are not strictly serially ordered separate entities during the planning stage of an 

utterance; this concept is merely a bias introduced by an alphabetic writing system. 

Boucher favors holistic syllable-size representations of sound structure, which would 

allow for co-productions of consonant- and vowel-like features as he observed in the X-

ray data. 

 

Frisch & Wright (2002) undertook an acoustic evaluation of errorful utterances7 and used 

tongue twisters consisting of monosyllabic words with alternating initial consonants, like 

"sit zap zoo sip" (p. 144). They measured fricative duration, amplitude of frication noise 

and percent voicing, taking the latter to be the most reliable indicator of whether an error 

had occurred. Intermediate values in percent voicing between the canonical values for /s/ 

and /z/ provided evidence for partial speech errors. /s/ displayed fewer values in the 

intermediate range than /z/. /z/ did not display clear modes in the frequency distribution 

along the voicing continuum. Levels of voicing between 5 and 100% were largely evenly 

distributed. These results may indicate that it was not entirely possible for the authors to 

                                                 

7 Another acoustic study, more limited in scope, was conducted by Navas (2001; 2002). She investigated 
acoustically errorful interactions between alveolar and palatal sibilants in Portuguese-Japanese bilinguals. 
The stimuli consisted of bisyllabic word pairs of the pattern /sV1CV/ - /�V2CV/. Parameters measured were 
duration, amplitude of fricative noise and peak frequency in the initial, medial and final portion of fricative 
noise. The acoustic parameters analyzed showed mostly full substitutions, with some partial palatalizations 
occurring mainly for /�/ turning into /s/ in the context of /i/. A transcription analysis revealed a change of 
alveolar to palatal articulation to be the most frequent type of error for both subjects, in accordance with the 
palatalization bias that has been observed for English by Shattuck-Hufnagel & Klatt (1979) and Stemberger 
(1991a). 
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distinguish between partial errorful production of /z/ and normal productions, during 

which partial devoicing of /z/ is also frequently observed. For /s/ on the other hand, the 

distribution was clearly skewed, in that the number of /s/ tokens decreased with 

increasing percent voicing. /s/ tokens with more than 60% voicing were treated as 

categorical errors (these tokens also displayed duration and amplitude values typical for 

/z/). 

Results showed that there were more errors on /z/ toward [s] than /s/ moving toward [z]. 

This is in accordance with a frequency effect that has been identified to hold in errors in 

that more frequent elements tend to replace less frequent elements (/s/ being more 

frequent in English than /z/). The authors point out that this result contradicts 

Stemberger's identification of an anti-frequency bias for the pair under consideration; 

Stemberger (1991a) found /s/ turning more often into /z/ than the reverse which he took 

to stem from the underspecification of the feature [- voice]. 

In order to investigate the origin of these discrepant results, Frisch & Wright evaluated 

the error distribution they obtained from their impressionistic transcription of the data. 

They confirmed that while perception was categorical for both consonants, the perception 

of /z/ was relatively stable to perturbations in the voicing parameter, yet even small 

amounts of voicing during /s/ caused a /z/ percept. Thus, they attributed Stemberger's 

anti-frequency bias to a perceptual effect.  

Of further interest here is the authors' discussion of the relation of partial to full errors in 

order to determine what implications their data have for speech production models. In 

their data they found more errors that are indicative of full substitutions (i.e., the 

erroneous segment was presumably produced as if it were the intended one) than 
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expected if the voicing dimension were a single continuum with extreme cases occurring 

just on the basis of chance. That is, full errors were qualitatively not the same as partial 

errors. They concluded that "a linguistic level of the segment or feature does have an 

influence on the phonetic details of speech error production" (p. 157), that is, linguistic 

structure exerts a well-formedness pressure on production in that "gestures tend to be 

organized into permissible segments" (p. 160). Yet the phonemic planning and 

articulatory implementation level cannot be categorically distinct; for instance, the 

authors found a clear lexical effect for /s/ (i.e. there were more (partial) errors when the 

outcome of the error resulted in a word), and a marginal effect for /z/. 

 

All of the above findings suggest that sub-segmental errors occur systematically. 

However, these studies do not lead unambiguously to further conclusions about the 

nature of these partial errors. Due to the complex relationship between acoustics and 

articulation, acoustic measurements can only be used to a limited extent to draw 

inferences about vocal tract actions. From the instrumental studies conducted thus far, it 

is not clear what the detailed properties of sub-segmental (and sub-featural) errors are, 

and crucially, how they relate to full errors. What to make of these results then depends 

heavily on the theoretical beliefs one subscribes to. From a segmental, standard model 

perspective, these studies merely confirm the existence of lower-level errors, but have no 

bearing on the abstract planning process (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999). From a gestural 

perspective, these studies provide converging evidence for what has long been suspected: 

Planning errors are not confined to full substitutions of symbolic units that result in a 

well-formed structure (e.g., Browman & Goldstein, 1992). It is, in other words, still an 
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open question whether partial and full errors arise through separate processes and 

whether partial errors have any meaning for the search of primitive units in speech 

production. 

In an attempt to provide data that pertain to these questions, the following chapters 

present results from experiments that trace tongue movement during the elicitation of 

speech errors. These kinematic data will allow testing of the gestural model, which 

relates observable vocal tract actions to higher level (linguistic) control structures in a 

principled fashion. As a corollary, errorful activity of vocal organs measured at the level 

of tongue movement should reflect properties of the posited abstract control structures. If 

either the observable errorful vocal tract action is not clearly linguistically structured or 

the observed activity does not provide evidence for the dynamic nature of the abstract 

control structures, the use of a dynamic framework for investigating speech errors and 

their relation to the speech production mechanism would become questionable. If it is 

possible, however, to describe errorful actions as manifest in tongue movement 

systematically in terms of linguistic gestural activity, the gestural approach may succeed 

in capturing partial and full or categorical properties of speech errors (as well as of the 

speech production system as a whole) without the assumption of a modular phonological 

and phonetic processing stage. 
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CHAPTER 2 

This chapter presents data from three error elicitation experiments during which tongue 

movement was recorded. The stimuli for Experiments 1 and 2 were designed to elicit 

errors on initial consonants, while the design of Experiment 3 prompted interactions of 

final nasal and non-nasal consonants.8 

The following general methods section applies to all articulatory experiments that are 

reported in this dissertation. Any differences in methodology and design will be 

described for each experiment separately.  

1  GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL FACTORS 

1.1  METHOD 

Tongue movement data were collected using the Perkell-system electromagnetic 

midsagittal articulometer (EMMA) at Haskins Laboratories (Perkell et al., 1992; cf. also 

Stone, 1997). The apparatus allows the tracking of individual fleshpoints by means of 

small receiver coils attached to various points on the subject's vocal tract in the 

midsagittal plane. Receivers are glued to subjects' tongues and other relevant points 

(nose, maxilla, jaw, lips) using special dental adhesive. Subjects wear a plastic device on 

their head with three equidistant transmitter coils that produce an alternating 

electromagnetic field on the basis of different sinusoidal frequencies. The alternating 

magnetic fields passing through the receiver coils induce three voltage signals in these 

receiver coils, which then can be used as a measure of distance between the receiver coil 

                                                 

8 These experiments were done in collaboration with Larissa Chen, Louis Goldstein and Dani Byrd. Parts 
of the results will be published in Goldstein et al. (submitted). 
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and each transmitter coil. Overlapping fields ensure a measurement resolution of less 

than 1 mm. The output voltages of the receiver coils are input to a computer algorithm 

that calculates the actual location of a given receiver coil in the two-dimensional 

coordinate plane as a function of time. The three voltages output by each receiver were 

low-pass filtered at 200 Hz through a hardware filter and subsequently sampled at 500 Hz 

by a computer. Both before and after conversion to distances, the data were smoothed by 

a low-pass filter of 15 Hz. The data were further corrected for head movement (on the 

basis of the reference receivers attached to the nose and upper teeth), rotated and 

translated to the occlusal plane. The occlusal plane was obtained by means of taping two 

receiver coils to a biteplate that subjects were instructed to keep between their teeth for 3 

seconds while data were acquired for these two receiver coils, as well as for the coils 

attached to the nose and maxilla. These occlusal data were used to compute a coordinate 

system in which the horizontal axis parallels the subject's bite plane. Standard calibration 

procedures were completed before each experiment (Perkell et al., 1992; Kaburagi & 

Honda, 1997). The resolution for all signals was 12 bits. The speech signal was sampled 

at 48 kHz for subject JP and 20 kHz for all other subjects. Acoustic data were collected 

with a Sennheiser shotgun microphone positioned ca. 30 cm from the subject's mouth. 

For all subjects, the receivers attached outside the vocal tract were nose ridge, upper lip 

(UL) and lower lip (LL). The receivers inside the vocal tract are maxilla, lower incisors 

(Jaw), and the tongue receivers. For all subjects but one, four tongue receivers were used: 

tongue tip (TT), anterior tongue body (TB1), posterior tongue body (TB2) and tongue 

dorsum (TD). For one subject (LM) with a particularly small tongue, only one tongue 

body receiver (TB1) was attached. One subject (LK), had an additional receiver coil 
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attached to her velum during data collection for Experiment 3. Figure 2.1 shows a 

demonstration head illustrating typical receiver positions. 

upper
lip(UL)

tongue
rear(TD)

anterior
tongue
body(TB1 )

lower
lip (LL)

jaw

tongue
t ip (TT)

posterior
tongue
body(TB2 )maxilla

nose

 

Figure 2.1. Demonstration head showing typical receiver locations for EMMA 
experiments. 
 
Inter-receiver distances differed with each subject due to subjects' different anatomical 

characteristics. The TT receiver was placed between 3 and 10 mm from the actual tip of 

the tongue, TT and TB1 and TB1 and TB2 were between 15 and 20 mm apart, while TB2 

and TD were 10-15 mm apart. 

1.2  SUBJECTS 

All subjects were native speakers of American English; their age ranged from 18 to 45. 

Subjects were paid for their participation in the experiment. While some subjects had a 

background in Linguistics/Phonetics, they were all naive as to the purpose of the 

experiments. Data from 3 subjects had to be discarded entirely because technical 

problems prohibited accurate data collection and evaluation. Overall, data from 14 

subjects (7 female, 7 male) were included in the following analyses, although not all 
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subjects completed all experimental conditions. It will be noted at the beginning of each 

relevant section which subjects completed the respective part of data collection.  

2  EXPERIMENT 1: /t/ - /k/ 

2.1  SUBJECTS 

Nine subjects participated in this experiment (5 female, 4 male). Data from 7 subjects (5 

female, 2 male) will be reported here, since for two subjects the receiver coil attached to 

the tongue tip was lost during the experiment.  

2.2  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Stimuli were presented on a computer screen positioned about 1 m away from the 

subject; a metronome with a light display was placed on top of the computer screen. The 

metronome was used to control speaking rate. In order to make the acoustic data usable 

for further analyses, the metronome beat was indicated by a flashing red light during 

recording so that no audible beat was presented. Subjects first practiced synchronizing to 

the metronome with the audible beat signal, and then practiced synchronizing to the light 

signal without the audible beat; subjects adapted to the task within a few practice trials. 

The metronome voltage was sampled at 1000 Hz simultaneously with the speech signal 

and the EMMA data. 

For the first subject (JP), two metronome rates were employed: slow at 750 ms/repetition 

(80 beats per minute) and fast at 600 ms/repetition (100 bpm); for all other subjects but 

one, the rates were set to slow (80 bpm, 750 ms/repetition), mid (577 ms/repetition, 104 

bpm), and fast (500 ms/repetition, 120 bpm). For one subject, AB, the rates had to be 

lowered to 76 bpm (789 ms/repetition), 104 bpm (577 ms/repetition) and 116 bpm (517 
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ms/repetition) respectively for her to adequately perform the task. Trial time was varied 

with rate in order to obtain the same minimum number of tokens per rate condition. Data 

acquisition time was thus set to 15 s for the slow rate, 13 s for mid and 10 s for the fast 

rate.  

The stimulus material consisted of two-word phrases with both words being 

monosyllabic. Subjects saw the phrase they were supposed to repeat on a given trial on 

the computer screen in front of them, as described above. All words began either with /t/ 

or /k/. In the control utterances, subjects were instructed to repeat nonalternating phrases 

like cop cop or top top continuously for the duration of one trial, aligning the stress to the 

beat of the metronome. Two stress conditions were employed (iamb, trochee); the word 

that was supposed to be stressed appeared in capital letters on the screen (e.g., COP cop, 

or cop COP). There were further two vowel conditions (cop cop vs. kip kip). The 

experimental trials, during which subjects were expected to produce errors, had 

alternating onset consonants, as for instance in cop top or tip kip. Again, stress and vowel 

were varied, as was phrase position (cop top vs. top cop). Interspersed with the /t/-/k/ 

trials were /s/-/�/ trials, which will be described and analyzed as Experiment 2 further 

below.  

The rate conditions were blocked; the order of these rate blocks was changed for each 

subject. Within each rate block, stress conditions were blocked and it was pointed out to 

subjects when the stress condition changed. Vowel and phrase position conditions 

appeared in the same random order across the different stress and rate blocks. 

The full set of stimuli for each rate was as follows (capital letters indicate stress 

placement): 
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��alternating trials  

COP top, top COP, TOP cop, cop TOP, KIP tip, tip KIP, TIP kip, kip TIP 

��control trials  

COP cop, cop COP, TOP top, top TOP, KIP kip, kip KIP, TIP tip, tip TIP 

This yielded a total of 24 alternating trials and 24 control trials for Experiment 1. 

Due to a variety of limiting factors such as life span of the receiver coils or experiment 

length, not all rate conditions were collected for all subjects (cf. Appendix A).  

At the gestural level, TT is taken to be the oral constricting organ controlled for /t/, and 

the tongue body or dorsum the relevant constricting organ for /k/. Vertical position 

maxima recorded for the TT and TD receiver coil, respectively, were taken as index of 

the temporal location of constriction achievement for the tongue tip and tongue dorsum 

gestures, respectively. The movement time functions obtained through the EMMA 

system were thus evaluated by finding and marking the relevant vertical position maxima 

of the receiver coils using software algorithms developed at Haskins Laboratories. If the 

labelling algorithm did not find a maximum at a point in time relevant for the analysis, its 

value was measured at the time of a maximum in another signal which the algorithm had 

identified. For instance, if there was no vertical position maximum for TD during /t/ 

(since the tongue dorsum is not expected to rise during /t/, only the tongue tip will exhibit 

substantial movement), TD was measured at the time of the TT maximum. 

Depending on the rest position of the subject's tongue immediately preceding the start of 

the trial, the first token of a trial often had a visibly very different movement trajectory 

compared to following trials. In these cases, the first phrase was not included in the 

analysis. Further, only complete phrases were included in the analysis; if, for instance, 
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the subject made an error on the first word and then stopped, this token was disregarded. 

If a subject corrected herself, that is, the phrase consisted of more than two words (e.g., 

"top-cop top"), the correction was disregarded and - in this example - the first and third 

syllable were labelled. 

2.3  ERROR TYPES 

For the control utterances, Figure 2.2 shows, as an example, a visual overlay of all 

stimulus repetitions for top top (Figure 2.2.1.) and cop cop (Figure 2.2.2.) obtained 

during one 10-second trial (fast rate) of one subject (JX). Line-up point is the point of 

zero-velocity of vertical TT movement at the achievement of the constriction for the 

initial /t/ in top top; the comparable point in TD was used for cop cop. On the basis of the 

substantial displacement with low variability exhibited by TT, the vertical movement 

pattern of TT during the non-errorful control utterances confirms an actively controlled 

TT constriction during /t/. During /k/, TD is hypothesized to be actively controlled, 

though there is movement of TT as well, which is assumed to be a passive consequence 

of the raising motion of the tongue rear (cf. Browman, 1994 and Browman & Goldstein, 

in preparation, on passive movement of inactive tract variables caused by linking with 

active tract variables). Indicators of uncontrolled movement as opposed to controlled 

movement are taken to be that uncontrolled articulators do not exhibit substantial 

movement (e.g., TD during /t/) or their movement exhibits greater variability (e.g., the 

standard deviation for TD during /k/ for subject JX was 1.64, while for TT during /k/ the 

standard deviation was 2.68 for 440 tokens each). 
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Figure 2.2.1. Overlay of 14 repetitions of the control utterance "top top," fast rate, 
trochaic stress, subject JX. Line up is point of zero velocity of vertical TT movement. The 
initial /t/ is produced through a TT gesture, while there is no large movement in TD. This 
is taken as indication that /t/ is composed of a TT gesture and no TD gesture. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2.2. Overlay of 14 repetitions of the control utterance "cop cop," fast rate, 
trochaic stress, subject JX. Line up is point of zero velocity of vertical TD movement. 
During the initial /k/, TD is hypothesized to be actively controlled, while the large 
variability in TT movement is taken as index of passive movement which is due to the 
large raising gesture of the tongue rear. 
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Figure 2.3 illustrates errors as they were obtained in the alternating conditions (subject 

JX). Each picture shows two movement time functions: one non-errorful, prototypical 

repetition in dashed lines and one errorful repetition, with the error being marked by an 

arrow. During the TT raising gesture associated with /t/, for instance, no substantial TD 

raising is expected on the basis of the controls. The raising of the TD during /t/, as seen in 

Figure 2.3.1, is thus defined as intrusion error. During other tokens, anomalous TT 

raising during /k/ can be observed (cf. Figure 2.3.3).  

On the basis of these data patterns, the following error types were defined. An intrusion 

error is an addition of a constriction gesture that is not observed in the normal, non-

errorful production. A reduction error consists of the errorful reduction of the target 

gesture, that is, a reduced magnitude of the gesture that is observed in a normal, 

nonerrorful production. Reduction errors are marked in Figures 2.3.2 for /t/ and 2.3.4 for 

/k/. For the sake of clarity, both error types shall be defined for /t/ and /k/ specifically: 

��For /t/, TT constriction is hypothesized to be controlled; thus TT is expected to 

exhibit substantial movement with small variability in the maximal position, as seen 

during the controls. TD is expected to move only minimally. 

 - Intrusion error: increase of TD movement compared to controls, indicating  

   addition of a TD gesture (Figure 2.3.1).    

 - Reduction error: decreased magnitude of TT gesture compared to controls   

   (Figure 2.3.2). 

��For /k/, TD constriction is hypothesized to be controlled and is expected to show 

substantial movement with small variability in the maximal position, as seen during 

the controls. 
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 - Intrusion error: increased magnitude of TT movement compared to controls,    

   indicating addition of TT gesture (Figure 2.3.3).  

 - Reduction error: decreased magnitude of TD gesture compared to controls  

   (Figure 2.3.4). 
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2.3.1. TD intrusion during /t/.   2.3.2. TT reduction during /t/. 
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2.3.3. TT intrusion during /k/.   2.3.4. TD reduction during /k/. 

Figure 2.3. Intrusion (2.3.1., 2.3.3.) and reduction (2.3.2., 2.3.4.) errors illustrated for /t/ 
as well as /k/. All utterances are taken from the same subject (JX). The arrow marks the 
errorful gesture in the solid-line time series. The dashed-line time series illustrates a 
canonical repetition. The top audio panel displays the waveform associated with the 
solid-line time series (the errorful utterance), the bottom audio panel shows the 
waveform associated with the dashed-line time series (non-errorful utterance). 
The bursts visible in some of the waveforms are release bursts for the final /p/. 
Figure 2.3.1. TD intrusion during /t/ during the utterance "cop top", slow rate, iambic 
stress. 
Figure 2.3.2. TT reduction during /t/ during the phrase "top cop," mid rate, trochaic 
stress. 
Figure 2.3.3. TT intrusion during /k/ during the phrase "top cop," slow rate, trochaic 
stress. 
Figure 2.3.4. TD reduction during /k/ during the phrase "cop top," slow rate, iambic 
stress. 
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2.4  ERROR CRITERION 

In order to determine how much increase (or decrease) in movement over the controls 

constitutes an error, the following statistical method was designed (cf. Figure 2.4).  
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Figure 2.4. Error metric designed to distinguish errorful and non-errorful utterances. 
The top panel shows the distribution of the control utterances for TD. The bottom panel 
evaluates the distribution of TD during /t/ in the phrase "cop top" against the distribution 
of the controls. 
 
In order to determine, for instance, whether there was erroneous TD activity during /t/, 

the distribution of TD during /t/ as well as of TD during /k/ in the non-alternating control 

utterances was obtained. Two standard deviations were calculated from each of the 

control means. The distribution for TD during /t/ in the alternating trial was evaluated 

against the distribution of the controls. Two standard deviations from the control means 

were defined to be 'error thresholds'. That is, any token with a TD height that lay within 

two standard deviations of the control mean (here: TD during /t/), was classified as non-

errorful. If the TD magnitude of a given token was more than two standard deviations 

higher than the /t/-control mean, but still more than two standard deviations lower than 
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the /k/-control mean, it was defined to be a 'gradient' or 'partial' error. If a TD value 

during /t/ was more than two standard deviations higher than the /t/-control mean, and in 

addition, within the two standard deviation range of the /k/-control mean, the error was 

defined to be 'categorical' or 'full.' Error thresholds were calculated separately for each 

rate and vowel condition; the values of the control utterances were collapsed over stress 

and phrase position conditions. 

Note that this method did not depend on there being no errors at all during the controls. 

However, errors were assumed to occur only rarely in the non-alternating conditions. If 

indeed a control trial were to contain many errors, the variability would have risen with 

the result of an overlapping distribution for /t/ and /k/, and the given rate-vowel condition 

would have to be excluded from analysis.  

As could be expected, an alternating utterance had slightly different (co-)articulatory 

properties than a non-alternating utterance. This posed the problem that for some trials, 

the overall distribution was too different from the non-alternating control distribution for 

determining reliably what constitutes an error. A threshold of 75% was thus used in order 

to constrain the power of the error evaluation metric: If a given trial had an overall error 

rate of more than 75% it was excluded from further analysis.9 Depending on a subject's 

error rate and rate dependent kinematics, for some subjects, this led to the exclusion of a 

considerable number of trials. Statistical procedures were corrected for unequal token 

numbers. Appendix A lists which trials were included in the analysis for which subject. 
                                                 

9 Visual inspection of the data and of their plotted distributions showed that the 75% criterion sometimes 
was too stringent in that it led to the exclusion of trials where subjects simply produced a lot of errors. For 
other trials, however, it was clear that the variability of the alternating trials was very low (which meant 
that there are not many errors in the trial), yet the distribution was shifted relative to the controls, and thus 
clearly non-errorful tokens were classified as errors. The 75% criterion was maintained since it favored 
overall an underestimation of errors rather than an overestimation. 
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2.5  INTRUSION VERSUS REDUCTION ERRORS 

Each consonant in each repetition was classified as to whether it included an intrusion 

error, a reduction error, or no error at all. The following results were obtained: 

 error type  
subject intended 

target 
intrusion reduction no error number of 

tokens 
t 92 6 173 265 AB 
k 65 10 200 265 
t 14 13 35 56 BE 
k 29 1 27 56 
t 134 49 309 461 GM 
k 95 27 354 461 
t 36 22 86 136 JP 
k 43 15 80 136 
t 133 24 154 296 JX 
k 113 17 173 296 
t 37 6 25 62 LK 
k 35 5 27 62 
t 19 4 26 48 LM 
k 14 1 33 48 
t 465 124 808 1324 � 
k 394 76 894 1324 

Table 2.1. Distribution of all /t/ - /k/ alternating trials by subject for the categories 
intrusion - reduction - no error. In this table a simultaneous intrusion and reduction on 
the same token were counted as two errors (one intrusion, one reduction). 
 
'Intended target' was taken to be the utterance the subject was instructed to pronounce in a 

given trial and will be used in this sense throughout the dissertation.  

The data in Table 2.1 show that for both segments there were substantially more intrusion 

than reduction errors (overall 859 intrusions versus 200 reductions).  

There was large variability in the number of tokens obtained in each condition. The 

number of repetitions differed mostly with rate, since the acquisition times were set to 

different lengths (see above). Secondly, subjects sometimes started with a delay or 

stopped after making an error, took time to reset and start again. Further, since not all 
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experimental trials were recorded for all subjects when technical failures occurred, this 

further contributed to unequal token and thus error numbers. For instance, for a given 

subject, all trials of the fast rate may have been recorded, but only the iambic stress (not 

the trochaic) for the mid rate, etc. All error numbers in the following statistics were thus 

normalized relative to the number of measured vertical articulator positions per token 

available for a given subject for the variable under consideration. For instance, when 

comparing the number of errors for iambic versus trochaic stress conditions, for each 

subject, the number of gestural errors in each stress condition was divided by the number 

of measurement points (2 for each token: TT, TD) available for each stress condition for 

each subject. 

A two-factor ANOVA with repeated measure on both factors was performed. One factor 

was 'intended target' (with the levels /t/, /k/), and the other 'error type' (with the levels 

reduction, intrusion). The mean normalized error frequencies with standard deviations in 

parentheses are displayed in Table 2.2; results are shown in Table 2.3. 

error type  
intrusion reduction 

/t/ .0927 (.0307) .0280 (.0168) target 
/k/ .0889 (.0339) .0137 (.0083) 

Table 2.2. Mean normalized error frequencies with standard deviations in parentheses 
for factors 'target' (/t/ vs. /k/) and 'error type' (intrusion vs. reduction). 
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 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta Squared 

TARGET .001 1 .001 5.900 .051 .496 

Error(TARGET) .001 6 9.671E-05    

TYPE .034 1 .034 42.739 .001 .877 

Error(TYPE) .005 6 .001    

TARGET * TYPE .000 1 .000 .296 .606 .047 

Error(TARGET*TYPE) .004 6 .001    
Table 2.3. Repeated measures ANOVA results testing for significant difference between 
'intended target' (/t/ vs. /k/) and 'error type' (intrusion vs. reduction). 
 
The main effect 'error type' was significant at p = 0.01, the factor 'target' and the 

interaction were not significant. The results show that there were significantly more 

intrusion than reduction errors for both, /t/ and /k/. Figure 2.5 shows that there was a 

small difference between /t/ and /k/ with slightly more intrusion and reduction errors on 

/t/ compared to /k/; yet this difference in error numbers between /t/ and /k/ was negligible 

(and not significant) compared to the difference in error type.10 

                                                 

10 These results show that errors that were partial in magnitude could not be attributed to a broadened 
distribution of the target gesture which emerges under the alternating pattern. Crucially, it is not the target 
gesture that is more variable in magnitude under error, since, for instance, reduction errors on TT during /t/ 
were comparatively rare. To attribute a high vertical position of TD during /t/ to a broadened distribution 
seems implausible on the basis of the controls, which show no substantial TD activity for /t/. It also misses 
the point that errors occur along a continuum of magnitudes (cf. further below; especially Figure 2.6). 
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Figure 2.5. Mean error rates for factors 'intended target' (/t/ vs. /k/) and 'error type' 
(intrusion vs. reduction). 
 
If errors arose from full segment substitutions, the number of intrusion and reduction 

errors should have been about equal: If a /t/ were substituted by a /k/, an erroneous TD 

raising during TD should negatively correlate with TT reduction; that is, to the extent that 

the TD raises, the TT should lower. Simultaneous intrusions and reductions on the same 

token occurred regularly, but were infrequent compared to intrusion errors; the numbers 

for each /t/ and /k/ are given in Table 2.4 (cf. further below for a more detailed analysis of 

substitutions). Error counts were collapsed across error magnitude categories. 
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 percent of errors exhibiting:  

intended 
target 

intrusion 
only 

reduction 
only 

intrusion 
and 
reduction 

Total 

/t/ 76% 10% 14% 100% 
/k/ 83%   8%   9% 100% 
Table 2.4. Error type distribution across subjects. Percentage of errorful tokens 
exhibiting either an intrusion error without accompanying reduction error, or a 
reduction error without accompanying intrusion error, or simultaneously occurring 
intrusion and reduction errors. Percentages were collapsed over error magnitude 
categories. 
 
It can be concluded that the most dominant error pattern was not a holistic segmental 

substitution, but rather intrusion errors appeared systematically without co-occurring 

reduction errors, resulting in the simultaneous production of a /t/-like TT and a /k/-like 

TD gesture, as was shown in Figures 2.3.1. and 2.3.3 above. That is, a high percentage of 

errors resulted in a structure that is phonotactically illegal in English. The interaction 

between the two consonants often led to the insertion of an 'extra copy' of a gesture, 

rendering the asymmetrically composed consonants (TT or TD gesture) symmetrical (TT 

and TD gesture). 

Errors resulting in a canonical phonological structure are well-formed in (at least) three 

ways: magnitude, gestural constellation and prosodic position. As to gestural magnitude, 

the vertical TD position typical for /k/ for instance, is different from the vertical TD 

position typical for /t/. Phonological structures are also well-formed in terms of gestural 

constellations: For example, a canonical /t/ in English does not exhibit a TD constriction. 

Well-formedness in terms of prosodic position entails, for example, that a TT gesture for 

an initial /t/ precedes the vowel gesture. In transcription based studies it has been found 

that speech errors that presumably arise at an abstract planning level adhere to all three of 
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these well-formedness principles at the same time. Especially well-formedness in terms 

of magnitude and in terms of gestural constellation is an integral part of the hypothesis 

that symbolic segments are primitive units in speech production and has been taken as 

evidence for the modularity of the planning and the implementation process. If an 

intended /t/ is replaced by a /k/, the /k/ that is erroneously produced will be well-formed, 

in that it appears in the prosodic position appropriate for the /t/; there will be no residue 

of the /t/ and the /k/ will be executed normally (with full magnitude), as if it were 

intended in that position. From a gestural position, this coherence of well-formedness is 

not predicted to always occur: Intrusions and reductions can be partial in magnitude and 

the outcome of an error can be well-formed in terms of gestural composition, but not in 

terms of magnitude. 

The results so far suggest that these different types of well-formedness might indeed not 

necessarily be concomitant. In the interaction of the initial /t/ and /k/, the prosodic 

position was preserved; while the intruding gesture appeared at the appropriate time slot, 

not in a random location, it was not necessarily the case that there was no remnant of the 

intruded consonant. A TD intrusion during /t/, for instance, was not always accompanied 

by a reduction of TT. In the following sections it will be reported how gestural magnitude 

interacted with ill-formedness at the level of gestural constellation and how errors that 

were well-formed in terms of gestural constellation (e.g., a TD intrusion co-occurring 

with a TT reduction) appeared along a continuum of magnitudes. 
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2.6  ERROR MAGNITUDE: PARTIAL VERSUS FULL ERRORS 

An important goal of this study was to determine the relationship between partial gestural 

misactivations and full errors. Mowrey & MacKay (1990) as well as Frisch & Wright 

(2002) had found evidence for partial errors, but, as discussed earlier, due to limitations 

imposed by the instrumental techniques they employed, it remained unclear what the 

distributional and qualitative characteristics of these partial errors might be. Due to the 

relatively high number of full substitutions Frisch & Wright (2002) identified in their 

data, they concluded that partial and full errors are qualitatively different from each other 

rather than occurring along a continuum of values (with the extreme cases occurring only 

on the basis of probability). They thus assume partial and full errors to arise at different 

stages in the production process. 

The present data confirm Frisch and Wright's findings in that errors were found to be of 

partial or full gestural magnitudes. To arrive at an interpretation of these data with respect 

to the nature of the speech production process, it was investigated whether the intrusion 

bias was manifest for both gestural magnitudes. Since intrusion without reduction causes 

a phonotactically illegal structure, it could be argued to be a low-level effect. It would 

then be expected to only appear for errors of partial magnitude. Secondly, it was asked 

whether errors indeed appeared along a continuum of values or whether the distribution 

was in fact bimodal. A bimodal distribution with a 'gap' between partial and full errors 

could be interpreted in favor of two separate underlying processes. Further, it was also 

considered whether substitutions and exchanges (terms to be defined more carefully in 

section 2.7) could be of partial gestural magnitude.  
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The following table breaks up error distributions according to 'partial' or 'full' errorful 

gestural magnitude.  

 error type 
intrusion reduction 

subject 
intended  
target partial full partial full 
t 72 (73.5%) 20 (20.4%) 6 (6.1%) 0 (0 %) AB 
k 32 (42.7%) 33 (44.0%) 5 (6.7%) 5 (6.7%) 
t 11 (40.7%) 3 (11.1%) 13 (48.2%) 0 (0%) BE 
k 26 (86.7%) 3 (10.0%) 0 (0%) 1 (3.3%) 
t 119 (65.0%) 15 (8.2%) 48 (26.2%) 1 (0.6%) GM 
k 58 (47.5%) 37 (30.3%) 26 (21.3%) 1 (0.8%) 
t 29 (50.0%) 7 (12.0%) 18 (31.0%) 4 (7.0%) JP 
k 30 (51.7%) 13 (22.4%) 14 (24.1%) 1 (1.7%) 
t 95 (60.5%) 28 (24.2%) 21 (13.4%) 3 (1.9%) JX 
k 45 (37.5%) 58 (48.3%) 15 (12.5%) 2 (1.7%) 
t 22 (51.2%) 15 (34.8%) 3 (7.0%) 3 (7.0%) LK 
k 11 (27.5%) 24 (60.0%) 3 (7.5%) 2 (5.0%) 
t 8 (34.8%) 11 (47.8%) 4 (17.4%) 0 (0%) LM 
k 12 (80.0%) 2 (13.3%) 0 (0%) 1 (6.7%) 
t 356 (53.7%) 109 (22.7%) 113 (21.3%) 11 (2.3%) average 
k 214 (53.4%) 170 (32.6%) 63 (10.3%) 13 (3.7%) 

Table 2.5. Error numbers and percent partial and full intrusion and reduction errors 
relative to the total number of errors for all /t/ - /k/ alternating trials.  
 
While there were differences between subjects as to whether there were more partial or 

more full errors within a given error category, the dominance of intrusion errors over 

reduction errors held at the partial as well as the full error level. To statistically confirm 

this outcome, an ANOVA with repeated measure on both factors was conducted with the 

factors 'error type' (intrusion vs. reduction) and 'error magnitude' (partial vs. full). The 

overall means with standard deviations in parentheses are given in Table 2.6; results are 

given in Table 2.7. 
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error type  
intrusion reduction 

partial 53.84 (8.15) 15.97 (8.73) magnitude 
full 27.33 (12.83) 2.86 (1.80) 

Table 2.6. Mean percentages with standard deviations in parentheses for factors 'error 
type' and 'error magnitude.' 
 

 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta Squared 

MAGN 2745.116 1 2745.116 14.116 .009 .702 

Error(MAGN) 1166.829 6 194.472    

TYPE 6799.393 1 6799.393 99.035 .000 .943 

Error(TYPE) 411.941 6 68.657    

MAGN * TYPE 314.492 1 314.492 6.611 .042 .524 

Error(MAGN*TYPE) 285.447 6 47.575    
Table 2.7. Repeated measures ANOVA with factors 'error magnitude' (partial vs. full) 
and 'error type' (intrusion vs. reduction). Data points were percentage of error 
magnitude per error type, conflated across /t/ and /k/. 
 
The main effect of 'error magnitude' was significant; overall there were more partial than 

full errors. The factor 'error type' was significant due to the dominance of intrusion over 

reduction errors. The interaction was not significant, meaning that the intrusion bias held 

equally for partial as well as for full errors. The weak effect arose from the intrusion bias 

being slightly stronger at the partial compared to the full level. Overall, partial and full 

errors followed the same pattern; that is, errorful productions leading to a phonotactically 

illegal structure happened along a partial continuum of values, varying from minimal to 

maximal.  

This claim was further corroborated by distributional evidence. The histograms displayed 

in Figure 2.6 give the vertical position values measured for TT and TD during /t/ and /k/ 

for all alternating tokens across subjects. All tokens were normalized with respect to their 
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distance from the mean. From each token, the mean of the appropriate controls was 

subtracted and divided by the standard deviation of these same controls. 
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Figure 2.6. 
Histograms of all 
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trials across 
subjects. Tokens 
were normalized 
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their distance 
from their 
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Frisch & Wright (2002: 150, Figure 3) plotted their data similarly, showing where their 

experimental tokens fell along the voicing continuum for /s/-/�/. They concluded that the 

distribution of tokens points to two separate underlying processes that can give rise to 

errors: symbolic segmental substitutions will lead to full errors, while partial errors are 

characteristic to lower level processes. For the current data in Figure 2.6, the tail ends of 

the distributions correspond to tokens with gestural magnitudes that were close to full 

errors or were full errors. If the distribution were bimodal, this could be taken as index of 

separate underlying processes for partial and full errors. The distributions were skewed, 

but rather continuous than bimodal. Based on visual inspection of the histograms, there 

was no clear evidence for separate underlying processes for the main parts versus the tails 

of the distributions. This result is at least consistent with the hypothesis that partial errors 

are not qualitatively different from full errors.  

To support this conclusion firmly, however, it was necessary to determine what the 

relation between partial and full errors was in the case of substitutions (i.e. the co-

occurrence of two gestural errors on the same token) and in the case of exchanges. 

Conceivably, due to the fast and repetitive nature of the task, the majority of errors 

elicited might have been motor level errors (this issue will be further addressed in 

Chapter 3). Exchanges and substitutions have traditionally been hypothesized to be 

planning errors; thus their qualitative patterning could be expected to provide further 

insights into the relation of gradience and fullness.  
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2.7  SUBSTITUTIONS AND EXCHANGES 

In traditional speech error research the terms substitution and exchange denote the 

complete, holistic replacement of one segment by another segment. The present 

investigations pursue the question of whether interactions could be partial in terms of 

gestural magnitude and in terms of the gestural constellation. Thus, by nature of the 

questions at hand, the traditional, segment-based definitions of substitution and exchange 

are not entirely applicable. The prediction is, however, that what has traditionally been 

thought of as a holistic substitution or replacement is in fact a partial process. In order to 

be able to maintain the connection to traditional speech error research and at the same 

time examine the data from a gestural viewpoint, the terms 'substitution' and 'exchange' 

will be kept, but will be used in single quotation marks in order to highlight the fact that 

they are used in a gestural sense.  

A 'substitution' was defined as a co-occurrence of an intrusion and a reduction error (of 

any magnitude) on the same token. Within the terminology employed here, a full 

'substitution' would correspond to the simultaneous occurrence of a full intrusion and a 

full reduction error on the same token. As was discussed earlier, co-occurring intrusions 

and reductions occurred regularly, but with lesser frequency than single gesture errors 

(they occurred on 4.3% of all tokens and made up about 12% of all errorful tokens). 

Table 2.8 partitions all 'substitutions' into three error magnitude categories: both errors 

being partial, both errors being full and one error being partial and one being full. 
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intended 
target 

two 
partial 
errors 

two full 
errors 

one partial, 
one full error 

total number of 
'substitutions' 

total number 
of tokens 

/t/ 40 7 26 73 1324 
/k/ 7 11 22 40 1324 
Total 47 18 48 113 2648 
Table 2.8. Distribution of 'substitution' errors across subjects. 'Substitutions' are grouped 
according to the magnitude of the co-occurring errorful gestures. 
 
Considering 'substitutions' with one or more partial errors as ill-formed, more than half of 

the 'substitutions' (47 + 48 = 95 out of 113; 84%) were not well-formed in terms of 

gestural magnitude and gestural constellation. Well-formedness in both dimensions 

would have been expected if one symbolic segment replaced another symbolic segment.  

 It is apparent from Table 2.8 that overall there were almost twice as many 

'substitutions' on /t/ compared to /k/ (73 vs. 40). This asymmetry came from 

'substitutions' in which both gestural errors were of partial magnitude; for the other two 

categories ('two full errors' and 'one partial one full error') the numbers were about equal. 

A two-tailed matched samples t-test proved the overall difference between /t/ and /k/ to 

not be significant (t(6) = 1.958, p = .098).  

There appeared to be a qualitative difference between intrusion and reduction errors: For 

all intrusions that were obtained across subjects, around 87% occurred without a 

simultaneously occurring reduction error, while 13% were part of a 'substitution.' For all 

reduction errors obtained, 43% appeared to occur independently of intrusion, that is, as 

much as 57% were part of a 'substitution.' While intrusion errors seemed to be largely 

independent of reduction, reduction appeared to be by and large dependent on a co-

occurring intrusion error. A chi-square testing for the independence of intrusion and 
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reduction was significant (�
2

1
 = 57.1446, p < .01) and thus rejected independence. Table 

2.9 gives the contingency table. 

 intrusion no intrusion 
reduction 113 87 
no reduction 746 1702 
Table 2.9. Contingency table testing for independence of intrusion and reduction. 
 
The significant chi-square result indicated that there were more 'substitutions' than 

expected on the basis of chance, which will be discussed further below. 

Additionally, among all independent reduction errors that were not part of a 'substitution,' 

only about 3.4% (corresponding to 3 tokens) were of full magnitude. In comparison, 

among all independent intrusion errors, 30% were of full magnitude. This meant that 

while overall, the occurrence of a reduction error seemed often linked to the occurrence 

of an intrusion error, this appeared especially so for reduction errors of full magnitude. 

 'Exchanges' are a second type of error that has been taken as evidence for abstract 

segments trading places at the planning level. In the terminology employed here, an 

'exchange' was defined as an occurrence of at least one error on each initial consonant of 

the same phrase. For instance, in a particular utterance of the phrase top cop, there would 

have to be at least one error during /t/ and one error during /k/ (referred to as 'two-error 

criterion' in the following). However, a well-formed exchange from a segmental 

perspective would have to involve a simultaneous occurrence of four gestural errors. For 

example, in the phrase top cop, there would have to be a simultaneous TD intrusion and 

TT reduction error during /t/, as well as a TD reduction and TT intrusion error during /k/ 

(resulting in some form of cop top). All errors would be expected to be of full magnitude.  

 Using only the two-error criterion, for 1324 /t-k/ pairs, 205 (ca. 15%) had at least 

one error on each consonant of the phrase. This criterion might not be stringent enough, 
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though, since it had been identified earlier that the overwhelming error pattern was 

intrusions without reduction. And indeed, of these 205 token pairs with at least two 

errors, 158 pairs displayed an intrusion error on each initial consonant of the pair with no 

reduction error. In light of this result, it was not necessarily clear that these intrusions 

should be thought of as being indicative of 'exchanges.' The definition of an 'exchange' 

was modified to a three error criterion, requiring at least one reduction error. Under this 

criterion, the number of 'exchanges' lowered dramatically to 4%. If the 'exchange' 

definition was further tightened, and only cases where four gestural errors occurred 

within the same phrase were included, the percentage of 'exchange' errors out of all /t-k/ 

pairs sank further to 0.6% (8 'exchanges'). 

For these four-error criterion errors, it was particularly interesting to consider the 

relationship between partial and full error magnitude. Presumably, true 'exchanges' (by 

the strict four-error criterion) would constitute instances of higher level misorderings. Of 

the eight 'exchanges' obtained, none were fully well-formed, that is, no word pair 

exhibited four full errors within the same phrase; only combinations of errors of partial 

and full magnitude occurred.  

Table 2.10 displays all /t-k/ pairs across subjects according to the number of errorful 

gestures within a pair. In this table, the target pairs are classified according to the exact 

number of errors; the categories are mutually exclusive. For instance, the cell with two 

errorful gestures per token pair does not contain the phrases with three or four errors. 
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number of errorful gestures  
per token pair 

/t-k/ 

0 1 2 3 4 
observed frequency 593 468 216 39 8 
expected frequency 548 541 200 33 2 
Table 2.10. Number of /t-k/ pairs across subjects grouped according to number of 
errorful gestures the pair contains. 
 
A chi-square test was used in order to determine whether these observed frequencies 

differed significantly from chance, based on the assumption that errors occur randomly 

with a probability of p, where p = .198. The probability p of making an error was taken to 

be the total number of gestural errors divided by the total number of occasions for a 

gestural error (i.e., number of tokens x 2, since there could be an intrusion and a 

reduction error on each token of a pair). Expected frequencies were derived on the basis 

of the binomial theorem (e.g., Howell, 1997); the formula is given in (1): 

(1) p(X)= (N!/ X! (N-X)!) pX q(N-X) 

where X is the number of errors per pair, N is the number of measurements per pair (i.e., 

4: TT and TD for both /t/ and /k/), p is the probability of making an error and q is the 

probability of not making an error. Expected probabilities were transformed into expected 

frequencies by multiplying the probability value by the total number of target pairs (i.e., 

1324). The chi-square was significant (�
2

4
 = 33.9, p < .01) indicating that multiple gesture 

errors co-occurred with greater than chance frequency.  

To investigate in more detail the frequency of 'exchanges', an additional chi-square test 

was carried out partitioning the data according to whether each intended target of a /t-k/ 

pair exhibited a 'substitution' error. Two 'substitutions' within a target pair correspond to 

an exchange. 
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/t/  
'substitution' no 'substitution' 

'substitution' 8 32 /k/ 
no 'substitution' 65 1219 

Table 2.11. Contingency table testing for independence of 'substitutions' and 'exchanges.' 
 
The chi-square was significant (�

2

1
 = 16.615, p < .01), indicating that also 'exchanges' 

occurred with greater than chance probability. 

'Exchanges,' well-formed or not well-formed were comparatively rare in the data, but still 

occurred, as did 'substitutions,' with above-chance probability. From a gestural 

perspective 'exchange' errors were defined as the co-occurrence of four individual 

gestural errors. It would be predicted on the basis of chance that all combinations of 

gestural intrusions and reductions of all magnitudes can occur, but the frequency of errors 

should decrease the more gestures are simultaneously involved. This prediction was 

confirmed in the present data to a certain extent, in that occurrences decreased 

substantially with number of gestures involved, and all combinations of gestural 

intrusions and reductions were observed. Yet, this clearly was not the whole picture. 

'Substitutions' as well as 'exchanges' occurred with above-chance frequency, indicating 

that a linguistic process other than independent, individual gesture errors surfaced 

systematically in the data.  

While many errors resulted in a grammatically illegal structure, the constraints exerted by 

the linguistic system led to errors resulting in phonotactically sanctioned structures. But 

the line between these errors cannot be drawn between full - cognitive and partial - 

execution in the traditional sense. Rather, errors can be well-formed in more than one 

way. Errors can be of full gestural magnitude: An intruding (or, in rare cases, a reduced) 

gesture is of a gestural magnitude typical for a canonical production of the source 
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consonant, not the consonant being subject to error (e.g., TD during /t/ being of a 

magnitude typical for a canonical production of /k/). Errors can be full or categorical with 

respect to the resulting gestural score: The outcome of an error conforms to a 

grammatically legal gestural constellation. From a traditional view, these two types of 

well-formedness necessarily coincide for errors that are presumed to arise at the 

'cognitive' level. However, the data at hand showed that these two 'types' of well-

formedness can be independent of each other. A phonologically sanctioned gestural 

configuration can be of less than full magnitude; not infrequently 'exchanges' and 

'substitutions' were of partial magnitude. Likewise, full gestural magnitude can result in a 

grammatically illegal structure, as was the case for full intrusions that were not 

accompanied by reduction errors. 

 

In the next section, it will be investigated whether the error distribution differed 

significantly between the experimental variables rate, vowel, stress and position.  

2.8  THE ROLE OF TIME AND RATE 

Judging from 'everyday experience,' tongue twisters become overwhelmingly difficult 

with increasing rate as well as with increasing repetition; a similar effect of error build up 

over time and in interaction with rate was anticipated here. To test this hypothesis, an 

ANOVA was conducted in which the first 12 tokens of each trial were included.11 Trials 

for which there were fewer than 12 repetitions were excluded from the analysis (5 trials 

across subjects). Error numbers were collapsed across the 7 subjects and normalized for 

                                                 

11 While depending on the rate condition some trials contained up to 21 repetitions, there were not enough 
trials of this kind across rates and across subjects to enable a statistical analysis. 
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total number of measurements. Further, the tokens included were marked for whether 

they occurred at the beginning (tokens 1-4), the middle (tokens 5-8) or the end (tokens 9-

12) of the trial. Table 2.12 displays the mean normalized error frequency (with standard 

deviations in parentheses). 

trial part 
rate beginning middle end 
fast .142 (.044) .260 (.047) .294 (0.16) 
mid  .166 (.030)  .202 (.022) .210 (.034) 
slow .053 (.019) .106 (.013) .103 (.026) 
Table 2.12. Means (and standard deviations) of normalized error frequency for the 
factors 'trial part' and 'rate.' 
 
Results for the ANOVA with the two factors 'rate' (fast vs. mid vs. slow) and 'trial part' 

(beginning vs. middle vs. end) are displayed in Table 2.13. 

 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta Squared 

RATE .132 2 .066 73.298 .000 .844 

PART .050 2 .025 28.041 .000 .675 

RATE * PART .014 4 .003 3.877 .013 .365 

Error .024 27 .001    

Total 1.255 36     
Table 2.13. ANOVA on first 12 tokens of each trial with the factors 'rate' (fast vs. mid vs. 
slow) and 'trial part' (beginning vs. mid vs. end). 
 
Both main factors were significant; the interaction approached significance. This means 

that the number of errors differed significantly with rate as well as with time. A posthoc 

test (Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch Multiple Range Test, henceforth REGWQ, � = .01)12 on 

the main effects showed that for 'rate', all three conditions differed significantly from 

each other. For the effect 'trial part', the middle and end section of the trial were not 

                                                 

12 REGWQ is a modified Newman-Keuls test, also based on the q-statistic (cf. Toothacker, 1993: 38ff.). 
Toothacker recommends the use of REGWQ by virtue of its good alpha control compared to, for instance, 
Newman-Keuls while being a more powerful statistic than, for instance, Tukey HSD. 
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significantly distinct from each other, but there were significantly less errors in the 

beginning part compared to either the middle or the end section of a trial. A simple 

effects followup with a posthoc test (REGWQ, � = .01) on the interaction means 

separately for each rate revealed that for the fast rate, the beginning part differed 

significantly from the middle and end part, which did not differ significantly from each 

other. For the slow and mid rate, none of the three trial parts differed significantly from 

each other. The weak interaction thus arose from the fact that error buildup was stronger 

for the fast rate in the first part of the trial compared to the mid or slow rate.  

The bars in Figure 2.7 give the average normalized frequency of gesture errors for each 

token for the three different rates. The figures show that a first major peak occurred 

around token 6 or 7. This peak was discernible for all rates, though it was relatively small 

for the slow rate. Overall, error number increased significantly with increased rate. That 

errors built up over time became apparent for the mid and end part of the trials. Around 

token 8 or 9, right after the major peak in error rate, a slight drop in error rate could be 

observed. Presumably this decrease was due to subjects' tendency to stop and 'reset' when 

they made errors.  
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Figure 2.7. Average normalized error frequencies per token for the rates fast, mid, slow. 
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Another point to be considered is whether 'exchanges' and 'substitutions' occurred 

predominantly at a slow rate. Conceivably, forcing a high speaking rate with the help of a 

metronome could have led to errors that rendered phonologically illicit structures, while 

at a slow speaking rate, 'substitutions' and 'exchanges' as true 'planning' errors could have 

occurred more frequently. Table 2.14 gives the number of occurrences as well as the 

normalized frequency (in parentheses) of 'substitutions' and 'exchanges' summed across 

subjects at the three rates. 'Exchanges' were defined by the three and the four error 

criterion.  

error type  
intrusion 
only 

reduction 
only 

intrusion and 
reduction 
('substitution') 

'exchange'  
(3 error 
criterion) 

'exchange' 
(4 error 
criterion) 

slow    99 (.1327) 20 (.0268) 17 (.0228)   3 (.0020) 0 (0) 
mid 241 (.2855) 28 (.0332) 41 (.0486) 11 (.0065) 3 (.0018) ra

te
 

fast 396 (.3743) 39 (.0369) 55 (.0520) 33 (.0156) 5 (.0024) 
Table 2.14. Occurrences and normalized frequency (in parentheses) of single gesture 
errors, 'substitutions' and 'exchanges' by rate summed across subjects. 
 
The data clearly show that the fast rate generated the most errors for all error types.13 It is 

thus not the case that errors resulting in a phonologically illicit structure were confined to 

the fast rate. 

2.9  VOWEL EFFECT 

For the statistical analysis in the following sections, only the first 11 tokens were 

included in the analysis; again, files with less than 11 tokens were disregarded. The token 

criterion was lowered from 12 to 11 to be able to include more different trials in the 

                                                 

13 Since not all subjects participated in all rates, and substitutions and exchanges were comparatively rare, a 
statistical analysis beyond the general rate effect already established was not feasible. 
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analysis. With an 11 token threshold, only one trial from one subject had to be excluded 

because it had only 7 repetitions. 

Two vowel conditions were collected, /�/ and /�/. A two-tailed matched samples t-test 

was conducted to compare error numbers on the initial consonants for the two vowel 

conditions (top cop vs. tip kip). Table 2.15 gives the average error rates per vowel. 

vowel N mean std.dv. 
/�/ 7 .271 .077 
/�/ 7 .163 .055 
Table 2.15. Means and standard deviations for error rates in the two vowel conditions. 
 
The difference was significant at p = .004 with t(6) = 4.469. This means that there were 

significantly more errors in the kip tip condition than in the cop top condition.  

This result led to the question of whether this increased error number in the context of /�/ 

was due to interference between a high front vowel and measuring the TT gesture 

accurately. If so, an interaction between vowel condition and the tract variable analyzed 

should prove significant. Table 2.16 displays the means broken up by vowel condition 

and tract variable. 

vowel tract variable mean std.dv. 
/�/ TT .2833 .1266 
 TD .2581 .0787 
/�/ TT .1712 .0844 
 TD .1539 .0704 
Table 2.16. Means and standard deviations for error rates in the two vowel conditions 
separately for the tract variables TT and TD. 
 
An ANOVA with repeated measures on both factors was conducted with the factors 

'vowel' (/�/ vs. /�/) and 'tract variable' (TT vs. TD). Table 2.17 gives the results. 
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 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta Squared 

TRACT VAR .003 1 .003 .245 .638 .039 

Error(TRACT VAR) .077 6 .013    

VOWEL .082 1 .082 19.970 .004 .769 

Error(VOWEL) .025 6 .004    

TRACT VAR * VOWEL .000 1 .000 .031 .865 .005 

Error(TRACT VAR*VOWEL) .021 6 .003    
Table 2.17. Repeated measures ANOVA results for 'vowel' by 'tract variable' interaction. 
 
Neither the main effect for 'tract variable' nor the interaction between 'tract variable' and 

'vowel' reached significance, that is, the higher number of errors in the /�/ condition was 

not due to interference in TT measuring in the context of a high front vowel. 

2.10  PHRASE POSITION AND STRESS 

The two remaining experimental variables were phrase position14 (initial vs. final: top 

cop, cop top) and stress (iamb vs. trochee: TOP cop, top COP). Table 2.18 shows the 

mean normalized error frequency with standard deviations in parentheses. 

phrase position  
phrase initial phrase final 

iamb .25 (.05) .15 (.08) 

st
re

ss
 

trochee .19 (.08) .15 (.07) 

Table 2.18. Mean normalized error frequency (and standard deviations) for number of 
errors depending on phrase position and stress. 

                                                 

14 Despite the fact that subjects continuously repeated the stimulus utterance, there was still reason to think 
of the entire trial as being uttered in multiple two-word phrases. As described earlier, subjects were 
presented with a two word phrase on the screen that was either cop top or top cop, and had thus had a visual 
representation of the two-word rhythmical structure in front of them throughout the trial. That subjects did 
indeed partition their utterance at least to a certain extent into two-word phrases was indicated by the fact 
that especially at the fast rate, subjects tended to not continuously articulate top cop; instead, they inserted a 
short break between each word pair and the next metronome beat. 
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An ANOVA with repeated measures on both factors was performed. Data from only 6 

subjects (AB, BE, GM, JP, JX, LM) were included in this analysis, as for subject LK, for 

initial phrase position, only the iambic trials had been recorded. The following results 

were obtained: 

 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta Squared 

STRESS .004 1 .004 .539 .496 .097 

Error(STRESS) .038 5 .008    

POSITION .026 1 .026 6.556 .051 .567 

Error(POSITION) .020 5 .004    

STRESS * POSITION .006 1 .006 1.395 .291 .218 

Error(STRESS*POSITION) .021 5 .004    
Table 2.19. Repeated measures ANOVA with factors 'stress' (iamb vs. trochee) and 
'phrase position' (initial vs. final). 
 
While there appeared to be a slight numerical difference, in that unstressed phrase initial 

tokens had on average more errors than the other conditions, this difference was not 

statistically significant. Overall, there were slightly more errors phrase initially than 

finally, which is why the effect of position approaches significance at the � = .01 level. 

While both tokens in a phrase are word- and syllable-initial, in a repetitive task like the 

one employed here, the two words of a phrase arguably merged to a certain degree into a 

single utterance. Under this premise, the slight dominance of initial errors was in 

accordance with data from error corpora that have shown a relative vulnerability of word 

initial positions to speech errors (cf. Meyer, 1992 for an overview and more specifically 

Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1987 and Vousden et al., 2000). Since no word or syllable final 

consonants were included in the experiment, nothing further can be said about a position 

effect at this point. 
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

There was no significant bias in error rates between /k/ and /t/. For the two vowel 

conditions, there were more errors in the context of /�/ compared to /�/; further, slightly 

more errors occurred on phrase initial compared to phrase final words. Stress did not 

affect the error distribution. Rate had a considerable effect on error numbers in that least 

errors occurred during the slow rate, more at the mid rate and the greatest number of 

errors occurred at the fast rate. The error build-up over time weakly interacted with rate 

in that at the fast rate, errors built up more quickly during the first part of the trial than at 

the other rates. There was an overwhelming bias favoring intrusion over reduction errors 

at the partial as well as the full level. 'Substitutions' and 'exchanges' were comparatively 

rare, yet still occurred with above chance frequency. A high proportion of errors resulted 

in a phonotactically illegal coproduction of two gestures (one erroneous, one 

appropriate). All types of errors, whether resulting in a phonotactically legal structure or 

not, occurred along a continuum of magnitudes. 

 

There are several important points to these findings: That many errors were of partial 

magnitude and many resulted in an ill-formed structure suggests that transcription-based 

studies do not accurately reflect error distributions and thus puts into question the use of 

transcription as a research tool in this context. This issue will be discussed in depth in 

Chapter 4, which investigates the perceptual consequences of the phonotactically ill-

formed structures. 

The argument that the elicitation method solely rendered 'motor errors' and did not tap 

into higher level, linguistic processes is weakened by the above-chance frequency of 
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'substitutions' and 'exchanges.' Yet despite the systematic occurrence of 'substitutions' and 

'exchanges,' a high number of errors were intrusions that were not accompanied by 

reductions; this intrusion bias resulted in a grammatically illegal structure. Note that 

although the outcome of such an intrusion error was phonotactically ill-formed, the 

intruding gesture itself was grounded within the phonological structure of English: Also 

errors with phonotactically illegal outcomes were not random distortions. For instance, it 

was a TD gesture pertaining to a typical /k/ that intruded during the /t/.  

The intrusion bias did not give rise to movement errors in the sense that a gesture was 

moved through a mistake in serial ordering from its original to a new location. Instead, an 

extra copy of the gesture was inserted, that is, a gesture appeared in an utterance twice 

instead of just once (e.g., TD during /t/ and /k/ in top cop). When a /k/-like gesture 

intruded during the /t/, in most cases, the TD gesture associated with the /k/ was 

unaffected. From a point of view that hypothesizes gestures and their activation functions 

to be oscillatory in nature, this can be understood as an increase in frequency: in an error, 

the TD (or TT) performs two cycles within one target phrase. In Chapter 5, what 

precisely might trigger this increase in frequency and how the phenomenon can be related 

to very general properties of oscillatory systems will be discussed. 

In addition, the time slot during which the intruding gesture appeared was defined by 

phonological structure. While no analysis has been done in detail about the precise timing 

relation between the errorful and non-errorful gestures, it was strongly apparent in the 

data that the extra copy of the, say, /k/-like TD gesture that was produced during a /t/, 

was within a time window appropriate for the word/syllable-initial consonant. As quoted 

earlier in Chapter 1, Shattuck-Hufnagel (1979) identified one of the core constraints of 
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speech errors to be that "[errorful] movement is limited to a small set of possible slots or 

locations, which are predictable on the basis of either other error changes in the sentence 

or its underlying structure." The results from measurements informed by a gestural 

standpoint reported here were in accordance with this principle. The tongue movement 

data could be related to the underlying linguistic structure under the hypothesized 

gestural control structures. 

The intrusion bias thus renders a phonologically illicit structure while it is at the same 

time structured by the phonological environment in which it arises. This property can be 

captured usefully when defining errors in terms of interacting gestures and as such 

constitutes evidence for the validity of the gestural model for the description of speech. 

This model is particularly apt to negotiate this 'double face' of the intrusion bias because 

gestures are conceived as functional units of phonological (full) information as well as 

units of speech production. As functional units with discrete properties, gestures are 

expected to adhere to phonological principles in errorful behavior: Gestural 

configurations that conform to the phonological constraints of a given language are 

hypothesized to be particularly stable, and thus dynamically preferred states. It is thus 

predicted that the outcome of an error will be grammatically/phonologically legal with 

above-chance probability. 

Another important aspect with respect to the architecture of speech production models 

concerns the distribution of partial and full errors as well as the above-chance frequency 

of 'substitutions' and 'exchanges.' That the intrusion bias held across different error 

magnitudes suggests that errorful productions occur along a continuum of magnitudes 

rather than there being partial, low-level errors that are fundamentally distinct from errors 
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arising through full serial misorderings of abstract segments. The general error 

distributions, which were skewed but not bimodal (cf. Figure 2.6 above), did not support 

a dichotomy between 'motor' and 'cognitive' errors. Further evidence against such a 

dichotomy came from the fact that 'substitutions' and 'exchanges' could also be partial in 

that they appeared along a continuum of gestural magnitudes.  

Yet the probabilities associated with 'substitutions' and 'exchanges' did suggest a distinct 

quality of the errors the intrusion bias gave rise to as opposed to 'substitutions' and 

'exchanges.' While many errors resulted in a grammatically illegal structure, the 

constraints exerted by the linguistic system led to errors resulting in phonotactically 

sanctioned structures. But the line between these errors cannot be drawn between full - 

cognitive and partial - execution in the traditional sense. Rather, errors can be categorical 

or full in two ways. Errors can be of full gestural magnitude: An intruding (or, in rare 

cases, a reduced) gesture is of a gestural magnitude typical for a canonical production of 

the source consonant, not the consonant being subject to error (e.g., TD during /t/ being 

of a magnitude typical for a canonical production of /k/). Errors can be full with respect 

to the resulting gestural score: The outcome of an error conforms to a grammatically legal 

gestural constellation. From a traditional view, these two types of well-formedness 

necessarily coincide for errors that are presumed to arise at the 'cognitive' level. However, 

the data at hand showed that these two 'types' of well-formedness can be independent of 

each other. A legal gestural configuration can be of less than full magnitude; not 

infrequently 'exchanges' and 'substitutions' were of partial magnitude. Likewise, full 

gestural magnitude can result in a grammatically illegal structure, as was the case for full 

intrusions that were not accompanied by reduction errors. 
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3  EXPERIMENT 2: /s/-/�/ 

3.1  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

In the same experimental sessions as the /t - k/ utterances, data on alternating initial /s - �/ 

were collected. The experimental setup and procedures were the same as those described 

for Experiment 1.  

3.2  STIMULI 

The stimuli were constructed analogously to the /t/-/k/ data for Experiment 1. Again, 

experimental variables were vowel, phrase position, stress and rate. The /s/-/�/ trials were 

randomly interspersed with the corresponding conditions of the /t/ -/k/ trials. The full set 

of stimuli for each rate was the following (capital letters indicate stress placement): 

��alternating trials  

SHOP sop, sop SHOP, SOP shop, shop SOP, SHIP sip, sip SHIP, SIP ship, ship SIP 

��control trials  

SHOP shop, shop SHOP, SOP sop, sop SOP, SHIP ship, ship SHIP, SIP sip, sip SIP 

This yielded a total of 24 alternating trials and 24 control trials for the /s-�/ part of the 

experiment. Due to the coarticulation of the sibilants with the following vowel, there was 

considerable anterior tongue body movement (as recorded by receiver coil TB1) during 

/s/ for the sip trials. Since TB movement was used to diagnose interaction errors between 

/s/ and /�/, it was thus not possible to separate errors statistically from normal variability 

which led to exclusion of the /�/ condition from analysis. 

Data from 8 subjects were taken into consideration for the following analyses (cf. 

Appendix A). 
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3.3  ERROR TYPES 

Figure 2.8 shows an overlay of all stimulus repetitions obtained during one 10 s trial (fast 

rate) for the control utterances shop shop (Figure 2.8.1.) and sop sop (Figure 2.8.2.). The 

data are from the same subject (JX). Line-up point was the point of zero-velocity of 

vertical TT movement at the achievement of the constriction for the initial /s/ in sop sop 

and shop shop. For the production of /�/, the anterior tongue body raises (as indexed by 

receiver coil TB1; henceforth TB) as well as the TT. Both tract variables (TT constriction 

degree, TB constriction degree) exhibit substantial movement with low variability, 

consistent with the hypothesis that they are constitutive of the gestural structure of /�/. 

The gestural composition of /s/ on the other hand is presumably characterized by a TT 

gesture only: While TT exhibits systematic substantial movement with low variability, 

the TB exhibits only small movement with comparatively high variability (cf. Appendix 

B for a brief discussion of TB control during /s/).  
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Figure 2.8.1. Overlay of 14 repetitions of the phrase "shop shop" by one subject (JX), fast 
rate, trochaic stress. Lineup was point of zero velocity of vertical TT movement. 
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Figure 2.8.2. Overlay of 16 repetitions of the phrase "sop sop" by one subject (JX), fast 
rate, trochaic stress. Lineup was point of zero velocity of vertical TT movement. 
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Intrusion errors were defined earlier as the addition of a gesture that is not observed in a 

non-errorful utterance. Since /�/ actively controls a TB raising gesture but /s/ does not, 

intrusion errors for TB can only occur on /s/, not for /�/; also a reduction error for TB can 

only occur on /�/ not for /s/. As to TT, no meaningful distinction between intrusion and 

reduction can be made, since TT is hypothesized to be actively controlled for in both 

consonants. TT can be distinguished for /s/ and /�/ by the fact that TT consistently raises 

higher for /�/ than for /s/, presumably due to the different shape of the palate at the more 

posterior constriction location of /�/ (this more posterior constriction location for TT is 

hypothesized to be due to the high TB). The hypothesis of TB control during /�/ as 

opposed to a lack of TB control during /s/ at the gestural level is based on the relative 

invariance of TB movement during /�/ in different vowel contexts, compared to high 

contextual variability exhibited in TB movement during /s/ (cf. Appendix B). 

3.4  ERROR CRITERION 

The same error metric as before was employed, based on the mean and standard 

deviations of the non-alternating control utterances. Again, trials with an error rate 

greater than 75% were excluded from further analysis (cf. Appendix A). 

3.5  OVERALL ERROR DISTRIBUTION 

For /s - �/, the error distributions obtained for each subject are given in Table 2.20. It is 

worth pointing out again that while TB errors were defined as reduction errors for /�/, 

they were considered intrusion errors for /s/. TT errors, on the other hand, do not fit into 

the error taxonomy used since they are neither intrusions nor reductions. 
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 errorful gesture  
subject intended 

target 
TB TT no error token total 

s 13 30 112 142 AB 
� 20 12 120 142 
s 30 13 27 58 BE 
� 5 5 52 58 
s 45 28 86 136 CD 
� 9 6 127 136 
s 57 13 152 214 GM 
� 6 10 199 214 
s 53 53 137 195 JX 
� 17 35 160 195 
s 17 15 30 50 LK 
� 19 27 20 50 
s 5 5 17 22 LM 
� 0 0 22 22 
s 40 41 67 116 PG 
� 31 43 72 116 
s 260 198 628 933 � 
� 107 138 772 933 

Table 2.20. Error distribution of all /s/ - /�/ alternating trials by subject. 
 
As before, 'intended target' was taken to be the utterance the subject was instructed to 

pronounce in a given trial.  

The data in Table 2.20 indicated that for TB, there were substantially more intrusion 

errors on /s/ than reduction errors on /�/ (260 intrusions versus 113 reductions). For TT, 

on the other hand, the difference of error numbers between /s/ and /�/ was not significant 

(two-tailed matched samples t-test, t(7) = 1.842 and p = .108). For TB, a two-tailed 

matched samples t-test approached significance with t(7) = 2.591, rendering a probability 

of p = .036. While this effect was comparatively small and only on the verge of 

significance, the error numbers reflected the predicted directionality.  
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3.6  PARTIAL VERSUS FULL ERRORS 

The distribution of different error magnitudes was again considered to be of interest in 

order to address whether partial and full errors are qualitatively distinct, pointing to 

different origins in the production system. Table 2.21 gives the percentage of errors for 

/s/ and /�/ that fell into the four error categories shown. Again, it has to be kept in mind 

that TB errors during /s/ constitute intrusion errors, while TB errors during /�/ are 

reduction errors. TT errors are neither intrusion nor reduction errors for either consonant.  
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 errorful gesture  
TB  TT  total number of errors 

subject intended target partial full total partial full total  
s   4 (  9%)   9 (21%) 13 (30%) 22 (51%)   8 (19%) 30 (70%) 43 AB 
� 14 (44%)   6 (19%) 20 (63%)   8 (25%)   4 (12%) 12 (37%) 32 
s 26 (60%)   4 (  9%) 30 (69%)   8 (19%)   5 (12%) 13 (31%) 43 BE 
�   4 (40%)   1 (10%)   5 (50%)   4 (40%)   1 (10%)   5 (50%) 10 
s 32 (44%) 13 (18%) 45 (62%) 15 (20%) 13 (18%) 28 (38%) 73 CD 
�   5 (33%)   4 (27%)   9 (60%)   2 (13%)   4 (27%)   6 (40%) 15 
s 57 (81%)   0 (  0%) 57 (81%)   6 (9%)   7 (10%) 13 (19%) 70 GM 
�   6 (38%)   0 (  0%)   6 (38%)   5 (31%)   5 (31%) 10 (62%) 16 
s 25 (24%) 28 (26%) 53 (50%) 34 (32%) 19 (18%) 53 (50%) 106 JX 
�   6 (12%) 11 (21%) 17 (33%) 23 (44%) 12 (23%) 35 (67%) 52 
s   7 (22%) 10 (31%) 17 (53%)   0 (  0%) 15 (47%) 15 (47%) 32 LK 
� 10 (22%)   9 (19%) 19 (41%)   0 (  0%) 27 (59%) 27 (59%) 46 
s   5 (50%)   0 (  0%)   5 (50%)   5 (50%)   0 (  0%)   5 (50%) 10 LM 
�   0 (  0%)   0 (  0%)   0 (  0%)   0 (  0%)   0 (  0%)   0 (  0%)   0 
s 39 (48%)   1 (  1%) 40 (49%) 39 (48%)   2 (  2%) 41 (51%) 81 PG 
� 30 (45%)   1 (  1%) 43 (50%) 42 (49%)   1 (  1%) 43 (50%) 86 
s 195 (43%) 65 (14%) 260 (57%) 129 (28%) 69 (15%) 198 (43%) 458 � 
�   75 (31%) 32 (13%) 107 (44%)   84 (34%) 54 (22%) 138 (56%) 245 

Table 2.21. Number of errors and percent partial and full errors for TT and TB for /s/ and /�/ by subject. 
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For partial errors during /s/, the intrusion bias for TB became apparent (43% TB errors 

versus 28% TT errors). For errors of full magnitude, however, the percentages were not 

very different (14% vs. 15%). This can potentially be attributed to a lack of independence 

between TT and TB. While TT and TD during the production of /t/ and /k/ can move 

relatively independently of each other, TT and TB are in close vicinity to each other and 

are thus are more likely to affect each other in their movement. This effect appeared to be 

stronger for full errors, which have higher magnitudes. To confirm this hypothesis, a chi-

square test was conducted; the result was significant at p < .01 (�
2

1
 = 671.126) and thus 

rejected independence. Table 2.22 gives the contingency table. 

 TT error no TT error 
TB error 237 130 
no TB error 99 1400 
Table 2.22. Contingency table testing for independence of TT and TB errors. 
 
This result was consistent with the assumption that TB and TT errors tend to co-occur 

with greater than chance probability due to the close vicinity of their constriction 

locations. 

Going back to Table 2.21, for /�/, full TB errors stood out as occurring least often, while 

the other errors occurred with similar frequency. The low percentage of full TB errors 

was in accordance with the earlier finding that full reduction errors tend to be infrequent. 

For /�/, the percentage of full TT errors was higher than the percentage of full TB errors. 

An explanation is offered by the fact that TT errors on /�/ are not reduction errors: While 

it is not entirely clear at this point how to think about errors that are neither intrusion nor 

reductions, it would be predicted from the present data that for interactions between two 

consonant gestures that share the same tract variables but differ only in their parameter 
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specifications (e.g., TT constriction location), errors on these gestures should be about 

equally distributed, as was roughly the case for TT errors on /s/ and /�/ (cf. Table 2.21). 

 Overall, errors occurred across a continuum of magnitudes. Especially for full 

error magnitudes, the data suggested that TT and TB are not independent in their 

movements due to the close vicinity of the constriction locations. The examination of 

'substitutions' in the next section will further speak to this point. 

3.7  'SUBSTITUTIONS' AND 'EXCHANGES' 

'Substitutions' were defined as the co-occurrence of two gestural errors on the same token 

(it should be kept in mind though, that TT errors are neither intrusion nor reduction errors 

for either /s/ or /�/). For the stops, the majority of errors had been intrusion without co-

occurring reduction, with reductions and 'substitutions' occurring with roughly equal 

frequency. In this context a parallel intrusion bias would be a TB intrusion bias during /s/ 

without a simultaneous error on TT. A substitution refers to any two errors co-occurring 

on the same token. Table 2.23 gives the errors broken down by the tract variable affected 

by error. 

 errorful gesture(s)  

intended target 
TB error only TT error only TB and TT Total 

/s/ 35% 14.8% 50.2% 100% 
/�/ 14.3% 33.5% 52.2% 100% 
Table 2.23. Distribution of errorful gestures across subjects. Percentage of errors that 
exhibited either a TB error without concomitant TT error, or a TT error without 
simultaneous TB error, or simultaneously occurring TB and TT errors (i.e. 
'substitutions'). 
 
In remarkable contrast to what had been found for /t/ and /k/, about half of the errors for 

both /s/ and /�/ were 'substitutions' as opposed to individual gesture errors. This 

corroborated the hypothesis that TT and TB are too close in constriction location to move 
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independently of each other in the same way as TT and TD can. The chi-square data 

presented in Table 2.22 demonstrated the lack of independence between TT and TB 

errors; they co-occurred with greater than chance probability. That is, an altered 

constriction value for TB will often affect the constriction values for TT as well. This 

entails that some errors that are single gesture errors at the level of the gestural score will 

be indistinguishable from 'substitutions' by the way the context dependent properties of 

these gestures are hypothesized to be implemented through the task dynamic model. 

For /s/, there were about twice as many single gesture TB errors as there were single 

gesture TT errors. This was in line with the intrusion bias identified earlier that the tract 

variable that was eligible for intrusion (TB) was more likely to exhibit errorful movement 

than the tract variable that was not eligible for intrusion (TT). The results for /�/, being 

the opposite of the single gesture error distribution for /s/, reflect the rarity of reduction 

errors: It was to be expected that among the single gesture errors on /�/, the larger 

percentage would be TT errors - which are neither reductions nor intrusions. 

'Substitutions' were analyzed in further detail by capturing the distribution of partial and 

full erroneous gestural activations within this error class. Table 2.24 shows the 

subclassification of 'substitution' errors according to the magnitude of the co-occurring 

errorful activations. 

intended 
target 

two 
partial 
errors 

two full 
errors 

one partial, 
one full error 

total number of 
'substitutions' 

total number 
of tokens 

/s/ 73 51 29 153 933 
/�/ 40 23 21 84 933 
Total 113 74 50 237 1866 
Table 2.24. Distribution of 'substitution' errors across subjects. 'Substitutions' are 
grouped according to the magnitude of the co-occurring errorful gestures. 
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There appeared to be more 'substitutions' on /s/ compared to /�/. However, a two-tailed 

matched samples t-test was not significant at the .01 level (t(7) = -2.251, p = .059). While 

the slight asymmetry was not significant, the discernible tendency might be a 

consequence of the TB intrusion bias. TB errors on /s/ were more likely than TB errors 

on /�/ (although not statistically significant). If, as hypothesized, a TB error often also 

caused a TT error, this would make 'substitutions' on /s/ slightly more likely than on /�/. 

 163 out of 237 'substitutions' (ca. 68%) were partial in that they involved partial 

gestural activations (either on one or both errorful gestures). Compared to the stop 

consonants (cf. Table 2.8), the number of full 'substitutions,' that is, cases in which both 

errorful gestural activations were of full magnitude, was high (ca. 32% for /s-�/ vs. ca. 

16% for /t-k/). This again speaks to the lack of independence of the TT and TB 

constrictions in the context of /s/ and /�/: For (large) errorful movement in one tract 

variable, the other tract variable will likely be affected as well. 

 

'Exchanges' in the broadest sense were defined as the co-occurrence of at least one error 

(of any magnitude) on each token of a phrase. Among the 933 sop shop target pairs, 74 

'exchanges' could be found. As for /t/-/k/, a decreasing trend in error occurrence became 

apparent with the increasing number of gestures involved. Thus according to the stricter 3 

gestural error criterion (at least 3 gestural errors had to occur within the same phrase), 62 

out of these 933 pairs exhibited an 'exchange' error. By the 4 error criterion, 42 

'exchanges' could be identified in the data, and by the strictest 4 full error criterion, only 

11 'exchanges' appeared, which corresponded to about 1.2% of the target pairs. This 

exceeded the full 'exchange' percentage that was identified for the /t-k/ pairs, but since 
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both percentages were comparatively low, probably insignificantly so. Table 2.25 

displays all /s-�/ pairs across subjects according to the number of errorful gestures within 

a pair. In this table, the target pairs are classified according to the exact number of errors; 

the categories are mutually exclusive.  

number of errorful gestures  
per token pair 

/s-�/ 

0 1 2 3 4 
observed frequency 541 185 145 20 42 
expected frequency 405 376 131 20 1 
Table 2.25. Number of /s-�/ pairs across subjects grouped according to number of 
errorful gestures the pair contains. 
 
A chi-square test was used in order to determine whether these observed frequencies 

differed significantly from chance, based on the assumption that errors occur randomly 

with a probability of p, where p = .1884. The probability p of making an error was taken 

to be the total number of gestural errors divided by the total number of occasions for a 

gestural error (i.e., number of tokens x 2, since there could be an intrusion and a 

reduction error on each token of a pair). Expected probabilities were derived on the basis 

of the binomial theorem, as described for Experiment 1 above. Expected probabilities 

were transformed into expected frequencies by multiplying the probability value by the 

total number of target pairs (i.e., 933). The chi-square was highly significant (�
2

4
 = 

1825.2, p < .01) indicating that multiple gesture errors co-occurred with greater than 

chance frequency.  

As for /t-k/, the frequency of 'exchanges' was considered in more detail; a chi-square test 

was performed partitioning the data according to whether each intended target of a /s-�/ 

pair exhibited a 'substitution' error. Two 'substitutions' within a target pair correspond to 

an 'exchange.' 
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/s/  
'substitution' no 'substitution' 

'substitution' 42 37 /�/ no 'substitution' 96 758 
Table 2.26. Contingency table testing for independence of 'substitutions' and 'exchanges.' 
 
The chi-square was significant (�

2

1
 = 100.84, p < .01), indicating that also 'exchanges' 

occurred with greater than chance probability. 

Overall, while 'substitution' appeared to be frequent for the sibilant pair, a significant 

proportion of these was not of an entirely 'full' nature. Instead, individual gesture errors, 

'substitutions' as well as 'exchanges' were observed along a continuum of values - with 

respect to the magnitude of the errorful gestural activation as well as, for the latter two, 

with respect to the number of gestures involved.  

3.8  THE ROLE OF TIME AND RATE 

For the analysis of rate effects and error build-up over the course of a trial, the first 12 

repetitions per trial were included, and only trials with at least 12 repetitions were used 

(this led to the exclusion of 8 trials across subjects). Both TB and TT errors were 

included. Separately for each rate, error counts were summed across subjects for each of 

the 12 repetitions and then normalized by the number of measurements per token (i.e., 

tokens x 2; TT and TB for each token) available at each rate. Repetitions were coded for 

membership in the first third of the trial (repetitions 1-4), the middle part (repetitions 5-8) 

or the end third (repetitions 9-12).  

Table 2.27 displays the means and standard deviations for the normalized error 

frequency. 
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rate  
slow mid fast 

beginning .081 (.048) .090 (.056) .149 (.108) 
mid .134 (.026) .170 (.079) .313 (.057) 

tr
ia

l 
pa

rt
 

end .116 (.033) .240 (.029) .337 (.037) 
Table 2.27. Average error rate (and standard deviations) per trial part, divided up by 
rate.  
 
An ANOVA with the factors 'rate' (fast vs. mid vs. slow) and trial 'part' (beginning vs. 

middle vs. end) was conducted. As Table 2.28 shows, the 'rate' as well as the 'trial part' 

effect were significant, while the interaction did not reach significance. 

 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta Squared 

RATE .149 2 .075 21.902 .000 .619 

PART .103 2 .051 15.107 .000 .528 

RATE * PART .031 4 .008 2.276 .087 .252 

Error .092 27 .003    

Total 1.554 36     
Table 2.28. ANOVA results for factors 'rate' and 'trial part.' The first 12 tokens of each 
trial with at least 12 repetitions were included.  
 
A posthoc test (REGWQ, � = .01) testing for homogeneous subsets revealed that the fast 

rate differed significantly from the mid and slow rates (with there being more errors on 

the fast rate), but the mid and slow rates were not significantly different from each other. 

A posthoc for the factor 'trial part' demonstrated that there were significantly fewer errors 

in the beginning part of the trials than in the mid or end part. The latter two parts did not 

differ significantly from each other.  

Figure 2.9 displays the token-by-token error rates for each speaking rate.  
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Figure 2.9. Error rate per token at each of the three rates 'fast,' 'mid,' and 'slow' for the 
first 12 tokens of each trial that contained at least 12 repetitions. 
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For the fast rate, as well as to some extent at the mid, and weakly for the slow rate, the 

buildup peaked between tokens 6 and 8, which was comparable to what had been found 

for the stops in the previous experiment. This regularity, which was also discernible when 

looking at each subject's data individually, indicated that the process that causes these 

errors gains strength over time in a fairly uniform manner. If errors are understood to be 

interactions between gestures, this phenomenon can be related to the properties of 

interacting oscillators, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 

3.9  PHRASE POSITION AND STRESS EFFECTS 

To investigate phrase position (initial vs. final) and stress (iamb vs. trochee) effects, data 

from one subject (LM) were excluded from the analysis, because no iambic trials had 

been collected for her. The first 10 repetitions were included from each trial, and only 

trials with at least 10 repetitions were used. No trial contained less than 10 repetitions. 

Table 2.29 gives the means and standard deviations of the normalized error frequency. 

  phrase position 
  phrase initial phrase final 

iamb .277 (.244) .242 (.194) 

st
re

ss
 

trochee .279 (.208) .172 (.139) 

Table 2.29. Average error rates with standard deviations in parentheses for stress and 
phrase position conditions. 
 
An ANOVA with repeated measure on both factors was conducted. Factors were 'phrase 

position' (initial vs. final) and 'stress' (iamb vs. trochee). Results are displayed in Table 

2.30. 
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 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta Squared 

STRESS .009 1 .009 3.004 .134 .334 

Error(STRESS) .018 6 .003    

POSITION .035 1 .035 .884 .383 .128 

Error(POSITION) .240 6 .040    

STRESS * POSITION .008 1 .008 .652 .450 .098 

Error(STRESS*POSITION) .074 6 .012    
Table 2.30 Repeated measures ANOVA with factors 'phrase position' (initial vs. final) 
and 'stress' (iamb vs. trochee). Data from seven subjects were included. 
 
None of the main effects nor the interaction reached significance. Looking at average 

error rates in Table 2.29, initial and final conditions emerged overall as non-distinct, 

although there was a slight trend for fewer errors on phrase final, unstressed consonants. 

Overall, phrase position and stress had no significant effect on error rates for /s/ - /�/. 

3.10  COMPARING /t-k/ AND /s-�/ 

Informal experience suggests that /s-�/ alternations are more difficult than /t-k/ 

alternations. Boomer and Laver (1968) noticed that the articulatory complexity of 

fricatives seemed to encourage place of articulation errors; also Hardcastle (1976) noted 

that the articulation of /s/ and /�/ is particularly complex, making use of multiple lingual 

parameters and requiring a delicate control structure.  

The following analysis compared the relative error rate on TD during the stops and TB 

during the fricatives for the first 12 repetitions of trials at each of the three speaking rates, 

and investigated the potential interaction with error buildup. TT was not taken into 

consideration, since TT is hypothesized to be part of the active control structure of /s/ as 

well as /�/, but only for /t/ and not for /k/. This means, due to the asymmetrical TT 
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composition of the stop pair, there was an asymmetric error distribution for TT for the 

stops (due to the intrusion bias), but not for the sibilants. For TB and TD respectively, 

both consonant pairs are composed asymmetrically. Table 2.31 gives the mean 

normalized error frequency for the two intended target pairs broken down by rate.  

target rate mean std.dv. 

fast .266 .108 

mid .183 .091 /s-�/ 

slow .117 .052 

fast .213 .063 

mid .208 .056 /t-k/ 

slow .175 .073 
Table 2.31. Mean error rates and standard deviations for the each target consonant pair 
by rate. 
 
An ANOVA with the factors 'target' (stop vs. sibilant), 'rate' (fast vs. mid vs. slow) and 

'trial part' (beginning vs. middle vs. end) rendered the following results: 

 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta Squared 

PART .113 2 .057 17.173 .000 .389 

TARGET .003 1 .003 1.057 .308 .019 

RATE .211 2 .105 31.964 .000 .542 

PART * TARGET .005 2 .002 .698 .502 .025 

PART * RATE .038 4 .009 2.863 .032 .175 

TARGET * RATE .018 2 .009 2.774 .071 .093 

PART * TARGET * RATE .008 4 .002 .607 .660 .043 

Error .178 54 .003    

Total 2.948 72     
Table 2.32. ANOVA results for factors 'target' (stop vs. sibilant), 'rate' (fast vs. mid vs. 
slow) and 'trial part' (beginning vs. middle vs. end). 
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Main effects 'trial part' and 'rate' were significant, but the main effect of 'target' was not. 

The interaction effects for 'part * rate' approached significance, as does marginally the 

interaction effect for 'target * rate.' Going back to Table 2.31, it can be seen that this latter 

effect stemmed from there being more errors on the stop pair than on the sibilant pair at 

the mid and slow rates. At the fast rate, the normalized error frequency for the sibilants 

exceeded the normalized error frequency for the stops. The means showed that while 

there was a linear decrease in error number for /s-�/ from fast to slow rate, for /t-k/ there 

was a decrease between the mid and slow rates, whereas the mid and fast rate were 

largely the same. 

Across targets, Table 2.33 shows that the fast rate had the most marked increase in error 

numbers between the first and second part of the trial. 

rate trial part mean std.dv. 

beginning .156 .080 

middle .268 .060 fast 

end .296 .065 

beginning .135 .067 

middle .198 .061 mid 

end .254 .045 

beginning .091 .052 

middle .128 .025 slow 

end .109 .050 
Table 2.33. Means and standard deviations for normalized error frequencies for each 
trial part by rate across targets. 
 
Figure 2.10 shows the token-by-token error rates for the consonant pairs at each rate. 
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Figure 2.10. Comparison of normalized error frequencies per token at each speaking rate 
for the consonant pairs /t-k/ and /s-�/. The front row is /t-k/, the back row is /s-�/. Only 
TD errors were included for /t-k/ and TB errors for /s-�/. 
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The charts show that error buildup was faster for the sibilants at the fast rate; the sibilants 

also showed more errors at this rate in the middle and end part of the trial. Buildup was 

stronger initially at the mid rate for the stop pair.  

Overall, a slightly stronger error buildup effect became apparent for /s - �/ at the fast rate 

and to some extent at the slow rate. 

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

The intrusion-reduction asymmetry that was very strongly present for the /t/-/k/ pair was 

also discernible for the /s/-/�/ pair, albeit of lesser magnitude. The high number of 

'substitution' errors was hypothesized to be due to the close vicinity of the constriction 

locations. 'Substitution' errors, like individual gesture errors, occurred along a continuum 

of magnitude. There was a rate effect in that there were more errors in the fast rate 

condition compared to the mid and slow rate conditions. In addition, errors built up over 

time with more errors occurring towards the middle and end part of a trial than at the 

beginning part. 

 

As for the stop pair, the errors found for the sibilants can be captured usefully within the 

gestural framework. The observed intrusion bias as well as the lack of an asymmetry in 

TT errors can be understood from the hypothesized asymmetric gestural composition of 

/s/ and /�/. The high number of 'substitutions' was presumably not only due to the fact that 

the interacting gestures are phonologically functional units, but could also be ascribed to 

the lack of independence between the constriction locations constitutive of /s/ and /�/. 

Again the two kinds of well-formedness that were discussed earlier could be observed in 

that single gesture errors could be of full magnitude (though rarely in this case), and full 
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gestural composition errors ('substitutions,' 'exchanges') could be of partial magnitude. 

That is, well-formed, or full change can result in an ill-formed structure, if the change 

occurs in only one dimension (e.g., gestural constellation). The above-chance frequency 

of 'substitutions' and 'exchanges' weakens the potential concern that the elicitation 

method might have triggered 'motor' errors only as opposed to 'planning' errors. These 

errors strongly indicate the presence of a phonological force in errors that exerts a bias 

towards well-formed structure. The results can thus be viewed as evidence for the 

hypothesized gestural structure of speech as well as for the ability of the gestural model 

to account for the qualitative and quantitative patterning of speech errors. 
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4  EXPERIMENT 3: NASAL CONSONANTS 

As briefly discussed in Chapter 1, transcription-based studies have revealed a striking 

scarcity of unambiguous feature errors (e.g., Fromkin, 1971). An example for such an 

error from the MIT corpus is given in Shattuck-Hufnagel (1983: 118): In "tik of the tum" 

for "tip of the tongue," the place features have become misordered independent of the 

nasality feature. There is a considerable caveat to the tenet that feature errors are rare and 

it has repeatedly come under attack. A confounding factor in any attempt to assess the 

relative frequency of feature as opposed to segment errors is that most errors can be 

analyzed as a feature error or as a segment error or as a syllabic constituent error; that is, 

most auditorily transcribed errors are in fact ambiguous as to the size of the unit involved. 

The approach that has been taken to solve this conundrum rests on the premise that errors 

involving single units will be more frequent than errors involving more than one unit. If 

features were the basic units of speech production, unambiguous individual feature errors 

should occur with considerable frequency, and the more features a higher order unit 

comprises (segments, clusters, rhymes, etc.), the less likely errors involving that size unit 

would be predicted to occur. 

Based on this logic, ambiguous errors can be classified on the basis of the frequency 

patterns of unambiguous errors. Given this assumption, Shattuck-Hufnagel (1983) and 

Shattuck-Hufnagel and Klatt (1979) showed that unambiguous feature errors are 

extremely rare and argue that ambiguous cases like "pits and beeses" for "bits and pieces" 

(Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1983: 118), which can be described as an exchange of syllable 

onsets or of the segments /p/ and/b/ or the feature values [+/- voice], should be analyzed 

as segmental errors.  
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In contrast, Roberts (1975) claimed features to be the primitive unit involved in speech 

production. According to Roberts, the fact that with decreasing featural similarity also the 

likelihood of interaction between two given consonants decreases, can be interpreted to 

mean that single feature errors are more frequent than errors involving two features, 

which are in turn more frequent than errors involving three features, etc. This differed 

from Shattuck-Hufnagel & Klatt's approach in that Roberts based his interpretation of 

ambiguous errors on the feature similarity constraint, instead of basing his conclusions on 

unambiguous cases, and thus only a subset of the data. 

Recent support for Roberts's claim comes from an experimental study by Guest (2001) 

who used targets that differed in at least two features, and was thus able to distinguish 

feature from segment errors. He concluded that feature errors were far more frequent than 

commonly expected and were in fact more frequent than segment errors.15 Also Dell et al. 

(1993) based their speech production model on features, but have come under attack for 

this by Roelofs (1999), who, in a priming study, obtained an effect at the segmental but 

not at the featural level. 

Within a dynamic, gesture-based framework it is predicted that gestures as the primitive 

units in speech production are the units that primarily interact in errors. Yet gestures also 

form higher level coordinate structures that involve complex, multi-gestural 

constellations which may or may not correspond in size to a 'segment' (Browman & 

Goldstein, 1986). Since gestures and their activations are modeled as oscillators, they can 

                                                 

15 His results are limited by the fact that his study rests on the a priori assumption that feature errors can 
only occur if the result is a phonotactically well-formed sequence. However, especially in a repetitive 
elicitation task as the one he employed in his study, ill-formed sequences regularly occur, as has been 
shown among others by Butterworth & Whittaker (1980) as well as Mowrey & MacKay (1990) and in 
Experiments 1 and 2 reported above.  
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be coupled to one another. Coordination between multiple gestures is achieved through 

local pairwise coupling, which gives rise to relative phase relations. These phasing 

relations between different gestures are attractors of different bonding strengths, which 

determine the degree of cohesion between those gestures (Browman & Goldstein, 2000). 

On the basis of the topology of intergestural coupling relations and their strengths, the 

gestural model captures the information encoded in traditional linguistic description in 

terms of hierarchical organizations (segments, syllables and syllable constituents, 

phrases). In the gestural model, coupling relations are hypothesized to differ according to 

syllable position; that is, the coupling relations themselves define syllable structure. 

Saltzman & Munhall (1989), for instance, re-interpret segments as dynamically stable 

multi-gestural constellations (cf. also Saltzman et al., 1998). Also Byrd (1996b) treats 

segmenthood as an epiphenomenon of a particular (high) degree of inter-gestural 

cohesion through coupling.16  

In 'normal' speech there is limited evidence for different levels of cohesiveness resulting 

from different coordination modes between gestures. Cohesiveness between consonants 

and vowels or between consonants in clusters, for instance, interacts with syllable 

position as well as morpheme affiliation (Byrd, 1996a; Recasens, 1999; Cho, 2001; 

Chitoran et al., 2002; Nam & Saltzman, 2003). While these studies suggest that there are 

differences in cohesiveness in different prosodic positions and morphological affiliations, 

it is not known to what extent cohesiveness within multigestural consonants is 

differentially stable under rate. Reason to conjecture this possibility lies in the fact that 

                                                 

16 Byrd argues segmenthood to be epiphenomenal because in her view a high degree of timing stability 
between multiple gestures causes segment-like qualities; it is not true in the reverse that the fact that a unit 
constitutes a segment causes this stability (cf. p. 160). 
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multiple gestures belonging to a single consonant (such as the coronal and dorsal 

components of American English /l/) are coupled differently to each other and to the 

nucleus depending on syllable position (Krakow, 1993; Sproat & Fujimura, 1993; 

Browman & Goldstein, 1995a). That syllable final coordination patterns within a 

consonant may be differentially stable under different speaking rates is suggested by a 

study of Krakow (1999). She found that syllable final consonants change their relative 

phasing pattern to one that is characteristic for initial consonants at high speaking rates 

(cf. also Van Lieshout et al., 1997 and Kelso et al. 1986, for the variability of relative 

phasing relation under different speaking rates). 

Given these findings it can be asked whether in an error gestural constellations are pulled 

apart and individual gestures move to a different location. However, it has already been 

discussed in the context of Experiment 1 that for the majority of errors obtained this was 

not the case. Instead of one gesture replacing another, the gestures increased the 

frequency with which they appeared in the intended utterance; an extra copy of e.g., a /k/-

like TD gesture intruded during the intended /t/ with the TD gesture of the intended /k/ 

being unaffected. The question has to be rephrased then as to whether gestures that 

belong to multiple gestural constellations of a consonant can independently appear with 

greater frequency. Further, it has to be investigated whether bonding strength is inversely 

predictive of the probability that individual gestures will independently undergo 

frequency changes. Finally, it is intriguing to speculate whether differences in 

cohesiveness would emerge for the coupling between tongue gestures to each other (since 
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they are not only coupled at the level of the gestural score, but also at the articulator 

level), and coupling between, say, a velum and a tongue gesture.17 

Due to the multitude of factors contributing to particular coupling relations and bonding 

strengths, the expected frequency with which multi-gestural constellations can come 

apart is not a priori clear. While a given coupling relation can come to be outranked by 

changes in the network of attractors, the independent behavior of a gesture of an 

otherwise stable gestural constellation is usually not observed in error-free speech. The 

most basic question that has to be asked then in the present context is whether gestures 

can ever participate in an error independently, even if they are part of a highly cohesive 

multigestural constellation. Gestures are modeled as oscillators; multiple gestural 

constellations are therefore constellations of multiple coupled oscillators. Under the right 

conditions it should therefore be possible for an individual gestural oscillator to change 

its frequency without the other gestural oscillators being affected. The prediction that 

gestures should become involved in errors individually is a necessary (albeit not 

sufficient) argument for gestures as units of speech production. 

The results of Experiment 1 have shown that in an error, the errorful gesture increases its 

frequency, rendering a phonologically illicit structure. This can be accounted for from a 

dynamic perspective that models gestures as oscillators which can come to increase their 

frequency under certain conditions. This tendency was seen to be in an interplay with the 

attractive force exerted by the phonological system. Errors will result in phonologically 

meaningful structures with greater than chance probability. The predictions here are thus 

                                                 

17 There is, of course, some articulator coupling between the tongue and the velum as well through the 
palatoglossus muscle, but this coupling would be predicted to be of lesser strength than at the tongue level. 
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twofold: Gestures should be observed to intrude individually, but also to cohere in an 

error with greater than chance frequency. 

If individual gestures were never observed to behave independently in errorful utterances, 

this would provide a strong argument for segment-size units as primitives in speech 

production - although it would not necessarily permit conclusions about the substance of 

these units. Such a result would seriously challenge Browman & Goldstein's position 

(1986 et seq.) that the segment is not a functional unit in speech production. Especially in 

light of the earlier findings that 'substitutions' and 'exchanges' occur with greater than 

chance probability and that well-formedness in terms of movement magnitude and in 

terms of number of active constrictions can be dissociated, it could still be assumed that 

gestures play a role at some stage in the speech production process; yet the hypothesis 

that gestures are primitive units in speech production would require modification.  

 For the gestural errors that have been discussed so far, the question of gestural 

cohesiveness was largely vacuous. The coronal and dorsal stops consist both of single 

lingual gestures.18 For the /�/ data in Experiment 2, the constriction locations of the TT 

and TB gestures are in close vicinity to each other, that is, they are relatively tightly 

coupled at the articulator level, which compromises any investigation of degrees of 

gestural cohesiveness. 

The next section reports data from Experiment 3, which investigated the interaction of 

nasal and non-nasal consonants in errors. The data were analyzed with respect to the 

question of whether in consonants consisting of multiple gestures (e.g., /�/ is comprised 

                                                 

18 Both consonants also consist of a laryngeal gesture, but since their gestural composition is symmetrical 
with respect to the laryngeal gesture, the question of cohesiveness again does not apply. 
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of a lingual and a velum gesture), these gestures can be dissociated and intrude 

individually. For these purposes, for one subject, an EMMA receiver coil was attached to 

the velum (in addition to the four tongue receiver locations described above). Due to the 

particular difficulties connected with attaching a receiver far back on the palate and the 

discomfort this causes the subject, data were collected only for one subject, therefore, 

only limited data are available. 

4.1  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE 

The present utterances were collected in a single session together with Experiments 1 and 

2, but were presented in a single block before the other consonant conditions. The 

experimental procedure was the same as before. One female subject with substantial 

phonetic training participated. The elicitation technique was the same as described for 

Experiments 1 and 2. Only one rate was employed. Due to the overwhelming difficulty of 

repeating these phrases, the rate was set at 112 bpm (compared to 120 bpm for the fast 

condition and 104 bpm for the mid condition of the /t-k/ and /s-�/ experiments). 

4.2  STIMULI 

The full set of stimuli was the following (capital letters indicate stress placement): 

��alternating trials  

BANG bad, bad BANG, BAD bang, bang BAD 

TONGUE tip, tip TONGUE, TIP tongue, tongue TIP 

KIM kid, kid KIM, KID kim, kim KID 

NAP gap, gap NAP, GAP nap, nap GAP 

MUG dug, dug MUG, DUG mug, mug DUG  
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��control trials  

BANG bang, bang BANG, BAD bad, bad BAD 

TONGUE tongue, tongue TONGUE, TIP tip, tip TIP 

KIM kim, kim KIM, KID kid, kid KID 

NAP nap, nap NAP, GAP gap, gap GAP 

MUG mug, mug MUG, DUG dug, dug DUG 

For a given target pair, up to six gestural errors could occur. The coinciding of six 

gestural errors constituted a full 'exchange.' For the target phrase bang bad, for example, 

the final nasal was hypothesized to be composed of a TD as well as a velum gesture, 

whereas the final coronal was assumed to have a TT gesture only. The TD and velum 

gesture of /�/ could conceivably intrude during the /d/ with or without a concomitant 

reduction of the /d/. The crucial question was whether, for example, only the velum 

gesture would intrude, turning the /d/ /n/-like. 

Data analysis faced several difficulties: Krakow (1993; 1999) has shown that in English 

syllable final nasals are associated with a lower velum position (and generally greater 

temporal and spatial movement, cf. Krakow, 1999: 27) than initial nasals. Further, 

speakers can differ in the muscular synergies they employ for velum movement. While 

the main muscle responsible for velum raising is the levator palatini muscle, the musculus 

uvulae (lifting the soft palate), the superior constrictor (causing movement of the lateral 

pharyngeal walls), and the tensor palatini (tensing and spreading the soft palate) also 

contribute to velopharyngeal closure (Fritzell, 1969; Bell-Berti, 1993). If a speaker makes 

relatively less use of the raising ('trap door') mechanisms but more of the muscles that 
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spread the soft palate and move the pharyngeal wall ('purse string'), a receiver coil 

attached to the soft palate will only record limited vertical movement. 

The present subject seemed to use primarily the 'purse string' mechanism as opposed to 

the 'trap door' mechanism for velum movement which had the unfortunate consequence 

that word-initial velum movement as recorded by the receiver coil was too small to be 

measured effectively. For the stimulus pair tongue tip, the different vowel environments 

at this point excluded this pair from analysis. In the following analysis, only the 

utterance-series for bang bad and kim kid were thus included. In addition, the trial kim 

kid, iambic stress condition (i.e., kim KID), had to be excluded since the subject's initial 

repetitions were mistakenly of trochaic stress, which she corrected mid-way through the 

trial. This rhythmic switch caused the data to be very different from the other trials; thus 

they were not considered for analysis. Due to the limited scope of the data, which are 

moreover from a single subject only, theoretical conclusions can only be drawn 

tentatively. 
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4.3  ERROR TYPES 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.11. Two example repetitions of the phrase "bang bad," iambic stress.  
 
The first repetition shows the typical tongue dorsum raising and velum lowering 

associated with /�/ and tongue tip raising associated with /d/. The second repetition also 

displays TD raising and velum lowering for /�/ as would be expected. During the 

intended final /d/ of bad, however, the TD is raised to approximately the same height as 

during the velar nasal, but the velum is not lowered. This indicates that the TD gesture 

has intruded during the /d/ without the TT gesture of the /d/ being reduced. Further, the 

velum gesture and the TD gesture have become 'dissociated,' and the TD gesture has 

intruded independently. Note that 'dissociation' does not imply substitution in the 

traditional sense - it was not the case that the TD gesture moved with no remnant TD 

constriction in the original location; rather, an extra copy of the TD gesture was inserted 

during the final /d/ of bad with the original TD gesture in bang being unaffected. 
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4.4  ERROR CRITERION 

Based, as before, on considerations of substantial movement and variability in the control 

utterances, the gestural composition of the velar nasal was hypothesized to consist of a 

TD and velum gesture, while the coronal /d/ was hypothesized to be composed of a TT 

gesture only. The gestural control structure for the bilabial nasal /m/ was assumed to 

comprise lip aperture (henceforth LA) as well as a velum gesture. Accordingly, the 

trajectories measured were vertical positions of the velum, TT, and TD for bang bad, and 

velum, TT and LA for kim kid. LA was computed as the Euclidean distance between the 

upper lip and the lower lip receiver coil.  

The same error evaluation metric as described for Experiment 1 was employed but 

required several modifications. First, the 75% error criterion that in the earlier 

experiments led to the exclusion of files from analysis could not be upheld in a 

meaningful way: The phrases under consideration here proved to be far more difficult to 

repeat than the earlier phrases that did not involve nasal consonants. In addition to high 

error rates, the subject's articulation in the alternating trials differed more from the 

controls than was the case in Experiments 1 and 2 (which this subject also completed). To 

counteract the elimination of this 75% criterion and to prevent an overestimation of 

errors, for the following results, only errors that were identified to be of full magnitude 

by the error metric were counted as 'error;' errors of partial magnitude were disregarded.  

 When applied to the velum receiver, the error metric proved even more 

problematic. Unlike the points tracked by the tongue and lip receivers, the velum 

exhibited considerably less movement amplitude in the alternating trials than in the 

control trials. This bore the consequence that most alternating trials could not be 
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measured against the controls because all repetitions would be classified as errorful. 

Looking at the distribution of the alternating trials, some errorful tokens were clearly 

discernible. Figure 2.12 gives a scatterplot for the TT and the velum data points obtained 

during the trial kim kid, trochaic stress. The circles indicate informally the center of the 

distribution for /m/ (lower left: low TT, low velum) and /d/ (upper right: high TT, high 

velum). It can be seen that there were intended /d/s (represented by diamonds) which 

were clearly in the center of the intended /m/ (represented by asterisks) distribution and 

vice versa. These tokens made the distributions of /d/ and /m/ overlap. For the velum 

aperture as indexed by velum height, errors were defined by this overlap criterion; that is, 

a velum gesture of a magnitude that made the distribution of velum heights for /d/ and 

/m/ overlapping was considered as an error.  
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Figure 2.12. Scatterplot of TT height and velum height measured during the final 
consonants of the phrase "kim kid," trochaic stress. The filled diamonds represent /d/ 
tokens, the asterisks /m/ tokens. 
 
The minimum number of tokens that could be simultaneously identified in order to 

achieve separate (non-overlapping) distributions were taken to be errorful tokens. All 

alternating trials for a given pair of target consonants were considered at the same time. 

No distinction of 'partial or 'full' errorful magnitude was made.19 In some cases, this 

method led to an ambiguous situation: If, for instance an /m/ token was just within the 

variability range of /d/, non-overlapping distributions could also be achieved by marking 

                                                 

19 Note that this was different for the lingual and labial gestures, which were still evaluated against the 
distribution of the controls in the same way experimental trials were evaluated for Experiments 1 and 2. For 
those gestures, partial errors were not taken into consideration so as to avoid an overestimation of errors 
(since the 75% criterion was not applied). 
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a /d/ token on the edge of the /d/ distribution as errorful. However, when taking the /d/ 

token to be the error, this would leave the distributions of the /m/ tokens bimodal (since 

one /m/ token would be right on the edge of the /d/ distribution while not overlapping it). 

Here the additional criterion was employed that errorful tokens were to be identified such 

that the resulting distribution of, for example, the remaining /m/ tokens was not bimodal. 

4.5  QUANTITATIVE ANALYSES 

The data were evaluated to answer the question of whether the velum and the respective 

tongue/lip gestures could individually participate in an error or whether they only moved 

in a holistic fashion. Tables 2.34 and 2.35 give the overall error numbers obtained for kim 

kid and bang bad conditions, respectively. 

gestural errors  kim kid 
velum error TT error LA error number of tokens 

/m/ 12 24 5 58 intended 
target /d/ 15 7 14 58 
Table 2.34. Error numbers for velum, TT and LA for all "kim kid" trials. 
 

gestural errors  bang bad 
velum error TT error TD error number of tokens 

/�/ 9 7 4 56 intended 
target /d/ 3 3 5 56 
Table 2.35. Error numbers for velum, TT and LA for all "bang bad" trials. 
 
All combinations of error co-occurrence were observed: velum errors occurred without 

lingual or labial errors and vice versa. Table 2.36 gives the breakdown for errors co-

occurring on one token for kim kid, Table 2.37 shows the same for bang bad. 
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occurrences kim kid 
/d/ /m/ 

velum, TT, LA 5 5 
velum and TT only 1 6 
velum and LA only 2 0 
TT and LA only 1 0 
velum only 7 4 
TT only 0 14 
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LA only 6 0 
Table 2.36. Error frequency during final consonants of "kim kid" broken down by 
simultaneously occurring errorful productions on the same token for the three gestures 
under consideration (TT, LA, velum). 
 

occurrences bang bad /d/ /�/ 
velum and TT and TD 0 3 
velum and TT only 0 0 
velum and TD only 1 0 
TT and TD only 1 1 
velum only 2 6 
TT only 0 3 
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TD only 3 0 
Table 2.37. Error frequency during final consonants of "bang bad" broken down by 
simultaneously occurring errorful productions on the same token for the three gestures 
under consideration (TT, TD, velum). 
 
A chi-square test was designed to test for independence of the velum gesture. The errors 

were grouped as given in Table 2.38.  

kim kid velum error no velum error 
LA and /or TT error 19 21 
no LA and no TT error 11 65 
Table 2.38. Contingency table testing for independence of the velum gesture. 
 
The chi-square was significant at the p < .01 level (�

2

1
 = 14.908), indicating that a velum 

gesture was affected by error simultaneously with the lip or tongue gestures with greater 

than chance frequency. An analogously designed chi-square test for bang bad also 
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reached significance at the p < .01 level (�
2

1
 = 7.1879). Table 2.39 gives the contingency 

table. 

bang bad velum error no velum error 
TD and /or TT error 4 8 
no TD and no TT error 8 92 
Table 2.39. Contingency table testing for independence of the velum gesture. 
 
Both of these results indicated that the probability of the velum gesture participating in an 

error without its associated lingual or lip gestures was below chance. This supports the 

hypothesis that bonding strength is high between the multiple gestures that comprise a 

single consonant. Yet it was at the same time possible for each of these multiple gestures 

of a gestural constellation to individually intrude into another consonant. 

For the current target words, a 'substitution' corresponds to the simultaneous occurrence 

of 3 gestural errors. For 'substitutions' between /m/ and /d/, for instance, TT, LA and 

velum need to simultaneously be affected by error. Across the two target pairs, error co-

occurrences were distributed as follows: 

number of errorful gestures  
per token 

kim kid, 
bang bad 

0 1 2 3 
observed frequency 157 45 13 13 
expected frequency 135 77 15 1 
Table 2.40. Number of token pairs across subjects grouped according to number of 
errorful gestures the pair contains. 
 
As for Experiment 1, expected frequencies were derived on the basis of the binomial 

theorem. The basic probability of an error was taken to be the total number of gesture 

errors divided by the total number of measurements, rendering a probability of p = .161. 

Probabilities were converted into expected frequencies by multiplying the probability 

value associated with each cell with the total number of target pairs. The chi-square result 
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reached significance at the p = .01 level (�
2

2
 = 161.15). This means that more than one 

gestural error co-occurred above chance level. Looking at Table 2.40 in more detail, it 

becomes evident that the one gestural error category lay below chance level, while the 

three gestural errors category (i.e., 'substitutions') substantially exceeded the level of 

chance. The two gesture error category was right around chance level. 

 In light of the findings from the previous experiments, the lack of independence 

was hardly surprising. For the error distributions for /t-k/ and /s-�/, it had been established 

that 'substitutions,' that is, errors adhering to a phonologically stable gestural structure, 

occurred more frequently than expected on the basis of chance. Here it also appeared that 

multi-gestural constellations, which are functional units in the phonological sense, cohere 

in errors more frequently than expected on the basis of chance. Due to the limitations of 

the data, variation in gestural magnitude could not be pursued further for the present 

experiment. The crucial finding for this experiment, however, was that individual 

gestures that are part of a cohesive multi-gestural constellation can separately participate 

in errors. This is in accordance with the hypothesis that gestures are primitive units in 

speech production. 

A final point can be made about the intrusion bias: Although it has to be pointed out 

again that these numbers should be treated with care, a tendency for an intrusion bias 

could be discerned for the lingual and labial gestures. For kim kid, for instance, there 

were 14 intrusions of a TT gesture during /m/ with the LA and velum gesture being 

unaffected, but the TT during /d/ was never reduced without a simultaneous intrusion of 

LA or the velum. The same holds for TT and TD during bad bang.  
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

Overall, the data from Experiment 3 confirmed - within the limited data available - 

predictions about error patterns from a gestural perspective: In an error, the coupling 

relations of multiple gestures of the same consonant sometimes remained unaffected and 

the consonant came to intrude as one entity. Yet individual gestures that comprise a 

consonant were observed to intrude or be reduced independently.  

 

While the data were too limited to more than speculate about the overall frequency of 

single gesture errors, it was demonstrated that these errors occur systematically. The 

outcomes of individual or two gesture errors in some instances did and in other instances 

did not conform to linguistically sanctioned structures of English. Since Articulatory 

Phonology models complex consonants on the basis of individually coupled gestures with 

high bonding strengths, both of these cases are accounted for in the structure of the 

speech production system. Tightly cohesive multigestural constellations can (and often 

did) behave as an entity in an errorful production, yet individual gestures can participate 

in an error without the other gestures they are associated to in their original gestural 

constellation. 

The fact that these functional groupings between multiple gestures can be broken up in an 

error, supports the conceptualization of gestures and their associated gestural scores as 

periodic oscillators. These cohesive constellations are not fossilized, static entities (and 

thus crucially different from segments which are per definitionem stable), they are 

cohesive because the movements of the multiple oscillators stand in a particular, stable 

relationship to each other (through phasing, for instance). The stability of these oscillator 
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couplings is to a certain degree context dependent and can vary, for example, with 

prosodic position (e.g., Nam & Saltzman, 2003) and speaking rate or style (e.g., Krakow, 

1999; Gafos, 2002). In an error, the dynamic stability of the gestural constellation gets 

overridden to the extent that a different gestural structure will come to dominate because 

it enjoys, at least temporally, greater stability in the network of attractors. What precisely 

might cause a phonotactically illegal configuration to have greater stability in the context 

of speech production will be the subject of discussion in Chapter 5. 

 

For all of the individual gestural errors recorded in the three experiments reported so far, 

it should be noted that if a gesture participates in an error, this extra, erroneous copy of 

the gesture is not a 'floating' gesture; it is not free to be coupled to any other gesture of 

the utterance. In the target location, the gesture is in the same overall coupling 

configuration as in its source location - in the present case by virtue of being part of the 

word/syllable final consonant. As is apparent from the discussion of the literature in 

Chapter 1, it is by no means a new finding that errors adhere to their word/syllable 

position (e.g. Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1983); again, this can be thought of as a 'categorical' or 

'well-formedness' property of errors. The novel result here is that the different 'types' of 

well-formedness do not necessarily coincide in an error, as predicted from a dynamic 

perspective. Interestingly enough though, the well-formedness pertaining to word/syllable 

position was (almost) never violated.20 This point will be further discussed in Chapter 5. 

                                                 

20 Across all experiments and subjects, there were very few cases of unexpected errors, which were not 
included in the analyses. These were far too infrequent to come to any kind of generalization. 
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 Experiments 1, 2 and 3 employed a repetitive, tongue-twister like elicitation 

method. Results of Experiments 1, 2 and 3 indicated that errors often led to 

phonotactically non-wellformed structures and that errorful gestural activations can 

happen along a continuum of magnitudes. Overall, the experiments did not confirm what 

had traditionally been identified to be the core-properties of errors. Rather, the majority 

of errors obtained had characteristics that transcription-based studies have identified as 

rare. The data suggest that ill-formed errors may differ from well-formed 'substitutions' 

and 'exchanges.' These latter types of errors occurred with above-chance frequency and as 

such were an indicator that phonologically sanctioned structures have a preferred status in 

errors (i.e., they are attractor states). Having said that, it also has to be kept in mind that 

'substitutions' and 'exchanges' could be partial in magnitude and patterned in this respect 

led to phonotactically illegal errors. This means that these 'substitutions' and 'exchanges' 

cannot easily be interpreted as symbolic segment substitutions. A gestural framework 

usefully captures the partly independent well-formed, categorical properties of errors as 

well as their ill-formed and partial properties. 
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CHAPTER 3 

1  EXPERIMENT 4: THE SLIP TECHNIQUE 

The previous three experiments employed a repetitive, tongue-twister like elicitation 

method. Results demonstrated that errors systematically exhibited characteristics that 

transcription-based studies have identified as rare in that they could be partial in 

magnitude and partial in terms of gestural structure. However, a legitimate concern can 

be raised with respect to the elicitation technique used in Experiments 1-3: A fast, 

metronome-paced repetition task has arguably little resemblance to natural speech.21 

Conceivably, the errors that were obtained might be artifacts of the task - maybe so many 

errors that are traditionally assumed to arise at the motor level are observed precisely 

because motor errors were elicited (which is indeed the argument that has been advanced 

by Levelt et al. (1999: 21) against the conclusions of Mowrey & McKay, 1990). To 

address this concern appropriately , another set of EMMA experiments was conducted 

using a different, non-repetitive error elicitation method, the so-called SLIP technique. 

 The SLIP elicitation method was first designed in the 1970s, and has been used 

widely ever since ("Spoonerisms of Laboratory Induced Predisposition," Motley & Baars, 

1976a: 29; cf. further Baars & MacKay, 1978; Baars & Motley, 1976; Baars et al., 1975; 

Motley & Baars, 1975; 1976b; Motley et al., 1981). The general idea behind this method 

is the following: Subjects silently read word pairs that are presented to them in rapid 

                                                 

21 It should be pointed out though that a metronome-paced, tongue-twister based design is hardly novel in 
speech error research that seeks to understand phonological encoding, cf. for instance Dell et al., 1997; Dell 
& Repka, 1982; Kupin, 1979; Postma & Noordanus, 1996; Schwartz et al., 1994 and many others. 
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succession. Each critical trial consists of a series of word pairs that prime a specific 

consonant (or vowel) order, followed by one target word pair that has the opposite order 

of consonants (or vowels) compared to the priming pairs. The target word pair is 

immediately followed by a cue for the subject to say out loud the last word pair she just 

saw as quickly as possible. A large number of distractor trials with random cues prevent 

the subject from recognizing the priming pattern or anticipating a cue. Since only the 

target word pair is pronounced and is pronounced only once, the assumption is that the 

errors obtained through this method cannot arise at the motor level; they presumably arise 

at the planning level. An example of a trial sequence that primes initial consonants is 

given in (1); the row of question marks represents the subject's cue to say the last word 

pair out loud: 

(1) Example for SLIP trial priming the initial consonant order /k/ - /t/; the target pair has 
the order /t/ - /k/. Question marks are the subject's cue to speak.  
 coal toad 
 core toll 
 cog ton 
 top cop 
 ???? 

 Many prior error studies have investigated whether a lexicality effect influences 

the probability of speech errors, that is, whether an error is more likely to happen if the 

outcome of the error is a word as opposed to a nonword. For natural speech, that is, 

corpus data, Fromkin (1980a: 6) initially reported for the UCLA corpus that 60% of all 

errors resulted in nonwords, as for example in "my hetter baff" for "my better half." Also 

Garrett (1976) found no evidence for a lexical bias in errors in naturally occurring slips in 

Playboy interviews. However, Dell & Reich (1981) established the presence of a lexical 

bias in the Toronto Corpus by a sophisticated estimation of how often a word outcome 
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can be expected on the basis of chance. Also a series of experimental studies found that 

errors are indeed more likely to occur when the outcome of an error has lexical status (cf. 

for instance Baars, et al., 1975; Berg, 1988; Dell, 1980; 1986; 1990; Frisch & Wright, 

2002; Motley & Baars, 1976).  

This chapter reports results from EMMA experiments that used the SLIP technique as an 

elicitation method to induce errors on word-initial singleton consonants. Outcomes of 

errors were partly words and partly nonwords to permit investigating the presence of a 

lexicality effect. 

1.2  METHOD 

The same EMMA setup and procedures as described for Experiment 1 were used.  

1.3  SUBJECTS 

All subjects were native speakers of American English and naive as to the purpose of the 

experiment. Some subjects participated in Experiments 1 and 2 after completion of the 

current experiment. Five male and four female subjects were run. 

1.4  EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND STIMULI 

Stimuli were presented on a computer screen positioned about 1 m away from the 

subject. In the following discussion, the terms target consonants, target word and target 

pair denote the words or consonants the subject was instructed to pronounce, that is, the 

cued words as they appeared on the screen. The term target consonant refers to the initial 

consonant of a given target word. This consonant / word / word pair is assumed to be the 

speaker's intended utterance.  
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Since the SLIP technique is known to elicit only a low number of errors (between 5 and 

10%), it was necessary to restrict target pairs to a small set of initial consonants, so that 

enough errorful tokens of the same type would be obtained. Almost all target pairs 

included in this analysis had the consonants /t/, /d/, /k/ and /g/ as target consonants.22 All 

target consonants were in initial position. All words were monosyllabic, and all target 

words had C1VC2(C3) structure where C2 and C3 are labials (/p, b, m/). For one subject 

(PG), 5 target pairs had the initial consonants /b - g/, and a final coronal. All stimuli were 

presented in capital letters, since some words were proper names. Subjects were 

instructed to place the stress on the first word of each pair. 

The stimulus materials consisted of 3 priming pairs per target pair. For each target trial, 

the first priming pair had random onset consonants but the rhymes were identical to and 

in the same order as the rhymes of the target words. The subsequent two priming pairs 

had the same onset consonants as the target pair, but in the opposite order. The nucleus or 

coda were different from the target pair. The expected outcome of an error never 

appeared in the priming pairs. (2) illustrates this structure: 

(2) Example priming pairs from a SLIP trial. The first pair is a rhyme prime, the second 
and third pair prime the initial consonant order /t/ - /k/, while the target pair has the 
 consonant order /k/ - /t/. The row of question marks represents the subject's cue to say  
the last word pair out loud. 

 A SAP  HOP 
 A TAG CONE 
 A TAN COM 
 A CAP TOP 
 ?????? 

                                                 

22 In contrast to Experiment 1, consonants with different laryngeal settings were used in order to be able to 
have enough different target words. Since all words were monosyllabic and ended in a labial, the word pool 
became too limited to only use /t/ and /k/. 
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As far a possible, priming words appeared only once in each experiment. However, due 

to the focus on initial coronal and dorsal stops, as well as CVC words, this was not 

entirely possible, and some words appeared twice as primes. Targets were used more than 

once as targets to ensure that each word would be in phrase initial and phrase final 

position (also corresponding to stressed and unstressed position).  

In the current experiment, for all subjects all stimuli were words of American English. 

For two subjects (AB, BE), all target pairs consisted of minimal pairs and thus naturally 

also all error outcomes were words (and of course also minimal pairs). For all other 

subjects, not all word pairs resulted in words when the initial consonants were switched, 

that is, the outcome of an error was not always a word. For about half of the trials the 

outcome of an error would be a word ('word condition'), whereas for the other half, an 

interaction of the initial consonants would result in a non-word ('nonword condition'). An 

example is given in (3). 

(3) Example for word/nonword condition for SLIP targets 
a) outcome of an error results in a word (henceforth referred to as 'word pairs') 
 target:    "top kip" 
 expected error: "cop tip" 

b) outcome of an error results in a nonword (henceforth referred to as 'nonword pairs') 
 target:    "time cope" 
 expected error: "kime tope" 

This design enabled the investigation of whether errors are more frequent when the result 

of an error was a word compared to cases where the outcome of an error would be a 

nonword. The following table shows how many word and nonword outcomes were 

included in the present design for each subject. 
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word condition subject 
minimal pair no 

minimal pair 

nonword 
condition 

AB 28 0 0 
AK 19 41 34 
BE 37 0 0 
DB 0 46 50 
JS 0 52 55 
KK 2 43 50 
LM 0 38 40 
PG 18 6 6 
SF 0 48 51 
� 104 274 286 
Table 3.1. Number of word pairs, minimal pairs and nonword pairs included in the 
analysis per subject. 
 
The considerable differences in these numbers stem partly from the fact that the numbers 

displayed in Table 3.1 are only the data included in the analysis, that is, target trials for 

which there were valid responses. Secondly, for the initial subjects, a high number of 

minimal pairs was included and only few or no nonword outcome pairs were used, while 

for later subjects, in order to be able to test for a lexicality effect, few or no minimal pairs 

were employed. For the relevant analyses, error numbers were normalized relative to the 

number measurement point for all word- and nonword outcome pairs that were presented 

to each subject. 

Distractor trials were of three different types: 

a) Distractor trials were like target trials, with any initial consonants except /t/, /d/, /k/ or  

   /g/ and final consonants were of any type 

b) Distractor trials were like a), but the cued pair had the same consonant order as the 

 priming pairs. 
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c) Distractor trials were random combinations of any two words (with initial consonants 

 other than the target consonants). 

Half of all distractor trials of the experiment were of type c); type a) and b) were each 

25% of all distractor trials. Distractor trial types were randomly associated with target 

trials.  

Each trial block (consisting of one target trial and four distractor trials), had a different 

order of target and distractor trials, as illustrated in (3): 

(3) Variation in order of target and distractor trials across trial blocks. Each row 
represents one trial block. 
 target, distractor1, distractor2, distractor3, distractor4 
 distractor1, target, distractor2, distractor3, distractor4 
 distractor1, distractor2, target, distractor3, distractor4 
 distractor1, distractor2, distractor3, target, distractor4, etc.23 

Besides the target trial, within each trial block, between one and three of the distractor 

trials were cued. Each trial block was randomly assigned one of the following labels: D1, 

D2, D3, D4, D12, D13, D14, D23, D34, D123, D234, D134. These labels indicated how 

many distractors were cued in that particular block, and which ones (D12 means that 

distractor1 and distractor2 were cued, D2 means that only distractor2 was cued, etc.). 

While this design kept the target / distractor ratio constant, it was impossible for a subject 

to tell when a cued trial would come up. There was no inter trial interval (henceforth ITI) 

between successive trials if neither of them was cued. In addition, while target trials were 

of constant four word pair length (3 priming pairs plus 1 target pair), distractor trials 

                                                 

23 The labels '1, 2, 3, 4' do not have any meaning in terms of distractor types (and thus never vary in their 
order), they are just used here to help illustrate how trial blocks were built. 
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varied randomly in length from one word pair to five word pairs.24 All trials were 

randomized differently for each subject. 

For one subject (DB) the initial consonants in the first word of a pair could not be 

analyzed, because the subject's rest position for the tongue had an elevated tongue 

dorsum, which interfered with measuring TD amplitude during the initial consonant. For 

this subject, only the second word of each target pair was included in the analysis. To 

prevent this situation from arising in other subjects, an indefinite article was added to 

every word pair presented to subjects, as for instance in a cop top. Before this problem 

was identified, data for four subjects had already been collected (AB, BE, PG, LM), for 

whom the rest position of the tongue was such that it did not interfere with measuring TD 

and TT vertical position maxima for the first word of a pair. Five out of nine subjects 

(AB, BE, PG, LM, DB) thus pronounced word pairs without a preceding article (e.g., cop 

top). 

In order to ensure that subjects paid attention to every word pair presented to them, 

subjects were told that the task they were about to perform was part of a memorization 

experiment and they would be asked to recall the words in a later part of the experiment. 

The following instructions were given to subjects:  

The first part of the experiment is a memorization task. You will see word pairs 
appearing on the screen in rapid sequence. Each word pair is preceded by the 
article "a," as in "a sheep sock." Try to memorize each word pair that you see for 
a later part in the experiment. Sometimes a word pair will be followed by a 
display with a row of question marks. This a cue for you to say out loud the last 
word pair that you just saw. Answer as quickly as you can. Your answering period 
is only very brief - you will see a "speaking time is over" display; then the next 

                                                 

24 Subjects were informally asked after the experiment whether they had understood what the experiment 
was about. One subject had inferred it was an error elicitation experiment but had no understanding of how 
errors were actually elicited. All other subjects had no insight into the experimental structure at all. 
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word pair comes up immediately. If you make a mistake, don't worry to correct 
yourself, just keep going. Always place the stress on the first word of each pair, 
like in "a snow day." 
At fixed intervals, there will be rest periods. A message will appear on the screen 
and give you the option to take a break.  
There will be a practice period before the actual experiment starts. 

In addition subjects were asked to make sure they did not silently articulate uncued word 

pairs. Subjects went through the practice trials until they clearly understood their task 

(usually they completed the practice trials twice). 

For stimulus presentation, the software PsyScope (Cohen et al., 1993) was used. Word 

pairs appeared on the screen for 900 ms followed by 100 ms of blank screen before the 

next word pair came up. The cue for speaking, a row of question marks, was displayed 

for 600 ms, appearing immediately after the target word pair. Immediately after the cue, 

the message "speaking time is over" appeared on the screen for 600 ms, followed by  

350 ms of blank screen ITI. An ITI was only specified after a cued trial. 

The PsyScope program was set up such that with each word pair that appeared on the 

screen, a 50 ms beep was simultaneously presented, which was fed into the EMMA data 

acquisition system and was thus recorded simultaneously with the movement trajectories 

as well as with the speech signal from the microphone positioned in front of the subject. 

The beep was not audible to the subject, but served the purpose of preserving the 

information about when, relative to the specified time window, subjects actually 

responded. Every six trial blocks (i.e. every 30 trials) there was a short break, so that the 

EMMA data files would not get exceedingly large. Unless subjects expressed the wish to 

pause, the experiment was continued immediately. 

As for the previous experiments, the number of target pairs included in the analysis for 

each subject differed considerably. This was due to a variety of reasons such as true 
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differences in the experimental setup as described earlier, inadvertent mistakes in 

stimulus selection, magnetometer receiver death, subjects missing cued trials, etc. Table 

3.2 gives the number of target pairs for each subject that entered into the analysis. 

subject number of target pairs  
included in analysis 

AB 28 
AK 94 
BE 37 
DB 9625 
JS 107 
KK 95 
LM 75 
PG 30 
SF 99 
Table 3.2. Number of trials included in the present analysis for each subject. 
 
All target pairs used are given in Appendix C.

                                                 

25 As explained above, for this subject only the final word of each pair was usable. 
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1.5  ERROR TYPES 

Figure 3.1 shows two instances of the target utterance tab cab as recorded from one 

subject. 
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Figure 3.1. Two occurrences of the utterance "tab cab" by subject BE. The arrows mark 
the points of comparison for TD raising during /t/.  
 
In the top panel, TT is high during the initial /t/, while TD is low. For the /k/, TD is raised 

with some passive elevation of TT. In the bottom panel, TT is high for the initial /t/, but 

TD also displays considerable unexpected raising. This behavior was analogous to the 
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intrusion errors that were identified in Experiment 1. For the lower panel, a small burst is 

visible in the waveform that was by informal auditory judgment not due to the release of 

the intruded TD gesture, but rather sounded like lip smacking. Judging from informal 

observation by the experimenter, both utterances were equally 'normal' sounding. 

1.6  ERROR CRITERION 

Several unsuccessful attempts were made to obtain a control condition separate from the 

SLIP trials. It turned out, however, that the articulatory kinematics were too task 

dependent to allow comparison of non-SLIP trials with SLIP trials. Non-alternating 

control conditions that were designed in analogy to the SLIP part but without the reversal 

of the initial consonants (i.e. the correct consonant order was primed) generated too many 

errors, since target pairs still differed from priming pairs (although not in the initial 

consonants). In addition, due to the fact that this method was rather time-consuming, only 

relatively few control tokens were obtained for each word of the experimental trials. 

Since there were only few tokens with some errors, this proved not to be a usable way to 

obtain controls. For a design that just presented word pairs blocked by initial consonant 

and instructed subjects to pronounce every word pair that came up on the screen once, the 

kinematics were too different from the SLIP trials. The primary factor involved seemed 

to be the fact that subjects would not know when a cue would come up during the SLIP 

experiment, but would know in advance when they would have to speak in this control 

condition (independent of whether they would know what the utterance would be).  

 While it is an interesting point in itself that the expectancy to speak considerably 

influenced articulatory patterns, for the present experiment it was decided that the best 

method for evaluating the SLIP trials was to use the trials themselves. The same method 
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that was employed in Experiment 3 for the velum data was thus used here in order to 

identify errorful productions. That is, errors were identified on the basis of individual 

points that rendered otherwise distinct distributions overlapping.  

For data evaluation, the individual tokens were grouped by vowel into front and back 

vowels and further subdivided into the categories high, mid, and low vowels. In rare 

cases, subjects audibly made errors other than the expected ones (vowel or coda errors 

under the influence of the priming pairs); the respective target pair was then not taken 

into consideration for analysis. If subjects corrected themselves or took several attempts 

to respond, all response attempts in which at least the initial CV was audibly pronounced 

were included. 

Figure 3.2 shows the scatterplot for subject BE for all /t-k/ tokens that had a low front 

vowel /�/, as in tab cab. The tokens previously displayed in Figure 3.1 are marked, in 

addition to a full 'substitution' error. 
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Figure 3.2. Distribution of all target words with low front vowel /�/ for subject BE. 
Circles mark non-errorful distributions for /t/ and /k/: canonical /k/s had a high TD 
(horizontal axis) and a low TT (vertical axis). Canonical /t/s exhibited a high TT and a 
low TD. The tokens displayed in Figure 3.1 above are marked as "tab" and "cab" 
respectively. One /t/ token was fully 'substituted' by a /k/ (marked by an arrow and 
labelled 'substitution'). 
 
It can be seen that while there were errors that were full 'substitutions' (an example token 

being marked in Figure 3.2 where an intended /t/ displayed TT and TD heights 

appropriate for /k/), one of the tab tokens from Figure 3.1 displayed a TD height 

characteristic for /k/, while having a TT height appropriate for /t/.  

This method of identifying errorful productions clearly had its drawbacks in that partial 

errors could not be identified unless there were partial errors on both consonants, since a 

partial error by itself might not have led to overlapping distributions. This shortcoming is 

unfortunate, since it was likely to underestimate the number of errors, in particular partial 

errors. In the case of a full 'substitution,' the likelihood that the errorful token made 

contact with the other distribution was very high. That meant that while generally full 

'substitution' 
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errors could be identified well, errors of partial magnitude might have gone undetected. It 

was also not possible to formally distinguish errors of partial magnitude from full errors. 

These limitations have to be kept in mind when interpreting the data. 

1.7  INTRUSION AND REDUCTION ERRORS 

Across subjects, 121 gestural errors were identified among the 1235 target words. Broken 

down by subject, the following number of tokens were classified as errors26: 

subject number of 
 errors 

error rate 

AB 4 0.0357 
AK 7 0.0186 
BE 14 0.0833 
DB 5 0.0260 
JS 30 0.0721 
KK 7 0.0184 
LM 12 0.04 
PG 15 0.1625 
SF 27 0.0685 
Table 3.3. Number of errors per subject and error rate. 
 
Error rate, as before, was calculated by dividing the number of errorful gestures by the 

overall number of measurements. Table 3.3 reveals that there was a considerable 

difference in error rate between subjects, with for instance subject SF making about four 

times more errors compared to subject KK. Also the number of missed cues on target 

trials (i.e. subjects failing to respond entirely to a cue) varied considerably, ranging from 

0 to 26%, with an average of 7%. This relatively broad range in number of missed trials 

could be attributed to how well subjects kept up their concentration throughout the 

experiment and their general motivation to perform their specified task well.  
                                                 

26 In cases where more than two consonants were measured (when subjects took several attempts or 
corrected themselves), the word count was adjusted for that subject by counting each consonant measured 
as a word. 
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Table 3.4 gives the number of intrusion and reduction errors for each subject. 

 coronal dorsal 
subject intrusion reduction intrusion reduction 
AB 0 0 4 0 
AK 5 0 1 1 
BE 4 1 4 3 
DB 0 0 3 2 
JS 9 8 8 5 
KK 3 1 2 1 
LM 9 1 1 1 
PG 4 4 4 1 
SF 7 7 9 4 
���� 41 22 36 18 
Table 3.4. Number of errors per subject for intrusion and reduction errors by target. 
 
A repeated measures ANOVA was conducted in order to investigate whether there was 

an asymmetry in error numbers on coronals and dorsals. The factors were 'intended 

target' (meaning the initial consonant the subject was instructed to pronounce) with the 

two levels coronal vs. dorsal and 'error type' with the levels intrusion vs. reduction. Table 

3.5 gives the results. 

 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta Squared 

TARGET 6.250 1 6.250 .935 .362 .105 

Error(TARGET) 53.500 8 6.687    

TYPE 34.028 1 34.028 57.647 .000 .878 

Error(TYPE) 4.722 8 .590    

TARGET * TYPE .250 1 .250 .073 .794 .009 

Error(TARGET*TYPE) 27.500 8 3.438    
Table 3.5. ANOVA results with repeated measure on both factors. Factors were 'intended 
target' (coronal vs. dorsal) and 'error type' (intrusion vs. reduction). 
 
The main effect 'target' did not reach significance, but the main effect 'error type' was 

significant at p < .01, indicating that there were significantly more intrusions than 

reductions for both the coronal and the dorsal stops. That the interaction was not 

significant showed that the coronal and dorsal stop were equally affected by error. 
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 In Table 3.4 it became apparent that there were slightly more errors on coronals 

compared to dorsals (63 vs. 54), but parallel to the findings of Experiment 1, this 

difference did not reach significance. The number of intrusions by far exceeded the 

number of reductions for both stops, that is, there were more TT intrusion errors on 

dorsals than TD reduction errors, and vice versa more TD errors on coronals than TT 

reduction errors. In Experiment 1, the size of the difference between /t/ and /k/ was minor 

compared to the intrusion-reduction asymmetry; the same pattern obtained here. This 

corroborates the hypothesis that the asymmetry in error numbers between coronals and 

dorsals is negligible; the relevant asymmetry is indeed between intrusion and reduction. 

Crucially, the results mean that even with an elicitation technique that has traditionally 

been hypothesized to elicit planning errors, many errors did not result in a well-formed 

structure in that intrusions without reductions resulted in doubly articulated constrictions 

that do not correspond to any well-formed structure of English. Further, the intrusion bias 

identified in Experiments 1 and 2 cannot be explained as a task-specific artifact. 

1.8  'SUBSTITUTIONS' AND 'EXCHANGES' 

As before, 'substitutions' were defined as a co-occurrence of an intrusion and a reduction 

error of any magnitude on the same token. Out of 121 gestural errors across subjects, 54 

co-occurred on the same token, that is, there were 27 'substitutions.' This means that 67 

errors (ca. 55%) resulted in a phonotactically ill-formed sequence. Table 3.6 breaks down 

the errors by target consonant (i.e., the consonant the subject was instructed to 

pronounce).27 

                                                 

27 There were no 'substitutions' or 'exchanges' on the handful of /b-g/ pairs that were included for subject 
PG. These word pairs were not taken into consideration for this part of the analysis. 
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 target consonant 
 coronal dorsal 
'substitution' errors 16 11 
Table 3.6. 'Substitution' errors across subjects for coronal and dorsal target consonants. 
 
A two-tailed matched samples t-test showed that there was no significant difference in 

the number of 'substitutions' for coronals and dorsals (t(8) = 1.474, p = .179). This result, 

as well as the lack of a coronal-dorsal asymmetry for the intrusion bias, is contrary to the 

findings of Stemberger (1991a), which have been taken to support the concept of coronal 

underspecification. As discussed in Chapter 1, Stemberger had found in a SLIP study 

(using phonetic transcription as data evaluation method) that error distributions between 

coronals and non-coronals were asymmetric in that coronals were more often target of an 

error than source of an error, despite their higher frequency. He used these results to 

argue for the psycholinguistic reality of coronal underspecification. Since he assumes 

errors to occur at an abstract planning level where segments are represented purely 

symbolically and can thus be underspecified for place of articulation, the place feature of 

a neighboring non-coronal consonant will be prone to intrude, since the coronal 

consonant itself is void of a place specification at this point of the planning process. The 

present results speak against this hypothesis; using the same elicitation technique the 

coronal-dorsal asymmetry was not confirmed. The discrepancy in results might lie in the 

different data collection and evaluation methods, a possibility that was put to test with a 

perceptual experiment reported in Chapter 4. 

'Exchanges' were defined as a co-occurrence of multiple errors within one target pair, 

with there being at least one error on each member of the pair. Under the loosest 

definition, counting any pair with at least one error on each initial consonant as 

'exchange,' there were 17 'exchanges.' As argued earlier, this definition of an 'exchange' 
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only made limited sense, since two gestural errors were not necessarily indicative of an 

'exchange' if both of them were intrusions, and none of them a reduction error. Defining 

an 'exchange' by a three-error criterion, and thus ensuring that both intrusion(s) and 

reduction(s) were co-occurring within the same word pair, 10 'exchanges' could be 

identified across subjects, and under the four-error criterion, there were 6 'exchanges' 

across subjects. This rate of 'exchanges' was roughly comparable to, for instance, 

Stemberger's (1991a) results, albeit somewhat lower (he obtained an 'exchanges' rate of 

about .03; the 'exchange' rate here was about .01). This difference might also suggest that 

in transcription-based studies at least some non-well formed 'exchanges' are probably 

reported as being well-formed. Categorical perception (Repp, 1984) and perceptual biases 

against phonotactically illicit sequences (Moreton, 2002) can be expected to influence 

perception, especially when the outcome of an error is a word. 

In order to determine whether 'substitutions' and 'exchanges' occur with greater 

probability than expected by chance, expected frequencies were derived on the basis of 

the binomial theorem, as described for Experiments 1 and 3 above. Overall error 

probability was p = .044. Target pairs were classified according to whether they 

contained a single gestural error, or two, three or four gestural errors. Table 3.7 gives the 

observed and expected occurrences. 
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 number of errorful gestures 
 per target pair 

 0 1 2 3 4 
observed 495 41 18 5 6 
expected 458 99   8 .284 .004 
Table 3.7. Observed and expected frequencies for number of gestural errors occurring 
within a single target pair. 
 
Single gesture errors occurred less frequently than expected on the basis of chance, but 

multiple gesture errors within one target pair occurred with considerably greater than 

chance probability. 

Stemberger (1983) discusses the problem that most errors that have been interpreted as 

segment errors could equally be regarded as feature errors; to truly decide what units 

interact in errors he states that "it must be conclusively demonstrated that the two types of 

errors [segment vs. feature errors; MP] show different patterns, in particular that 

exchange errors [...] are far more common than expected if they were feature errors"  

(p. 5). In the present data, full 'segmental exchanges' were indeed found more frequently 

than would be expected if they were just probability-determined co-occurrences of 

multiple individual gesture errors. However, this does not necessarily support 

Stemberger's reasoning. That multiple units often behaved as a single entity in an error 

speaks for the attractive force phonological structures have on speech errors. Yet 

'exchanges' were not necessarily complete or full as would have been expected from 

symbolic elements trading places; some or all of the gestures participating in an 

'exchange' error could be of partial magnitude (even if magnitudes could not be 

distinguished formally in this experiment). Further, single gesture errors also occurred in 

this non-repetitive task with considerable frequency; the intrusion bias surfaced also in 
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this elicitation technique as a statistically significant effect. Nothing in the present data 

suggested that single gesture errors arise from a different underlying process than 

multiple gesture errors. The lack of independence does not force the conclusion that these 

errors represent fundamentally distinct types. 

1.9  STRESS / POSITION EFFECT 

Across subjects,28 on average 11 errors occurred on the initial, stressed word of the target 

pair, while only 3.5 errors occurred on the final word. A two-tailed matched samples t-

test on the normalized error frequencies showed that this difference was significant at p = 

.008 (t(7) = 3.638). This is probably partly attributable to a monitoring effect - when 

subjects heard themselves making an error on the initial consonant of the first word, they 

would have recovered by the time they pronounced the second word. On the other hand, 

it could be expected that subjects would still produce a significant number of errors on 

the second word without making an error on the first word; that is, the result cannot be 

explained solely on the basis of a monitoring effect. As for Experiment 1 a (weak) 

phrase-initial effect was identified, which is well-documented in the literature. What such 

an effect might reveal about the nature of the speech production system is still unclear 

and subject to debate (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999; Vousden et al., 2000).  

1.10  LEXICALITY EFFECT 

With respect to the presence of a lexicality effect, the first question to ask is whether 

there were more errors on minimal pairs than on word pairs that are not minimal pairs. 

Reasons to expect a difference lie in the repeated phoneme effect, that is, errors are more 
                                                 

28 For this analysis DB's data were excluded, since for him only the second word proved to be usable. 
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likely to occur in the vicinity of identical segments. Since minimal pairs share everything 

but the onset, other word pairs that have a different vowel or a different coda should be 

less error-prone. 

Only three subjects were presented with all types of pairs: minimal pairs, non-minimal 

word pairs and nonword outcome pairs (AK, KK, PG). Figure 3.3 compares the 

proportion of errors on non-minimal word pairs and minimal pairs for these three 

subjects. 
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Figure 3.3. Error proportions on non-minimal word pairs (left) and minimal word pairs 
(right) for subjects AK, KK and PG. 
 
While the graph does suggest more errors on minimal pairs than on non-minimal pairs, a 

two-tailed matched samples t-test did not reach significance (t(2) = -2.811, p = .107). Of 

course the number of subjects included was very low, reducing statistical power. A 

Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test did not yield a significant result either (Z = -1.604, p = 

.109). To be conservative, minimal pairs were nonetheless excluded from the comparison 

of the word - nonword condition. 
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Table 3.8 gives the overall means for a comparison of error rates for word versus 

nonword outcome pairs.  

 mean std.dv. N 

word condition .035 .026 7 

nonword condition .046 .033 7 

Table 3.8. Means and standard deviations for error rate for word versus nonword 
condition. Minimal pairs were excluded. N gives the number of subjects included in the 
analysis. 
 
A two-tailed matched samples t-test on the normalized error data showed no significant 

difference between the two conditions (t(6) = -.662, p = .532). 

In a comparison of the number of 'substitution' errors in the word and non-word 

conditions, no significant difference emerged either. A two-tailed matched samples t-test 

yielded a probability value of p = .629 (t(6) = -.508). Table 3.9 shows the means and 

standard deviations for each condition. 

 mean std.dv. N 

word condition .008 .011 7 

nonword condition .011 .012 7 

Table 3.9. Means and standard deviations for 'substitution' error rate for word versus 
nonword condition. Minimal pairs were excluded. N gives the number of subjects 
included in the analysis. 
 
Since 'exchanges' were of low frequency in the data all word pairs exhibiting at least 

three gestural errors were taken to be 'exchanges'. Still numbers were too low for a 

meaningful statistical analysis. Table 3.10 gives the error count for 'exchange' errors 

pooled across subjects.29 The percentages refer to percent 'exchange' errors among all 

word pairs and nonword outcome pairs across subjects. The difference in 'exchange' 
                                                 

29 As mentioned before, subject DB was excluded for this analysis because only the second word of each 
pair was analyzable for his data. 
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frequencies on word versus non-word pairs was minute and gave no indication for a 

lexicality effect. 

 number of 
'exchange' errors N 

word pairs 5 (2.14%) 6 
nonword pairs 6 (2.38%) 6 
Table 3.10. Sum of 'exchange' errors on word versus nonword outcome pairs across 
subjects. Percentages were based on total number of errors across subjects. Minimal 
pairs were excluded. 'Exchange' errors were defined as the co-occurrence of at least 
three gestural errors within the same word pair. N gives the number of subjects included 
in the analysis. 
 
Overall, the lack of statistical power limited the results of the present analysis. There was 

little indication of a lexicality effect. There was a small (though statistically not 

significant) difference within the word condition in that there were more errors on 

minimal pairs than on non-minimal pairs. To detect a lexicality effect reliably, a more 

stringent experimental design across subjects and data from more subjects would be 

needed. Results from SLIP experiments reported in the literature usually included a large 

number of subjects (often 40 and higher e.g., Dell, 1990, Stemberger, 1991a), which is 

not feasible with the experimental technique employed here. It can also not be excluded 

that perceptual biases in transcription based studies foster the emergence of a lexicality 

effect in that perceptual ambiguity would likely be resolved in favor of a word outcome. 

The present results do not allow firm conclusions about a lexicality effect.30 

                                                 

30 Another limiting factor with the present design was that the stimuli were selected independently of their 
word frequency index, since in the context of an articulatory study, the highest priority in stimulus design 
was to keep the phonetic neighborhood constant to limit coarticulatory differences between tokens. Yet 
Dell (1990) has shown that error frequency can interact substantially with word form frequency 
independent of word frequency (i.e. low frequency homophones of high frequency words are equally 
resistant to errors). A weak lexicality effect would have been washed out by this confounding factor. 
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

The SLIP experiments reported in this chapter showed that the main finding of 

Experiment 1 and 2 generalize to a non-repetitive task: a significantly high number of 

errors did not result in a well-formed structure by virtue of the intrusion bias. The lack of 

an asymmetric error distribution between coronal and dorsal stops (as predicted by 

underspecification theory) was confirmed. Also in line with the earlier findings, 

'substitutions' and 'exchanges' occurred with above-chance frequency, indicating that 

phonological factors do indeed play a role in these error patterns. The data do not 

suggest, however, that well-formed and ill-formed errors arise at different processing 

stages. While there was a small (albeit non-significant) similarity effect in that there were 

slightly more errors on minimal pairs than on other pairs, no lexicality effect was found. 

Due to the limitedness of the data available, it was not possible, however, to come to a 

firm conclusion about the (non)existence of a lexicality effect. 

 

The results of the present experiment conform with the predictions about errors derived 

from a gestural description of the speech production process. The data show that the 

hypothesized dynamic structures underlying the production of coronal and dorsal stops 

could sufficiently capture the fundamental properties of these consonants interacting in 

an errorful way. While errors of full and partial magnitude were not distinguished 

formally, it was evident that the data bore a great resemblance to the results of 

Experiment 1 (cf. Figure 3.2 above). Due to the different error evaluation metrics 

employed in Experiment 1 and the current experiment, a formal comparison of the error 

rates elicited in each task was not feasible. The most important point that can be made 
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without a classification of errors according to gestural magnitude was that the intrusion 

bias was confirmed, leading to a phonotactically illegal co-production of two gestures. 

Also parallel to Experiment 1, there was no asymmetry in error distribution between 

coronals and dorsals; the error patterns do not require to appeal to coronal 

underspecification in order to account for their frequency distribution. This raises the 

question whether the coronal-dorsal asymmetry that has been reported might be due to 

perceptual biases that conceivably taint the data in transcription base studies. The next 

Chapter will put this possibility to test. 
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CHAPTER 4 

While the existence of sub-phonemic and partial speech errors has been established by 

acoustic measurements (Frisch & Wright, 2002; Navas, 2001; 2002) there has been no 

systematic examination of the perceptual consequences of errors of varying articulatory 

magnitude. The availability of articulatory EMMA data opened the possibility of testing 

the perceptual consequences of speech errors whose articulatory properties were known, 

and thus enabled an assessment of the magnitude of the perceptual biases that may be 

reflected in transcribed data. This chapter reports results from two perceptual experiments 

that used stimuli selected on the basis of their articulatory properties only, covering a 

range of errorful gestural activations.  

1  METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF TRANSCRIPTION STUDIES 

Impressionistic transcription has traditionally been the key data collection and evaluation 

tool in speech error research. While speech error elicitation experiments have confirmed 

results obtained with spontaneous corpora (Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1983; Stemberger, 

1991a), it has to be kept in mind that the method of detecting errors is the same in both 

cases, that is, phonetic transcription. Cutler (1981: 561) stated that "[e]very existing 

collection of speech errors confounds occurrence of particular types of error with 

detectability." That this may introduce biases into the data has been pointed out many 

times: from what is known about the perceptual system, some errors are probably more 

easily heard than others, and can thus come to be overrepresented in corpora (cf. 

Boucher, 1994; Cole et al., 1978; Cutler, 1981; Ferber, 1991; Fromkin, 1971; MacKay, 

1980; Mowrey & MacKay, 1990; Tent & Clark, 1980).  
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Our perceptual system is known to be biased in that a change in some variable along a 

continuum is perceived not as gradual but as instances of discrete categories (commonly 

called categorical perception; cf. Repp, 1984; Liberman, 1997). Also perceptual biases as 

they appear in phonemic resoration, a process in which the perceptual system fills in 

information missing in the actual signal (e.g., phonemes that have been replaced by noise; 

Samuel, 1981; Warren, 1970), can be conjectured to interfere with error perception. It is 

further known from several studies that ambiguity in speech utterances is resolved by 

listeners using linguistic knowledge about phonotactics and possible words in accordance 

with listeners' respective native language (e.g., Moreton, 2002). Phonemic biases in our 

perceptual system make us particularly poorly equipped for the detection of speech errors 

in running conversations and may be enhanced further by the split attention situation for 

the transcriber; also the anecdotal character of the data collection method requires that 

evaluations of the relative frequencies of different error types be taken with a grain of salt 

(Garnham et al., 1981). Perceptual filtering mechanisms may thus be the reason that 

errors below the level of the segment rarely appear in transcribed data evaluations.  

 In an experiment on the perceptibility of phoneme and feature errors, Tent & 

Clark (1980) found that 77.67% of full phoneme substitutions on word initial consonants 

were not perceived31; the authors interpret this as a phonemic restoration effect (Warren, 

1970). Tent & Clark obtained their stimulus materials by having a trained radio 

announcer read sentences that the authors manipulated to contain specific errors (the 

announcer consciously 'mispronounced' the utterances according to specific instructions). 

                                                 

31 The results by different error types were: 32.6% of exchanges, 55% of anticipations (i.e. a following 
consonant intrudes into an earlier one) and of 61.4% perseverations (i.e. a consonant perseveres and 
intrudes into the following word; cf. p. 322, Table III) were not perceived. 
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Due to the nature of this setup, their stimulus material presumably did not contain any 

errors that resulted in phonemically ambiguous (illegal) utterances. Contrary to segmental 

errors, syllable and morpheme errors were detected around 88% of the time; according to 

the authors this is due to the anomalous word forms resulting from these errors. Among 

the (phoneme, syllable and morpheme) errors perceived, errors in which a phoneme 

persevered and intruded into the following word (perseverations) were less easily 

detected than exchange errors and errors in which a phoneme of a following word was 

anticipated (cf. also Cohen, 1980 for biases in favor of detecting errors in stressed 

syllables and vowels relative to consonants). With a similar methodological setup to that 

of Tent & Clark, Cole (1973) investigated the different perceptibility of errors involving 

one, two, three or four distinctive features. He found that single feature changes - which 

are reported to be rare in speech error studies, were indeed rarely detected, while 

mispronunciations involving two or more feature changes were usually heard. 

Subsequent work by Cole et al. (1978) illustrated that not all feature changes are equally 

perceptible in every position. Most perceptible were place and manner features in word 

initial stop consonants in stressed syllables; but, for instance, place of articulation 

changes in word initial nasals were less readily detected than voicing changes in word-

initial stops. 

Yet even if phonemically ambiguous or illicit errors are heard, the inherently segmental 

nature of transcription carries its own bias into the data: Errors resulting in a 

phonologically ill-formed utterance, for instance, are difficult to transcribe in a segmental 
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system. Ferber (1991) as well as Tent & Clark (1980) reported that about 50% of the slips 

that were heard, were transcribed incorrectly.32  

Another issue worth investigating in light of the potential perceptual biases are 

asymmetric error distributions as they have been reported by Stemberger (1991a) for 

coronals and non-coronals. The results of the kinematic experiments reported here 

showed that there was no or only a very weak asymmetry in production between coronals 

and non-coronals; the relevant asymmetry was between reduction and intrusion errors 

instead. This asymmetry affected /t/ and /k/ equally. For /s/ and /�/, the situation was 

more complex, since the distinction intrusion - reduction could only be defined in terms 

of the non-shared vocal tract variable (TB). For TB, the addition bias was confirmed to a 

limited extent.  

These findings lead to the question of where the asymmetry that has been reported 

between coronals and non-coronals might stem from. Asymmetries may have two 

potential sources: Asymmetries may originate in production: The intrusion bias may lead 

to one segment prevailing over another. As was just reported for Experiment 1, however, 

production asymmetries between coronal and dorsal stops were not strongly evidenced in 

the production data. Asymmetries may originate in perception: The intrusion bias might 

have different perceptual consequences for different segments. In recording errors, 

perceptually more salient errors may thus come to be overrepresented. That is, partial 

errors and their interaction with perceptual biases might account for the asymmetries. In 

                                                 

32 It has to be pointed out here that what Ferber took to be the measure of "correct transcription" was her 
own transcriptional record (based on repeated auditory evaluation of the same tape recorded utterances). 
For Tent & Clark the intended utterance for the speaker was a conscious, instructed mispronunciation, that 
is, they presumably could judge relatively well what the actual pronunciation was. 
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order to put this possibility to test, the data described in Experiments 1 and 2 were used 

as stimuli in a perceptual experiment with the aim of determining how the articulatory 

error distribution is perceived by listeners. 

Both perceptual experiments reported here made use of the kinematic data collected from 

a single female talker (JX) during Experiments 1 and 2. Audio sampling rate during the 

EMMA experiment for subject JX was 20 kHz. This subject's data were chosen on the 

grounds that at the time the perceptual experiment was designed, EMMA data collection 

for this subject successfully included all of the experimental variables (stress, rate, vowel, 

phrase position), and because only a few trials of the kinematic data had to be excluded 

from analysis due to the 75% error limit. 

2  EXPERIMENT 5: THE PERCEPTION OF PARTIAL SPEECH ERRORS 

2.1  EXPERIMENT 5.1: /t/-/k/ 

2.1.2 SUBJECTS 

Subjects ranged from 18 to 44 years of age and were paid for their participation. 14 

subjects were tested. Data from 3 subjects were discarded since their identification rate 

for the error-free controls was below 50%.33  

2.1.3 STIMULI 

The bisyllabic alternating phrases of the articulatory study were cut into single word 

utterances (e.g., cop). The stimulus list contained 71 single syllable tokens, taken from all 

rate, stress, vowel (cop top and kip tip), and phrase position conditions (cf. Appendix D). 

                                                 

33 The threshold was below chance performance on the control stimuli. While the reasons for this poor 
performance are unknown, it can be speculated that it was due to lack of attention or potentially to slight 
hearing deficits. 
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Tokens were selected according to two criteria: First, tokens were chosen according to 

'error type' and 'error magnitude category.' The error categories are schematically 

represented in Table 4.1.  

  error magnitude category  
  full partial no error 

intrusion t (10) 
k (12) 

t (10) 
k (8) 

 
t (10) 

er
ro

r 
ty

pe
 

reduction - 
- 

t (5) 
k (6) 

k (10) 

Table 4.1. Single syllable stimuli for perceptual task grouped into error categories. 
Numbers in brackets indicate the number of tokens representing each category.  
 
None of the tokens selected had an error on more than one constriction (i.e. never a 

reduction as well as intrusion error on the same token).34 Where possible, a minimum of 

10 tokens from each category was selected for both /t/ and /k/. Two major categories of 

exceptions were full and partial reduction errors: The EMMA data collected for this 

speaker did not contain any reduction errors of full magnitude in TD during /k/ with no 

accompanying error on TT. Likewise there were no full reduction errors on TT during a 

/t/ with no error simultaneously occurring in TD. Also partial reduction errors, that is, 

errors on the target gesture (TD for /k/ and TT for /t/) with no errorful intruding gesture 

(TD for /t/ and TT for /k/) were underrepresented with only one occurrence for kip and 

tip, but four during top and five during cop.35 

Secondly, within each error group represented in Table 4.1 (for both /t/-/k/), tokens with 

different error magnitudes were selected. For instance, within the category 'partial error 

                                                 

34 Since full 'substitutions' were rare in the kinematic data, it was not possible to systematically include 
'substitution' errors in the experiment and still confine the stimuli to a single speaker. 

35 The difference between /t/ and /k/ in the partial-full intrusion categories was due to a coding mistake in 
the experimental setup; these numbers did not reflect genuine differences in frequency of error. 
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on TD, no error on TT' for top, some tokens were selected for which the value of TD was 

close to the non-errorful distribution, while others were close to the non-errorful 

distribution of /k/ (i.e. close to being a 'full,' not partial error). In this way, errors covered 

a range of gestural magnitudes, which then could be correlated with reaction times. 

2.1.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

In a go - no go reaction time task, participants were instructed to listen to "short words" 

presented in random order and to press the response button as quickly as possible when 

they heard the consonant sound they were instructed to monitor for. Using the software 

PsyScope (Cohen et al., 1993), the stimuli were presented 12 times overall (6 times each 

in 2 different conditions), randomized differently each time. Subjects sat in a soundbooth 

in front of a computer screen and a button box. Stimuli were presented over headphones. 

Two different monitoring conditions were employed: Subjects were asked to decide 

whether they heard an initial /t/-sound (condition 1), or an initial /k/-sound (condition 2). 

If they heard the given sound, they were instructed to press a response button as quickly 

as possible, otherwise, they were instructed to wait for the next trial. The conditions were 

blocked in cycles of 3, that is, the program cycled 3 times through the entire /t-k/ stimulus 

list in 3 different randomizations while subjects monitored for /t/. In the subsequent 3 

cycles, subjects were asked to monitor for /k/, then again for /t/ and once more for /k/. 

Between these blocks of 3 cycles, subjects were given the option to take breaks which 

they ended by pressing the response button. During a given block, a letter was displayed 

on the screen representing the sound subjects should be monitoring for. The time between 

the onset of two successive stimuli was 2000 ms, partitioned into a 1500 ms response 

window and 500 ms inter-trial time. During the 1500 ms response window subjects heard 
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the audio stimulus and response time was measured (the response window started with 

the onset of the audio stimulus). Independent of whether a response was recorded, the 

next trial began after 2000 ms. 

The duration of the tokens used as stimuli differed systematically with rate. This allowed 

for the possibility that subjects based their responses on rate differences in the stimuli, as 

opposed to differences in gestural magnitude. For /t-k/ tokens, the average duration 

values by rate and error magnitude category are given in Table 4.2. 

 rate mean std.dv. N 

fast 115.115 28.0943 13 

mid 165.443 66.9688 7 

slow 175.800 n.a. 1 
full 

Total 134.781 49.8355 21 

fast 116.618 23.7722 11 

mid 109.967 34.5567 12 

slow 147.129 23.0474 7 
partial 

Total 121.077 31.3076 30 

fast 107.383 23.6447 6 

mid 122.667 20.1142 9 

slow 180.320 29.8826 5 

er
ro

r 
m

ag
ni

tu
de

 c
at

eg
or

y 

no error 

Total 132.495 36.7731 20 

fast 114.120 25.1010 30 

mid 127.918 46.0488 28 

slow 162.100 29.1198 13 
Total 

Total 128.346 39.0217 71 
Table 4.2. Descriptive statistics for /t-k/ stimulus tokens grouped by error magnitude 
category and rate. Mean durations are given in ms. 
 
A 2-way ANOVA with the factors 'rate' (fast vs. mid vs. slow) and 'error magnitude 

category' (full vs. partial vs. no error) showed that the mean durations differed 
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significantly from each other with rate, with tokens being longest at the slow rate and 

shortest at the fast rate (cf. Table 4.3). 

 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta Squared 

MAGNITUDE 4971.074 2 2485.537 2.268 .112 .068 

RATE 17197.387 2 8598.694 7.845 .001 .202 

MAGNITUDE * RATE 10449.355 4 2612.339 2.383 .061 .133 

Error 67958.288 62 1096.101    

Total 1276158.600 71     
Table 4.3. ANOVA table testing for significant differences in stimulus duration by error 
magnitude category and rate. 
 
The main effect 'error magnitude category' was not significant, nor was the interaction. 

The interaction showed a small effect because tokens of full errorful magnitude were 

longer at the mid rate than the other error magnitude categories, while at the fast rate, all 

error magnitude categories were more similar in duration. At the slow rate, tokens with 

partial errors were on average shorter in duration than full or no errors. Overall, 

durational cues thus cannot account for any differences between error magnitude 

categories. 

2.1.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The goal of the present analysis was to determine how detectability of /t/ and /k/ was 

affected by error status. Instead of analyzing percent correct identifications directly, the 

data were transformed using d' as a sensitivity measure (Macmillan & Creelman, 1991). 

This sensitivity measure takes into account subjects' inherent response bias by adjusting 

the number of 'hits' (i.e. correct identification responses) for the number of 'false alarms' 

(i.e. incorrect positive responses). d' is computed by converting hit and false alarm 

proportions to z-scores and subtracting them from each other; the formula is given in (2): 
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(2) d' = z(H)-z(F) 

where H is the proportion of hits relative to the number of trials during which a signal is 

present and F is the proportion of false alarms relative to the number of trials during 

which no signal is present. Since perfect accuracy (only hits, no false alarms) has an 

infinite d' value, proportions of 1 and 0 need to be adjusted to a smaller value. Where 

H=0.99 and F=0.01, d' =4.65, which is considered as effective ceiling. Proportions of 1 

and 0 were thus adjusted to 0.99 and 0.01 respectively.  

In Chapter 2, it was established that the production data were generally characterized by 

the dominance of intrusion errors. Conceivably, the perception data would follow the 

same pattern, that is, intrusion of an erroneous gesture might have a greater effect on 

perception than a reduced magnitude of the target gesture (reduction error). It might also 

be possible though for the magnitude of the errorful gesture to be the dominant perceptual 

factor. Due to the fact that there were no full reduction errors in the stimuli, it was not 

possible to conduct an ANOVA that would allow a full test for interactions between 

intrusion-reduction and error magnitude category. Instead, an ANOVA on the d' data was 

conducted by partitioning the factor 'error type' into four levels: full intrusion, partial 

intrusion, partial reduction, no error. The present ANOVA thus had two factors: 'error 

type' with four levels, and 'intended target' which had two levels, /t/ and /k/. 'Intended 

target' was defined as the target the speaker was instructed to pronounce in the production 

experiment. Table 4.4 gives the means and standard deviations for /t/ and /k/ grouped by 

error category: 
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intended target  
t k 

full intrusion 1.518 (0.3) 2.136 (0.19) 
partial intrusion 2.9 (0.23) 2.216 (0.22) 
partial reduction 2.77 (0.24) 2.708 (0.27) 

er
ro

r 
ty

pe
 

no error 4.1 (0.18) 2.43 (0.25) 
Table 4.4. Means (and standard deviations) for d' results for /t/ and /k/ grouped by error 
type and error magnitude category. 
 
The ANOVA results are displayed in Table 4.5. 

 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta 
Squared 

TARGET 4.417 1 4.417 2.186 .170 .179 

Error(TARGET) 20.203 10 2.020    

TYPE 23.256 3 7.752 27.332 .000 .732 

Error(TYPE) 8.509 30 .284    

TARGET * TYPE 15.514 3 5.171 17.028 .000 .63 

Error(TARGET*TYPE) 9.111 30 .304    
Table 4.5. ANOVA results testing for significant difference in d' results for factors 
'intended target' (/t/ vs. /k/) and 'error type' (full intrusion vs. partial intrusion vs. partial 
reduction vs. no error). 
 
The factor 'intended target' did not reach significance, the factor 'error type' was 

significant, also the interaction effect reached significance. A one-way ANOVA followup 

conducted separately for /t/ and /k/ with a posthoc test (REGWQ, � = 0.01), designed to 

test for significant difference in the interaction means, showed that for /k/ none of the 

error types differed significantly from each other. For /t/, however, no error, partial error 

(intrusion and reduction) and full error were significantly different from each other. That 

partial intrusion and reduction were not significantly different from each other, but both 

differed significantly from full intrusion suggested that for /t/, the primary factor 
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influencing correct identification seemed to be error magnitude rather than intrusion 

versus reduction.  

It should be pointed out that /t/ scored higher d' values for the non-errorful tokens than 

/k/. While it is not entirely clear why the average identification index for /k/ did not go 

above a d' value of 3, and yet scores for the identification of non-errorful /t/ were close to 

the d' ceiling value, the crucial point in the current context was the interaction effect. d' 

values for /k/ were uniform across categories, while the identification of /t/ was clearly 

affected by the ambiguity introduced through the errorful gesture. 

Besides scoring the data for correct answers, response times were collected. For the 

following analyses, only datapoints were included when subjects had correctly identified 

an intended target, that is, only hit responses were included. This limited the data 

somewhat, since for the targets with errors, naturally a higher miss rate was expected than 

for error-free tokens; thus fewer data points were recorded compared to error free tokens. 

There was no token, however, that was consistently mis-identified across subjects, that is, 

no token had only misses and no hits for all subjects. For an ANOVA with reaction times 

as observation points, reaction times were averaged so that each subject contributed one 

data point for each error type for /t/ and /k/ (e.g., partial reduction on /t/, non-errorful /k/, 

etc.). Averaged this way, hit responses (and thus tokens for which the recorded RT 

entered into the present analysis) ranged from 62% to 100%, with an average of 79% for 

tokens with full errors, 87% for tokens with partial errors and 94% for error free tokens. 

To the extent that errorful tokens were perceived as ambiguous, slower reaction times 

were predicted for this categorization task. Factors were defined as above for the d' 
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analysis ('intended target,' 2 levels, and 'error type,' 4 levels). Figure 4.1 displays the cell 

means. 

400

450

500

550

600

650

700

full intrusion partial intrusion partial reduction no error

R
T 

(m
s)

t
k

 
Figure 4.1. Mean reaction times for /t/ (dashed line) and /k/ (solid line) hit responses by 
error type. 
 
The statistical results showed a similar overall pattern as before (cf. Table 4.6.): The 

factor 'intended target' failed to reject the null hypothesis. The factor 'error type' was 

significant, as was the interaction. 
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 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta 
Squared 

TARGET 19.029 1 19.029 .003 .959 .000 

Error(TARGET) 68245.676 10 6824.568    

TYPE 17037.500 3 5679.167 13.838 .000 .580 

Error(TYPE) 12312.478 30 410.416    

TARGET * TYPE 15731.331 3 5243.777 12.645 .000 .558 

Error(TARGET*TYPE) 12440.553 30 414.685    
Table 4.6. Repeated measures ANOVA testing for significant difference in reaction time 
for the factors 'intended target' (/t/ vs. /k/) and 'error type' (full intrusion vs. partial 
intrusion vs. partial reduction vs. no error). 
 
Looking back at the cell means in Figure 4.1 it can be seen that the interaction effect 

arose for slightly different reasons compared to the d' results. 

Parallel to the d' results neither the error status of TD nor of TT substantially affected 

reaction times for /k/. Using a pairwise comparison of the means, with the Bonferroni 

adjustment for multiple comparisons it could be determined that for /t/, full intrusion and 

partial reduction had a significant effect on reaction times, whereas partial intrusion did 

not significantly differ from error-free tokens. Compared to the d' prime results this 

meant that while partial intrusion and reduction were similar with respect to correct 

identification ratios, subjects were slower in identifying the intended target when the 

target gesture was reduced compared to cases where a gesture partially intruded. Overall 

the reaction time data confirmed that articulatory ambiguity affected the perception of /t/, 

but had no systematic effect on the perception of /k/.  

A correlation analysis was carried out in order to establish whether there was a 

predictable relationship between absolute gestural magnitude (in mm) and reaction time. 
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Again, only hit responses were analyzed.36 The following patterns were predicted: For 

TD during /k/, the target gesture for the production of the dorsal stop, a negative 

correlation was expected: The higher the TD, the faster the response; likewise a reduced 

target gesture would slow down reaction times. For TD during the production of a /t/, the 

opposite should be the case: the higher the TD, the higher reaction times should be; a 

positive correlation was predicted. For TT again a negative correlation was anticipated 

where TT was the target gesture, but a positive correlation where TT was an intruding 

gesture. Responses were averaged for multiple presentations of the same token within a 

given subject.37 Table 4.7 displays the results of the correlation analysis. Figure 4.2 gives 

the corresponding scatter plots. 

tract  
variable 

intended  
target 

N r p 

TD t 370 0.275 <0.0001 
TD k 377 0.021 0.686 
TT t 370 -0.26 0.623 
TT k 377 0.03 0.558 
Table 4.7. Correlation results for absolute gestural magnitude and reaction time.  

                                                 

36 Since the experiment was a go - no go test, not a forced choice design, there were not enough data points 
to make statistically grounded observations about the reaction times for 'false alarms', that is, cases in 
which for instance subjects identified an intended, albeit errorful /t/ as /k/. For the datapoints that were 
available, reaction times for 'false alarms' were consistently slower across error categories than for hit 
responses. 

37 Averaged this way, 34 tokens out of 781 (11 subjects x 71 tokens) had a zero hit rate. This meant there 
were 34 instances in which an individual subject did not respond to any of the multiple representations of a 
given token. 
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Figure 4.2. Scatter plots for correlations between gestural magnitude and reaction times 
(hit responses only). 
Top left panel. Correlation TT height - response time for intended target /k/. 
Top right panel. Correlation TD height - response time for intended target /k/. 
Bottom left panel. Correlation TT height - response time for intended target /t/. 
Bottom right panel. Correlation TD height - response time for intended target /t/. 

The results have to be treated with care due to the small correlation coefficients, but they 

mostly patterned with the above results of the sensitivity analysis: The effect for /t/ was 

in the predicted direction, both in terms of the target gesture (i.e. TT) and in terms of an 

intruding TD gesture, but only the latter reached significance. Response times for /k/ did 

not correlate significantly with gestural magnitude, and the correlation was not in the 

predicted direction when correlating TD height with response time (note though that r 

was extremely small). Although the outcome of this analysis was comparatively weak, it 
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was consistent with the perceptual asymmetry between /t/ and /k/ that became evident in 

the d' analysis. 

As to the apparent anti-frequency bias that has been reported for /t/ and /k/ for error data 

collected by means of transcription, the present results indicate that these asymmetries 

may reflect a property of the perceptual system rather than the production system: if 

errors are systematically heard more easily on /t/ than on /k/, this perceptual asymmetry 

can be expected to substantially affect the error distribution in corpora. 

2.2  EXPERIMENT 5.2: /S/-/�/ 

2.2.1 SUBJECTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The same experimental setup and the same subjects (in a separately scheduled session) 

were used for /s/-/�/; 14 of the earlier subjects were available. For Experiment 2, data 

from two subjects were discarded since their identification rate for the error-free controls 

was below 50%.  

For /t/-/k/, stimuli were selected such that there were never two co-occurring errors 

during one token, that is, no token had an error on both constrictions at the same time. 

For /s/-/�/ this selection criterion had to be modified since TT and TB are presumably not 

independent in the way TT and TD are (TT and TB receivers were about 20 mm apart). 

That is, it was not possible to select sufficient tokens with an error on TT only or TB 

only; for most tokens, an error on one tract variable was accompanied by an error on the 

other tract variable. Nor was it possible to vary error magnitude category (i.e. partial TT 

with full TB error, full TT with full TB error, etc.) systematically and cover a range of 

errorful gestural activations within each category, since not enough representatives of 

each type were in the available EMMA data. It was thus deemed best to focus on TB in 
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token selection, since TB was the locus of asymmetry in the production data. Note that 

non-errorful tokens were truly 'error free;' gestural magnitudes for both constrictions were 

well within the bounds of the non-errorful distribution. 

The stimulus distribution is given in Table 4.8. Selected tokens were distributed across all 

rate, stress and phrase position conditions (cf. Appendix D). 

error magnitude 
category 

TB 

full partial no error 
intrusive s (5) 

 
s (4) 
 

 
s (5) 

er
ro

r 
ty

pe
 

reductive � (5) ��(5) 
 

� (5) 

Table 4.8. Stimulus categories for /s - �/ according to TB error status. Numbers in 
brackets indicate the number of tokens representing each category. 
 
Since only the activity of one tract variable, TB, could be differentiated in terms of 

reduction and intrusion, fewer tokens were tested than in Experiment 1. In addition, only 

error data for one vowel condition were available from the EMMA experiment. The 

stimulus list for the sibilants thus contained 29 tokens. Experimental setup and 

presentation was the same as described for Experiment 5.1. 

Due to coarticulation, the release of the preceding /p/-closure in a sop shop phrase was 

audible during the frication, even after the utterances had been partitioned into individual 

words. To ensure that subjects would parse the bilabial release as coda instead of as 

complex /ps/ or /p�/ onset, a syllable rhyme /op/ was spliced at the beginning of all 

tokens. The presence of a vowel would lead to a coda parsing for /p/, since /ps/ or /p�/ are 

not licit onsets in English. The /op/ rhyme stemmed from a stressed, fast rate, non-

errorful utterance of shop. The frication part as well as the first temporal half of the 

vowel were cut off (resulting in a vowel duration of approximately 55.1 ms). A silence 
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interval of 100 ms was spliced onto the end of the /op/ vowel and the formant transitions 

to simulate /p/ closure. The instructions to subjects specified that they would hear 

bisyllabic words with the first syllable always being /op/. It was specifically pointed out 

to them that there was no consonant at the beginning of the word in order to avoid 

confusion with the task of the first experiment, which was to identify the word-initial 

consonant. Their task was to determine whether the second syllable began with a given 

consonant sound.  

For /s/-/�/, the durational distribution of the tokens according to rate and error magnitude 

category was as follows: 

  rate mean std. dv. N 

fast 356.433 49.7418 3 

mid 359.767 19.4644 3 

slow 436.100 66.1966 4 
full 

Total 389.300 60.9831 10 

fast 367.600 31.8524 5 

mid 326.300 6.0811 2 

slow 435.500 20.3647 2 
partial 

Total 373.511 45.8636 9 

fast 346.250 19.5580 4 

mid 365.100 53.8815 2 

slow 430.025 33.6941 4 
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no error 

Total 383.530 49.8245 10 

fast 357.692 31.8713 12 

mid 351.729 30.3935 7 

slow 433.550 43.5250 10 
Total 

Total 382.410 51.3533 29 

Table 4.9. Mean durations for /s-�/ stimulus tokens by rate and error magnitude category. 
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A 2-way ANOVA with the factors 'rate' (fast vs. mid vs. slow) and 'error magnitude 

category' (full vs. partial vs. no error) was conducted. Table 4.10 gives the results. 

 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta Squared 

MAGNITUDE 248.421 2 124.210 .081 .923 .008 

RATE 38234.050 2 19117.025 12.406 .000 .554 

MAGNITUDE * RATE 2741.483 4 685.371 .445 .775 .082 

Error 30818.811 20 1540.941    

Total 4314732.930 29     
Table 4.10. ANOVA testing for significant differences in duration by rate and error 
magnitude category. 
 
The stimulus tokens differed significantly with rate, with token duration increasing with 

decreasing rate, but neither the main effect 'error magnitude category' nor the interaction 

reached significance. Again, potential differences among error magnitude categories 

cannot be due to durational differences. 

2.2.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As for /t/-/k/, a 2-way repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the d' measure with 

repeated measures on both factors. Factors were 'error magnitude category' (full-partial-

no error)38 and 'intended target' (/s/-/�/). Again, 'intended target' was defined as target the 

speaker was instructed to pronounce in the production experiment.  

Table 4.11 shows the mean d' values for the two factors. 

                                                 

38 The factor 'error type' could not be divided into four levels as for /t-k/, since for /s-�/, only TB was taken 
into consideration. Thus for /s/, TB errors were per definitionem intrusion and for /�/ per definitionem 
reduction errors; there were no intrusion errors for /�/ and vice versa no reduction errors for /s/. 
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intended target� 
s � 

full -0.43 (0.19) -0.98 (0.49) 

partial 2.99 (0.42) 0.59 (0.32) 
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no error 3.33 (0.33) 3.78 (0.22) 

Table 4.11. Means (and standard deviations) for d' results for /s/ and /�/ grouped by error 
magnitude category. 
 
For the factor 'error magnitude category,' Mauchly's test of sphericity reached 

significance, indicating a violation of sphericity assumptions; the degrees of freedom for 

that factor were thus adjusted using the Greenhouse-Geisser Epsilon correction. Factor 

'error magnitude category' was significant; factor 'intended target' was not significant, yet 

the interaction effect reached significance.  

 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta 
Squared 

TARGET 12.363 1.000 12.363 1.960 .189 .151 

Error(TARGET) 69.396 11.000 6.309    

MAGNITUDE 220.116 1.129 195.003 172.832 .000 .94 

Error(MAGNITUDE) 14.009 12.417 1.128    

TARGET * MAGNITUDE 25.119 1.531 16.402 50.070 .000 .82 

Error(TARGET*MAGNITUDE) 5.519 16.846 .328    
Table 4.12. Repeated measures ANOVA results testing for significant difference in d' 
results for factors 'intended target' (/s/ vs. /�/) and 'error magnitude category' (full vs. 
partial vs. no error). 
 
One-way ANOVAs on the interaction means with a posthoc test (REGWQ, � = .01) 

showed that the d' values for /�/ were significantly different for full, partial and no error. 

For /s/, on the other hand, only full errors significantly affected sensitivity. There was no 

statistically significant difference between the no error and partial error categories. 
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Overall, the perception of /�/ was found to be more affected by error than was the 

perception of /s/. 

The same analysis design was used with reaction times as data points instead of the d' 

measure. Only hit responses entered into the analysis. Responses were averaged within an 

error category for a given subject (e.g. partial reduction /�/, no error /s/, etc.). Only one /s/ 

token with a full TB error generated no hit responses at all across subjects. Generally, hit 

rates ranged from 7% to 100%, with an average of 42% for tokens with full errors, 74% 

for tokens with partial errors and 95% for error free tokens. 

Table 4.13 shows the reaction time means and standard deviations for /s/ and /�/ 

according to error magnitude category, Table 4.14 gives the ANOVA results. 

intended target  
s � 

full 894.38 (38.43) 1017.6 (66.59) 

partial 840.42 (35.03) 860.13 (52.49) 
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no error 782.81 (34.58) 788.59 (27.13) 

Table 4.13. Means (and standard deviations) for reaction time for /s/ and /�/ grouped by 
error magnitude category. 
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 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta 
Squared 

TARGET 40545.883 1 40545.883 1.595 .235 .138 

Error(TARGET) 254247.946 10 25424.795    

MAGNITUDE 325221.089 2 162610.544 33.266 .000 .829 

Error(MAGNITUDE) 97764.820 20 4888.241    

TARGET * MAGNITUDE 45282.700 2 22641.350 2.549 .103 .273 

Error(TARGET*MAGNITUDE) 177683.027 20 8884.151    
Table 4.14. ANOVA results testing for significant difference in reaction time results for 
factors 'intended target' (/s/ vs. /�/) and 'error magnitude category' (full vs. partial vs. no 
error). 
 
The factor 'intended target' was not significant. The factor 'error type category' with the 

levels partial-full-no error reached significance, while the interaction effect was not 

significant. For both /s/ and /�/, a linear trend with response time increasing from no error 

to partial to full error could be seen.  

For the correlation between constriction magnitude and reaction time, a negative 

correlation between TB height and reaction time was predicted for /�/ (the higher TB, the 

faster response time), while a positive correlation was expected for /s/ (the higher TB, the 

longer response time). As for /t/-/k/, responses for the same token within a subject were 

averaged. Averaged this way, there were 58 out of 319 instances (29 tokens x 11 

subjects) in which subjects scored no 'hits' for a given token. Table 4.15 shows the 

results.  

tract 
variable 

intended  
target 

N r p 

TB � 144 -0.172 0.039 
TB s 144 0.321 <0.0001 
Table 4.15. Correlation results for absolute gestural magnitude and reaction time 
 
Figure 4.3 shows the corresponding scatter plots. 
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Figure 4.3. Scatter plots for correlations of TB magnitude with reaction times. Only hit 
responses were included. 
Left panel. Intended target /s/. 
Right panel. Intended target /�/. 
 
The results for /�/ approached significance at the .01 level and were significant for /s/, 

with the correlation coefficient for /�/ being considerably smaller than for /s/. The 

correlation coefficients reflected the predicted directionality.  

For the full error category, enough false alarm responses occurred for both /s/ and /�/ 

(around 60% for each) to make it possible to compare reaction times for hit and false 

alarm responses. It could thus be asked whether reaction times for tokens that were 

incorrectly identified as /s/ (or /�/) - that is, tokens where the error was perceptually a 

substitution - were the same or different from tokens that were correctly identified as /s/ 

(or /�/). Figure 4.4 shows the response times averaged across subjects. The graphs 

compare false alarm responses on tokens with full errors (e.g., intended /s/ with full TB 

errors that were identified as /�/) to tokens that were correctly identified as for example, 

/s/.  
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Figure 4.4.1. Reaction time averages for correctly identified /s/ tokens (hit responses, all 
error categories) versus /�/ tokens with errors of full magnitude that were heard as /s/ 
(false alarm responses; shaded column). 
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Figure 4.4.2. Reaction time averages for correctly identified /�/ tokens (hit responses, all 
error categories) versus /s/ tokens with errors of full magnitude that were heard as /�/ 
(false alarm responses; shaded column).  
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Figure 4.4.1 shows reaction times to tokens that were perceived as /s/. The plain columns 

show tokens that were intended /s/ by the speaker and heard as /s/ by listeners (referred to 

as hit responses). The shaded column on the right shows tokens that were intended /�/ by 

the speaker, but were of full errorful magnitude in the articulation, and perceived as /s/ by 

listeners (referred to as false alarm responses). Listeners' reaction times to these latter 

tokens with full errors in the articulation of /�/ (the shaded, rightmost column) were about 

as fast as hit responses for error free /s/ tokens. A one-way ANOVA with the categories 

as displayed in Figure 4.4.1. showed a significant main effect 'error response type.' 

 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta Squared 

TYPE 93179.193 3 31059.731 7.375 .001 .401 

Error(TYPE) 138985.735 33 4211.689    
Table 4.16. ANOVA with factor 'error response type.' 
 
Pairwise comparisons of the mean, using Bonferroni's adjustment for multiple 

comparisons, revealed that false alarm responses for /�/ were not significantly different 

from the no error responses for /s/, neither were they significantly different from the hit 

responses that were recorded for /s/ tokens with full errors (p = .09).39 Tentatively, it 

could be inferred that /�/ tokens with a low TB gesture that were identified as /s/ tended 

to be perceived as full, unambiguous substitutions. 

For Figure 4.4.2 a slightly different picture is apparent. Here, reaction times to tokens that 

were perceived as /�/ are displayed. The plain columns show tokens that were intended /�/ 

by the speaker and heard as /�/ by the listener (hit responses). The shaded column on the 

                                                 

39 Full error hit responses for /s/ were significantly different from no error responses for /s/. While false 
alarm responses were on average about 10 ms slower than the no error responses for /s/, this difference was 
enough to accept the null hypothesis for the comparison between false alarm responses for /�/ and hit 
responses for full errors on /s/. 
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right shows tokens that were intended /s/ by the speaker, but were of full errorful 

magnitude in the articulation, and perceived as /�/ by listeners. The hit responses for 

intended /�/s of full errorful magnitude were on average slower than the false alarm 

responses in which a /s/ of full errorful magnitude was heard as /�/. These latter full error 

magnitude /s/-tokens that were perceived as /�/ were closest to hit responses for /�/ tokens 

of the partial error category. It is conjectured that these false alarm /s/-tokens were heard 

as ambiguous, not as true substitutions.40  

Also in false alarm responses to tokens with full errors there emerged an asymmetry 

between /s/ and /�/: Full TB errors in the articulation of /s/ led to a perceptual 

substitution, that is, /s/ was perceived similarly to error-free /�/. Full TB errors in the 

articulation of /�/ did not lead to unambiguous /s/-percept. A single factor ANOVA with 

the levels as displayed in Figure 4.4.2 was significant. 

 SS III df MS F p Partial Eta Squared 

TYPE 305963.019 3 101987.673 9.302 .000 .482 

Error(TYPE) 328926.493 30 10964.216    
Table 4.17. ANOVA with factor 'error response type.' 
 
Pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons showed that 

the difference between the hit responses to no error /�/ and false alarm responses to full 

error /s/ approached significance at p = .016. This latter category was not significantly 

different from any of the other two hit categories. 

                                                 

40 It is worth pointing out here that the number of double identifications did not differ considerably for /s/ 
and /�/, that is, specific tokens were only rarely identified as /s/ as well as as /�/ in the different monitoring 
conditions. For full errors during /s/, in 6% of the cases subjects gave at least one response for /s/ and at 
least one response for /�/ on the same token. For /�/ tokens with full errors, this occurred in 7% of the cases. 
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On the whole, the results for /s - �/ showed a slight directionality in that the identification 

of /�/ was more variable under error as the identification of /s/. However, the asymmetry 

was overall relatively weak, especially compared to the asymmetry obtained for /t/ and 

/k/ in Experiment 5.1. It had to be considered whether the error status of tongue tip 

affected the outcome of the perceptual results for /s/ and /�/. That /s/ and /�/ were 

perceptually almost equally vulnerable to TB errors might be due to the fact that for 

errorful tokens the TT gesture was also of errorful magnitude. A further factor that 

potentially influenced the results of the perception experiment was that in contrast to /s/, 

a gestural specification of /�/ further includes an upper lip (UL) protrusion gesture. For 

the subject whose kinematic data were used for the perceptual experiment, it was not 

possible to measure a difference in UL protrusion for /s/ and /�/ in a way that rendered a 

reliable basis for a statistical determination of errorful UL behavior. Nevertheless it could 

not be excluded that the presence/absence and magnitude of a UL gesture would interact 

with perception. The perceptual results for /s/ and /�/ therefore could not be interpreted in 

the same way as /t/ and /k/ were. For the stops, the experiment demonstrated the 

perceptual consequences of co-production of two gestures. For the sibilants, the 

experimental stimuli were less tightly controlled; the experiment revealed the effect of 

the occurrence of at least one errorful constriction. The results nonetheless speak to the 

issue of asymmetrical error distributions, since the lack of independence between TT and 

TB in the articulatory data showed that the occurrence of single-constriction errors 

between these two vocal organs was comparatively rare. 
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3 VULNERABILITY OF CORONALS 

The results of this study revealed differences in error perceptibility between different 

consonants and thus call into question the use of transcription in speech error research. 

Inferences about the speech production system drawn on the basis of speech errors lose 

explanatory power if the way the errors are recorded does not necessarily capture the 

essential properties of these errors. Since the kinematic data showed that speech errors 

are often not phonologically well-formed, it is not appropriate to rely solely on 

transcription for the collection of error data. Also, instrumental acoustic measurements 

will not always be sufficient if the data are used to draw inferences about the speech 

production system, since the mapping between articulatory events and acoustic outcomes 

can be ambiguous (e.g., Schroeder, 1967; Atal et al., 1978; Chen, to appear; 2003). Due 

to coarticulation, not all (errorful or non-errorful) gestures will have acoustic or 

perceptual consequences, or at least not the same type of consequences.  

Yet listeners compensate for coarticulation in fluent speech (e.g., Mann, 1980; Mann & 

Repp, 1980), but seemingly fail to do so in the present experiments. In particular, 

Browman & Goldstein (1995a) have shown on the basis of X-ray microbeam data that 

coronals can be of smaller magnitude and be substantially overlapped by a flanking 

consonant - seemingly a similar situation to the error tokens here, suggesting listeners 

might be familiar with coarticulatory structures as found in the errorful tokens from 

'normal' speech. Listeners could then be expected to compensate for these coarticulations 

in errorful utterances as they do in 'normal' speech. Yet there are two crucial differences 

between this 'normal' overlap pattern and the error data at hand. First of all, coronals in 

English reduce in final, not in initial position. In the stimuli presented to subjects here, all 
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critical consonants were word initial. Reduced magnitude thus could not be used by 

listeners to extract information about prosodic position. Secondly, Browman & Goldstein 

found a final coronal to be overlapped by a following initial stop. Yet again in these 

stimuli, the coronal was always in initial position. This brings up the point that in fluent 

speech, coarticulation is not really 'compensated' for, but rather it provides information 

about preceding or following consonants or vowels. In the data at hand, all utterances 

were single words with a final /p/, which means that for example, information about a 

tongue dorsum gesture during a /t/ could not be used to identify any neighboring 

consonant or vowel. The co-production of two gestures rendered conflicting information 

as to the identity of the target sound. It would be predicted that if, for a /t/ with an errorful 

TD intrusion, the phrase top cop were presented to subjects (with a non-errorful cop 

utterance) instead of the top in isolation, identification of the /t/ should improve (cf. 

Surprenant & Goldstein, 1998, for a similar effect with truncated vs. untruncated stimuli). 

 A question that remains is what prompts these perceptual asymmetries between 

coronal and dorsal stops. The relatively high vulnerability of coronals in terms of their 

acoustic properties is nothing new: Byrd (1992) and Chen (to appear; 2003) analyzed the 

perception of coronals and found them particularly vulnerable to overlap with other 

consonant gestures. Increasing overlap between a coronal and, in the case of Byrd (1992), 

a subsequent bilabial gesture, considerably affected the identification rate of the alveolar. 

The bilabial closure, however, was not obscured to the same degree by an overlapping 

subsequent alveolar gesture. Surprenant & Goldstein (1998) likewise found that /t/ was 

not completely recoverable by listeners when overlapped by a following /p/. Byrd 

explained this asymmetry by the greater effect the bilabial closure had on the formant 
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values for the coronal than vice versa. In a computational simulation, Chen (to appear; 

2003) found that coronals overlapped by labials can be algorithmically recovered as 

reduced, despite their full gestural magnitude. Labials, on the other hand, were not 

affected by overlap with a following coronal. She attributed this effect to differences in 

articulator velocity and gestural timing that presumably lead to differences in how much 

formant transition information is available to the listener. Due to faster TT movement, /d/ 

has a short transition time that can be hidden by an overlapping lip gesture. 

In terms of perceptual consequences the speech errors of the type examined here can be 

thought of as related to these kinds of temporal gestural overlap: The errorful co-

occurrence of speech gestures can be viewed analogously to the non-errorful overlap that 

obtains in English. Especially since listeners were deprived of contextual information in 

this perceptual study they could not unambiguously use their knowledge about these 

overlap patterns to identify a given stimulus. 

 

SUMMARY 

The experiments presented in this chapter provided evidence for systematic asymmetries 

in the perception of speech production errors. These asymmetries combine with the 

nature of production errors to explain the patterns of asymmetries reported in speech 

error corpora. In production, error patterns were generally characterized by an intrusion 

bias: it was more likely for an errorful gesture to intrude than it was for a target gesture to 

be reduced. For different segments, this gestural addition bias bore different 

consequences. For /t/-/k/, intruding TD gestures of full magnitude and reduced TT 

gestures during /t/ had a systematic perceptual effect, whereas for /k/, intruding TT 
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gestures of any magnitude and reduced TD gestures did not significantly affect 

identification or reaction times. For /s-�/, perceptual biases were not the source of 

distributional asymmetries. Rather, the addition bias translated into a 'phoneme bias.' The 

most likely error to occur was an intruding TB gesture during /s/; the intrusion bias left /�/ 

unaffected by /s/ since /�/ and /s/ both have TT gestures. A /s/ during which a TB gesture 

intrudes will result in a /�/-like articulatory structure. Perceptually, there was a slight bias 

in that /�/ was more affected by error than /s/, yet the asymmetry was relatively weak. 

That several transcription-based studies (Shattuck-Hufnagel & Klatt, 1979; Stemberger 

1991a) have found a palatalization bias again suggests the low force of this perceptual 

asymmetry. 
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CHAPTER 5  

1 IMPLICATIONS FOR SPEECH PRODUCTION MODELS 

1.1  SYMBOLIC SEGMENTAL REPRESENTATIONS 

The data that were presented in the previous chapters pose two major problems for 

standard speech production models as they currently stand: First, the results cast doubt on 

the notion that holistic segments are primitive units of speech production. Secondly, and 

relatedly, the findings are not easily compatible with the hypothesis that plans are 

necessarily symbolic and categorical in nature, and thus they also question the 

concomitant concept of a strict dichotomy between phonological encoding and phonetic 

implementation. 

The claim that segments are, as indivisible wholes, primitives of speech production has 

indeed largely rested on evidence from speech errors.41 While the existence of ill-formed 

errors has long been acknowledged, usually they are taken to be qualitatively different in 

nature and thus to be generated by a different mechanism: If the majority of errors obeys 

the phonological rules of a language, these errors must occur at a processing stage where 

sound structure is ruled by phonology. Errors that do not conform to phonological 

principles can only occur at a stage outside the reach of phonology, that is, at the phonetic 

implementation level (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999). Yet the results of the experiments 

described in the earlier chapters suggested that the outcome of an error is often a structure 

                                                 

41 Roelofs (1999) has provided evidence for the opaque nature of segments in speech production from 
priming experiments, in which he showed that features cannot be primed in the same way as segments can. 
Whether priming experiments can shed light on the debate of gestural versus segmental representations is 
yet an open question. 
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that violates the phonological and phonotactic constraints of English. In errors, subjects 

frequently added gestures that were communicatively inert and phonotactically illegal, in 

that two gestures were simultaneously produced (one intruding, one appropriate).42 That 

these errors are not motor level errors was substantiated by 'substitutions' and 'exchanges' 

which occurred with above chance frequency and, crucially, along a continuum of values, 

just like single gesture errors. Their above-chance frequency provides corroborating 

evidence for the phonological system exerting influence in errors, yet even errors that 

adhered to phonological well-formedness constraints in terms of gestural constellation 

did not always appear with full gestural magnitude.  

Different types of categorical or 'well-formed' properties were present in the data, but 

these different types could be observed to act independently for all types of errors and 

thus did not call for a separation of the errors into 'cognitive' and 'motor.' Errors could 

result in phonologically well-formed structures in that the resulting gestural constellation 

conformed to the phonotactic rules of English, yet some or all of the gesture could be 

produced with partial gestural magnitude. On the other hand, an error that resulted in a 

phonotactically illegal configuration could be of full gestural magnitude; that is, all the 

individual gestures comprising this (errorful) constellation were produced as if they were 

constitutive gestures for this structure.  

Results from Experiment 3, taking the limitations of the data duly into consideration, 

allow us to infer that the individual gestures that comprise a complex gestural 

                                                 

42 The present results are also in line with Butterworth & Whittaker's transcription based study in which 
they identified about 25% of their errors as resulting in phonotactically illicit cluster formations. Looking at 
the error clusters they report, these are strikingly similar to the present results. For instance, "baz gaz" 
turned into "gbaz gaz" or "baz bgaz," and "kill sill" was uttered as "kill skill" (Butterworth & Whittaker, 
1980: 652f.).  
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constellation can independently be affected by error on a regular basis. Particularly, it 

appeared that the intrusion bias also held at least for the lingual gestures participating in 

errorful productions, which again intimates that these errors obey the same principles as 

the errors elicited for single gesture consonants. The stance against a symbolic segmental 

representation gains further argumentative power through the fact that partial and full 

magnitude error patterns were very similar; moreover, the intrusion bias pertained to a 

tongue-twister-like elicitation technique as well as to a non-repetitive elicitation method.  

 While feature based - as opposed to segment based - models such as proposed by 

Dell et al. (1993)43 are more easily compatible with the present findings, they still rest on 

the belief that errors arising at the planning level have to be well-formed. They would 

thus have to be modified in a way that would allow for the simultaneous selection of two 

features (simultaneous selection of two segments cannot account for the findings of 

Experiment 3).44 But yet another problem arises with standard models designed with a 

strictly full planning level: Even if a model were to allow for simultaneous selection of 

two features that happen to share the exact level of activation at the point of selection, 

this would still require further modification allowing for partial productions: Even though 

activations are partial in spreading activation models, selections, that is, the output 

representations of the planning stage, are categorical. To assign partial errors to a 

different mechanism (interacting units at a lower articulatory planning stage or a 

                                                 

43 As mentioned earlier, this model fails to generate contextual errors. Since all errors elicited here were 
contextual errors, the model will not be discussed in further detail. 

44 Output representations in the Dell et al. model can violate phonotactic structures and thus be ill-formed in 
the sense that they can create illegal strings of segments, as for instance in /�tk/ (cf. Dell et al., 1993: 
162f.), but Dell et al. did not report illegal structures at the individual phoneme level to be part of the 
output. 
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monitoring effect) crucially misses the generalization that partial and full errors appeared 

to be instantiations of the same phenomenon along a continuum of values (especially 

underpinned by the fact that 'substitutions' and 'exchanges' exhibited partial gestural 

magnitudes, too).  

The route of strictly maintaining that all partial, ill-formed errors arise after completion of 

the phonological encoding component suffers from further problems. For one, this faces 

the dilemma that the errors generated in the SLIP task would also have to be assumed to 

be generated at the motor level.45 Secondly, and more problematically, such a tenet would 

require positing that the execution stage be based on units that can interact in errors. The 

assumption of these units would be forced by the fact that partial errors were shown to 

adhere to phonological constraints: while they are ill-formed in terms of magnitude, they 

can be well-formed with respect to gestural constellation and location. Within approaches 

that assume that planning and execution are categorically distinct, there is no independent 

evidence that these cognitive units have direct correlates in the execution that could give 

rise to errors in a linguistically structured fashion. Execution in such models is viewed as 

a continuous process exhibiting a high degree of context-dependent variation in many 

articulatory and aerodynamic parameters. While articulators have specified motor goals 

at the execution level, these goals are not isomorphic with symbolic linguistic 

representations (cf. Perkell, 1980; Perkell et al., 1995).  

                                                 

45 That the SLIP technique elicits planning errors is nothing more than a hypothesis, but to abandon this 
assumption would also bear the consequence that the results of numerous transcription-based studies that 
have employed the SLIP technique ever since it was introduced in the 1970s should not be used to draw 
inferences about the nature of abstract planning level processes.  
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While no lexicality effect was found in the present data, the evidence was fairly weak, 

and no firm conclusion could be reached. Indeed, Frisch & Wright (2002: 157ff.) located 

a lexicality effect for partial errors, and as a result argue against the strict modularity 

often assumed between the phonological and phonetic planning stages. Pending 

confirmation in future research, a lexicality effect would make an even stronger argument 

for the point that partial and full errors happen along a continuum of values and are not 

qualitatively distinct phenomena. 

1.2  UNDERSPECIFICATION THEORY 

As discussed in Chapter 1, speech errors have been cited as evidence for the 

psychological reality of coronal underspecification and thus for a high degree of symbolic 

abstractness of the phonological encoding process. The antifrequency effect for coronals 

that emerged in transcription-based error studies has been explained by the intrusion bias 

which would make underspecified segments particularly prone to error. Under-

specification has specifically been used as an argument against dynamic representations 

of sound structure at the most abstract level.  

The predictions made by underspecification theory about error distributions were not 

confirmed for coronal and dorsal stops, neither in the repetition nor in the SLIP task. 

Instead, the most powerful asymmetry in both experiments was between intrusion and 

reduction, with intrusion occurring much more frequently than reduction. A more 

detailed argument against underspecification of coronals can also be made from the 

gestural intrusion bias which led to a co-production of two gestures not being confined to 

partial errors; it held also for errors of full magnitude. Under the assumption that coronals 

are underspecified for place at the level of the speech production system at which 
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substitution errors in the traditional sense happen, it would be predicted that any 

asymmetry between /t/ and /k/ should only be found at the full magnitude level. The 

underspecification hypothesis further would have to predict TT intrusion on /k/ to occur 

only at a low motor output level (at a higher level /t/ has no place specification, that is, 

there is nothing that could intrude into the /k/). These predictions are not supported by the 

data presented in Experiment 1. The error asymmetry between the two stops was 

negligible in size compared to the intrusion bias; the gestural addition bias affected /t/ and 

/k/ to almost the same degree. Note particularly that in the analysis of 'substitutions' in 

Experiment 1 (cf. Chapter 2, Table 2.8), while there was a non-significant difference in 

number of 'substitutions' between /t/ and /k/ at the partial level, for the full magnitude 

level, there was no difference at all. For /t-k/, the asymmetry in error distributions as 

reported by Stemberger (1991a) can be explained by perceptual biases; it is not necessary 

to assume /t/ to be underspecified for place of articulation. 

For the sibilants on the other hand, the perceptual asymmetry could not explain the 

directionality effect found in speech error corpora and experiments. On the basis of the 

perceptual results alone the directionality of substitutions should be /�/ replacing /�/ not 

/�/ substituting /�/. Since /�/ is more systematically affected by error than /s/, /�/ should be 

more often substituted for /�/. This, however, is the opposite of the asymmetry that had 

been recorded in speech error research. This suggests that the asymmetries cannot be 

explained by perceptual biases, they must originate in production. While the results for 

/s-�/ can be interpreted in favor of underspecification theory, it is not necessary to assume 

/s/ to be underspecified for place of articulation in order to account for the error pattern. 
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 In production, intrusive errors were more frequent than reduction errors. For /�/, 

there can be no intrusion bias in terms of TT, since both TT and TB are actively 

controlled in normal production. Therefore, the most common error should be an 

intrusive TB error on /s/. This means that /s/ will systematically be more affected by 

errors compared to /�/. The data obtained in the production experiment confirmed this 

prediction: Although only marginally significant, the presence of an intrusion bias for TB 

demonstrated that asymmetries can originate in production when the interacting segments 

are in a subset relationship to each other - in a sense, 'something' competes with 'nothing', 

'nothing' meaning a less complex gestural constellation. Consequently intrusive TB errors 

only affect /s/, not /�/. This can also explain why there are slightly more 'substitutions' on 

/s/ compared to /�/: TB and TT can only move independently of each other to a limited 

extent, a TB error often causes a concomitant TT error. Since the most likely error is a 

TB intrusion during /s/, there will also be more 'substitutions' in which /s/ is replaced by a 

/�/ like gestural configuration. 

The intrusion bias supports a different notion of underspecification assumed in a gestural 

framework: task specific targets are defined for certain tract variables only, not all 

articulators have a specified position for every segment (Browman & Goldstein, 1992). 

Again, there is no need to assume /s/ to be underspecified for place of articulation; it 

does, however, lack a tongue body constriction gesture. It is to be expected that the 

'palatal bias' reported by Stemberger (1991a) as well as Shattuck-Hufnagel & Klatt 

(1979), in which /t/ turns more often into the affricate /t�/ than vice versa, can be 

explained on the same basis.  
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It can thus be concluded that the predictions of the underspecification hypothesis are only 

compatible with the present data to a limited extent. Crucially, underspecification is not 

necessary to account for the (apparent) asymmetric error distributions that have been 

found in transcription based studies. For certain asymmetric gestural structures, the 

intrusion bias may lead to the dominance of one consonant over another. In other cases, 

although there is no asymmetry in production, partial errors and their interaction with 

perception may lead to asymmetric frequency distributions, as may the different 

vulnerability of different types of consonants to error. 

 

The most intriguing result of the present study that requires explanation is the intrusion 

bias, since it systematically caused the addition of gestures that were communicatively 

inert and phonotactically illegal. Ideally, this phenomenon would find its explanation in 

the architecture of a speech production model itself. 

2 A DYNAMIC ACCOUNT 

Speech production models such as proposed in Articulatory Phonology that conceptualize 

the speech production system as using nonlinear dynamic principles can potentially 

render a more unified account of the stability patterns observed in the present data. 

Crucially, the model allows plans to be partial in nature due to the inherent spatio-

temporal properties of gestures, while retaining certain categorical properties. Earlier, 

from the hypothesized dynamic specification of lexical items, the predictions were 

derived that speech errors should, besides reflecting systematic interactions of gesture-

size units, give rise to partial gestural activations. These partial errors were indeed 
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present in slips of the tongue for all error types (single gesture errors, 'substitutions' and 

'exchanges'). 

For errors in which gestures composing a cohesive constellation were observed to 

participate in errors as individual units, an explanation is offered in the hypothesized 

oscillatory nature of gestures and their activations. The stability of multigestural 

constellations derives from the fact that the participating gestures stand in a particular 

phasing relation to each other that can be thought of as corresponding to preferred states 

('attractors') or modes of systems of coupled oscillators. These attractors give rise to 

discrete, qualitatively different states. If another attractor gains more stability in a given 

context, as oscillators, individual gestures can undergo an increase in frequency. This will 

result in a change in the gestural configuration of the consonant subject to error, while at 

the same time the configuration the intruding gesture originates from can remain intact. 

 Generally, processes in speech production, including slips of the tongue, are 

hypothesized to reflect the fundamentally dynamic properties of the speech production 

system and thus to be related to phenomena observable in skilled action in general. That 

is, besides lexical attractors (rooted in gestures being planning units and units of 

contrast), it is anticipated that in some circumstances, evidence for intrinsic attractors will 

surface that are independent of the lexically stable structures.46 In this way of thinking, a 

principled account of the error patterns strives to be grounded in an explanation that 

makes contact with phenomena and patterns observed outside of speech errors. 

                                                 

46 That is not to say that lexical structures evolve independently of intrinsically stable dynamic patterns (CV 
coordination, for instance, is hypothesized to be fundamentally stable because of the synchronous 
coordination pattern, cf. Browman & Goldstein, 1995a), but lexical structures are not limited to these 
patterns. 
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Beginnings of such an account in terms of frequency locking are offered in Goldstein et 

al. (submitted). 

2.1  FREQUENCY LOCKING IN ERRORS 

In a dynamical framework, the abstract phonological and physical properties of speech 

production are captured with a unitary structure in that the gestural activations 

constitutive of lexical items can be modeled as oscillators that are indirectly coupled to 

one another at various levels (Browman & Goldstein, 2000). For example, in an utterance 

like top, the tongue tip (/t/) and lip (/p/) constrictors behave like oscillators that are 

coupled in the assembly of larger utterances (modeled e.g. by Saltzman & Byrd, 2000). 

Given that linguistically structured constriction actions of vocal organs and their 

activations are conceptualized as oscillators, the addition bias observed in speech errors 

can be understood as an instantiation of a hallmark property of self-sustained nonlinear 

oscillators, namely entrainment. A famous example of entrainment dates in its discovery 

back to the 17th century when the Dutch scientist Christiaan Huygens observed the 

synchronization of two pendulum clocks that were hung from a common support: After a 

transition time, the initially different oscillations of the pendula would always coincide 

(cf. Pikovsky et al., 2001). Entrainment can be defined as rhythmic synchronization 

between multiple oscillators; their rhythms adjust due to their interaction. Entrained 

oscillators share a common frequency (i.e. they are frequency locked) and a constant 

phase (i.e., they are phase locked).  

In the human domain, insights into entrainment or mode locking between oscillators 

come from limb oscillation and finger tapping experiments. For instance, Peper et al. 

(1995) have demonstrated how, when subjects are instructed to tap their fingers in, for 
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example, a 2:5 rhythm, this complex frequency ratio can transition abruptly to simple 

frequency ratios; that is, inability to perform complex frequency ratios often results in 

attraction to a lower-order ratio. Haken et al. (1996) conducted experiments with skilled 

drummers performing a bimanual tapping task at 2:5 and 3:5 frequency ratios while 

movement frequency was gradually increased. This frequency scaling resulted in a loss of 

stability of the higher order ratio, ending in 1:1. Such transitions can be viewed as 

resulting from stochastic fluctuations (in frequency or amplitude of the oscillations) that 

allow the system's behavior to be captured by a more stable ratio, one with a larger basin 

of attraction. A 1:1 frequency ratio is thus fundamentally stable and least complex. 

Humans are well equipped to learn and do routinely perform coordinated actions that 

require higher order stability, yet these take time to learn and can become destabilized 

under certain conditions. 

Coming back to the data at hand, an analogy with the results of the finger tapping studies 

can be drawn by treating gestures as oscillations of body parts. The simultaneous 

production of a TT and a TD gesture in the case of an errorful production of cop top, for 

example, can be conceptualized as a transition to a more stable mode of frequency 

locking. 

Figure 5.1 demonstrates why the controls, which do not have an alternating initial 

consonant, are intrinsically stable from a frequency perspective. For cop cop, for 

instance, TD and Lips oscillate in a 1:1 relation. For every cycle of the Lip gesture, there 

is one cycle of the TD. 
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Figure 5.1. Control utterance "cop cop." Excerpt from a trial by subject JX, fast rate 
iambic stress. The TD and the Lip constrictors (indicated here by lower lip movement) 
are in a 1:1 relation. 
 
Likewise, in the control utterance top top, for every cycle of the Lip gesture there is one 

TT gesture. This 1:1 frequency relation makes the control conditions very resistant to 

error.  

In the utterance top cop, the TT gesture for /t/ and the TD gesture for /k/ are both in a 1:2 

relation with the Lip gesture for the final /p/, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. 

1:1 
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Figure 5.2. Alternating trial with utterance "top cop." Excerpt from a trial by subject JX, 
fast rate, iambic stress. TD and Lips as well as TT and Lips are in a 1:2 relation. The 
arrows mark the beginning of the transition to a 1:1 frequency mode, first discernible in 
TT, then in TD. After the transition, all constrictors are in a 1:1 frequency mode. 
 
The (partial) gestural intrusion errors can be viewed as a rhythmic synchronization 

process; the system is being captured by the more stable 1:1 mode of frequency locking. 

In this stable mode, every 'word' would have tongue tip and a tongue dorsum gesture at 

the beginning, and a lip gesture at the end. The fact that 1:1 frequency locking appears to 

be achieved through 'extra' cycles of the TT and/or TD oscillators, rather than through 

eliminating a cycle of the Lip oscillator is consistent with the results of bimanual tapping 

transition to 1:1 1:1 1:2 

top cop 
before transition: 
2 Lip cycles,  
1 TT,  
1 TD cycle 

after transition: 
2 Lip,  
2 TT,  
2 TD cycles 
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experiments that have shown a dominance of the higher-frequency oscillator in mode 

locking transitions (Peper, 1995).  

This analysis gains support from the fact that Chapter 2 revealed an interaction of time 

and rate: errors build up over time, especially so at a fast rate. Haken et al. (1985) have 

shown that inter-oscillator coupling can involve a time-delay for coupling strength to 

build up, which indeed could be seen in the present data. Under the assumption that, at 

the fast rate, only the 1:1 lowest-order mode is stable enough to resist the effect of 

fluctuations, the system will inexorably be drawn to this stable mode as coupling strength 

increases to its full value. At slower rates, the 1:2 mode may still be relatively stable even 

at maximal coupling strength, so the buildup of coupling strength over repetitions will not 

result in such a dramatic increase in transitions to 1:1. However, because the 1:1 mode is 

still globally the strongest attractor, small fluctuations in the frequency ratio between 

oscillators may still produce some transitions, even at the slower rates. With increasing 

rate, coupling strength of the lexical, higher order coordination modes will decrease and 

more transitions will be observed. That is, gestural configurations of lexical items that 

normally exhibit a high degree of stability despite their complex frequency ratio can, 

when pushed to extremes (e.g., by rate), be destabilized and show increasing fluctuations 

with eventual transitions to a different mode of stability. In Chapter 2 (cf. Figure 2.7) it 

was shown that the buildup of errors over time was most effective at the fast rate. 

How can this account be used to understand well-formed 'substitution' errors, in which 

intrusions and reductions co-occur? When gestures are assembled into larger forms (e.g., 

words) they exhibit certain regular patterns of temporal coordination that develop in the 

course of learning to speak. These patterns can be modeled as stable lexical modes of 
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gestural coordination (phasing or timing), or attractors. The notion of an interplay 

between intrinsically stable frequency-locking modes and learned coordination modes 

leads to the hypothesis that a reduction of an intended gesture under the influence of an 

intruded gesture will be the result of the attractive force of a lexically stable coordination 

mode. That is, the coordination mode in which tongue tip and tongue dorsum gestures are 

produced simultaneously is stable from a purely dynamic point of view, but it is at the 

same time lexically unstable. While in some cases the system will be captured by the 

attractor basin of the dynamic stability region, at other times the lexically stable attractor 

will come to dominate. At the same time, because there always is an interplay between 

different attractor basins, 'substitutions' and 'exchanges' are also a partial phenomenon - 

not all gestures participating in a 'substitution' or an 'exchange' are necessarily 

comparable to their amplitude in error-free productions. Also partial 'exchanges' 

(consisting of two or three errorful gestural productions within a word pair) bear witness 

to fluctuations and capture dynamics set up by different attractor basins. In general, errors 

can be seen as resulting from the interplay of intrinsically stable modes of frequency 

locking and learned lexical coordination modes. 

To underscore this interplay aspect between the two stable modes of coordination, the 

distribution of 'substitutions' with repetition number within a trial was considered. Since 

'substitutions' were hypothesized to arise from the interplay of a lexically stable attractor 

with a dynamically stable attractor, it was predicted that 'substitutions' should build up 

over time in a similar fashion to what was observed in Chapter 2 for errors to overall the 

case. If 'substitutions' only occurred at the beginning of trials whereas the co-production 

of two gestures were observed predominantly in later parts of a trial, this would not fit 
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comfortably with the present account and would point instead to a different underlying 

process causing these 'substitutions.' The following figure displays the occurrences of all 

'substitution' errors for Experiment 1 across subjects (defined as co-occurrence of an 

intrusion and a reduction error of any magnitude on a single consonant) by repetition 

number within a trial. All repetitions across subjects have been included; the frequency of 

'substitutions' per repetition has been adjusted for the different number of repetitions per 

trial across subjects. 
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Figure 5.3. 'Substitution' rate per trial repetition number across subjects. 

While a few 'substitutions' could be observed to occur on the first repetitions of a trial, 

overall, the rate of 'substitutions' strongly increased over time. This corroborates the 

hypothesis that 'substitutions' can arise from an interplay of two different stability modes. 

Further support for this hypothesis comes from Chapter 2 where it was shown in the 

context of Experiment 1 that the frequency of 'substitutions' and 'exchanges' became 

higher with increasing rate, parallel to the frequency of single gesture errors. Within the 

current interpretation this can be taken to mean that the stronger the extra-linguistic 
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attractor of the 1:1 frequency becomes, the stronger the counter-force of the linguistically 

sanctioned structure becomes as well. 

A particularly interesting escape-and-capture interaction between multiple stable states 

can be conceptualized for the target pairs with the final nasals. For these target pairs, 

three simultaneously co-occurring errors constituted a 'substitution;' the outcome of such 

an error was phonologically well-formed in terms of gestural configuration. Depending 

on the vocal organs involved and the error type, one and two gesture errors would 

sometimes result in an illicit phonological structure, yet in some cases would lead to a 

legal phoneme structure different from either of the intended targets. For instance, for the 

utterance bang bad, an independently intruding velum lowering gesture during /d/ would 

result in an /n/ like structure. Similarly, for the utterance kim kid, an intruding /d/-like TT 

gesture with a simultaneously reduced LA gesture during /m/, with the velum gesture of 

/m/ being unaffected by the error would also lead to an /n/-like gestural configuration. 

While the present data are too sparse to permit a fine-grained analysis, conceptually, the 

error types arising can be accounted for by taking into consideration the multiple factors 

that can effect a change in the attractor landscape.  

The situation can be captured in terms of an attractor landscape that comprises (at least) 

three attractors: The intended utterance; this attractor is strongest when there is no error 

and no increase or decrease in frequency for any gesture is observed. The dynamically, 

extra-linguistically most preferred state requires two gestures to increase their frequency 

and intrude simultaneously, rendering a 1:1 frequency mode. The 1:1 frequency lock 

attractor predicts that the TD and the velum gesture of /�/, for instance, should often both 

intrude simultaneously. However, since a transition to a more stable state is characterized 
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by fluctuations in the transition period, it is predicted that the two gestures will de facto 

not always increase their oscillations at the same time; they will be observed to intrude 

individually. This state of affairs is conceivably enhanced by the fact that the increase in 

frequency of a single gesture can result in a phonologically stable structure other than the 

intended target. This phonological stability besides the intended utterance is conceivably 

a third force shaping the attractor landscape. The different error types obtained in 

Experiment 3 can thus be interpreted as instantiations of the escape and capture interplay 

between these multiple stable states in the attractor landscape. 

Another question that comes up in the context of a mode locking account is the 

perseveration of the most stable state; that is, the shift to the more stable state should be 

unidirectional. In finger tapping experiments, it has been demonstrated that once the 

transition to a simple, more stable mode of coordination has occurred, the system stays in 

that state even if the oscillation frequency is reduced again subsequent to the transition. 

Once subjects have made the transition to 1:1, they will not revert back to 1:N even when 

tapping frequency was reduced again. This was not observed in the context of the speech 

error experiments reported here: Subjects corrected themselves and thus did not stay in 

the errorful 1:1 coordination mode, but reverted back to 1:2. Again, the fact that we are 

dealing with a linguistically structured system that has (literally) meaningful, stable 

higher coordination modes may help to explain this. As subjects became aware of their 

errors, they stopped to reset and then continued (or better: re-started) with the lexically 

sanctioned coordination pattern. This tendency was probably especially strong because of 

the situational circumstance: Subjects were unaware that the goal of the experiment was 
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to elicit errors; they often apologized for not being 'better' at what they thought they were 

supposed to do.  

2.2  PHASE AND FREQUENCY IN THE SLIP TECHNIQUE 

MacKay (1971) attempted to relate tapping tasks to the SLIP paradigm. He set up a SLIP 

experiment as well as a finger tapping experiment designed to elicit errors in serial order. 

His investigation chiefly focused on the interaction between stressed and unstressed 

elements, and he unfortunately only reports his results in summary. He found a parallel 

tendency in within-word spoonerisms and finger movement for errorful anticipation of 

stressed elements as opposed to anticipation of unstressed elements. 

Clearly, frequency locking cannot be viewed as the only source of speech errors. The 

SLIP experiment not only employs an alternating frequency pattern, but also has to be 

understood in terms of phase patterns, since it reverses the order of the initial consonants. 

If the SLIP data could be explained solely on the basis of frequency locking, it would be 

predicted that a SLIP trial such as in (1), where the first three word pairs are priming 

pairs to be read silently, and the last word pair is the target pair with a cue to speak, 

should lead to errorful productions: 

(1)  cop top 
 cop top 
 cop top 
 cop top 
 ????? 

While it has not been tested, it is not immediately clear whether this setup would 

systematically generate errors. Of course, the error rate would be low on the frequency 

locking account, since over three repetitions of the priming pairs the attractor landscape 

will not be strongly biased toward the 1:1 stability region. A possibility that must not be 
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excluded is that the time delay between silent, 'inner speech' and the reaction to the cue 

and subsequent articulation is long enough for monitoring mechanisms to prevent actual 

errorful output.47  

Without the additional difficulty of a reversal of the target consonants for the cued pair, 

four repetitions might not be enough for errors to become likely. Yet what is the 

additional difficulty of reversing the consonants, and what relationship beyond a 

frequency pattern is set up through the priming pairs?  

The regular rhythmic alternation of the initial consonants can be hypothesized to trigger 

continuous gestural activation oscillations for the respective consonants at the gestural 

level. These patterns of gestural activation are uncoupled from the articulators, since 

subjects only silently read the priming pairs. The sequential aspect of the specific 

consonant order that is being primed can be conceptualized as these periodic oscillators 

standing in a specific phasing relation to each other; that is, the movement of one 

oscillator will be associated with a particular movement phase of the other oscillator. 

When the consonant order is reversed, these movement phase associations specify the 

opposite pattern of the given target pair. 

It can be speculated that through the priming pairs, the regularly alternating initial 

consonants are set up as two continuous oscillators which, through the rhythmical 

structure of the regular alternation, stand in a specific phase relation ψ with respect to 

each other. When the cued target pair with the reverse consonant order appears, the 

oscillators are required to 'switch' from phase ψ to phase -ψ. The system is thus caught in 

                                                 

47 In this context it might be interesting to note that errors have been reported to occur in inner speech and 
presumably exhibit more or less the same characteristics as errors in overt speech, according to 
investigations by Dell & Repka (1982) and Postma & Noordanus (1996).  
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the contradictory phasing specifications of ψ and -ψ. That this can result in a 0° phase 

pattern (a simultaneous production of the initial consonants) can be conceptualized as a 

way to fulfill both phasing requirements simultaneously. Perhaps a better way of 

capturing the SLIP technique in terms of phasing specifications is to take into 

consideration the inherent stability of in-phase patterns compared to any out of phase 

pattern (e.g., Kelso et al., 1986b). A destabilization of the system by a sudden switch 

from ψ to -ψ means that both attractors, ψ and -ψ will be comparatively weak, and, like 

in the case of the 1:1 frequency mode, the inherent stability of the 0° phase pattern can 

become the strongest attractor. 

A second factor that will push the system toward an intrusion bias is the fact that the 

priming pairs set up a frequency locking environment, that is, the 1:1 attractor will gain 

increasing (albeit limited) strength over the course of the presentation of the priming 

pairs. An attraction toward the 0° phase relation between the two initial consonants will 

act in favor of an intrusion bias as will the 1:1 frequency attractor, both of which in 

conjunction can gain enough strength to destabilize the lexical modes of coordination and 

push the system toward a dynamically globally preferred state.  

That the frequency locking plays a role in generating errors in the SLIP technique can in 

principle be tested by not switching the consonant order between priming and target 

pairs, as illustrated in (2): 

(2) coal toad 
  core toll 
  cog ton 
  cop top 
 ???? 
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However, the strength of the 1:1 frequency attractor will be comparatively weak due to 

the low number of 'repetitions' (3 priming pairs) and due to differences in the vowel and 

final consonant gestures between the priming pairs and between the priming and target 

pairs. Only a very low number of errors would thus be predicted to occur. For all 

practical purposes, it is not possible to systematically test such a design in an EMMA 

setup, where typically only few subjects are run. In addition, the strain on subjects' 

attention in a setup like (1), or a setup like (2) with more priming pairs will be extremely 

high which renders such a test even less feasible. 

In sum, the reversal of the ψ phase oscillation to -ψ required in the switch from priming 

to target pair can be hypothesized to destabilize the lexical attractor basin and thus push 

the system toward a 0° phase pattern. In addition, as the priming pairs simultaneously set 

up a favorable environment for frequency locking, the attractor landscape will change 

such that 1:1 mode locking becomes likely to occur. 

2.3  BEYOND THE EXPERIMENTAL TASK 

Finally, it should be considered whether the mode locking account can be extended to 

spontaneous errors in conversational speech, which does not appear to involve any 

(superficial) oscillation.48 Research based on data from speech error corpora has 

identified a number of 'error triggers,' which can be related to the present hypothesis. It is 

an integral part of the present account that the words with the interacting consonants 

                                                 

48 Note though that Articulatory Phonology models gestures as mass-spring systems and thus assumes 
lexical structures to be configurations of coupled oscillators, that is, even when there is no surface 
oscillation due to critical damping, the speech production system is hypothesized to be fundamentally 
oscillatory in nature (cf., e.g., Browman & Goldstein, 1985). Also Saltzman et al. (1998) investigated in a 
perturbation study the relation between repetitive and discrete tasks in speech and found compensatory 
temporal behavior and patterns of changes in relative phase to be comparable in the two tasks. 
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share gestural structures. MacKay (1970) found that segments appearing twice in a 

certain vicinity make the occurrence of an error more likely. More specifically, Dell 

(1984) discovered that shared final consonants can be 'error triggers.' From the 

perspective offered here, this can be understood in terms of a less stable 1:2 frequency 

mode that is set up by shared gestural structure, that is, the identical final consonant. This 

shared coda consonant oscillates at a higher frequency oscillator compared to the 

alternating initial consonants (as was the case for top cop). Under certain conditions, the 

coda consonants will entrain the initial consonants and capture the system in a 1:1 mode. 

The less gesturally similar two given words are, the less likely they will be to interact in 

an error. 

Errors are known to adhere in the majority of cases to prosodic position (e.g. Shattuck-

Hufnagel, 1983), that is, onsets interact with onsets, codas with codas an nuclei with 

nuclei. This was also observed in the current data; gestures intruded in prosodically 

appropriate positions. As was mentioned before, this well-formedness dimension was 

virtually unviolated in the present data. Again, the frequency locking account can explain 

this phenomenon: The alternation of the initial consonant in relation to a non-alternating 

final consonant sets up the 1:2 frequency mode. Since symmetric frequency is achieved 

by increasing the frequency of the lower frequency oscillators (TT, TD), the asymmetric 

frequency relation can only be rendered symmetric by making the initial consonants non-

alternating, i.e. by simultaneously producing a TT and TD gesture in initial position. 

 MacKay (1971) and Kupin (1979) confirmed that errors are most likely to occur 

at high speaking rates. Parallel findings were described here in Chapter 2. As discussed 

above, understanding speech errors as a simplification of complex frequency ratios under 
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increasing coupling strength predicts precisely this rate dependency due to the time delay 

in the build-up of coupling forces. 

Another phenomenon related to the present data was reported by Shattuck-Hufnagel 

(1979: 303) who formulated a constraint on errors capturing the fact that errors often use 

a segment 'twice,' that is, a segment appears in the erroneous as well as in the appropriate 

location. This again was confirmed by the data at hand: an 'extra copy' of a gesture was 

inserted. From the frequency-locking point of view, this is explained by the fact that in 

frequency synchronizations, the higher frequency oscillator will dominate, forcing an 

increase in the frequency of the slower oscillator. 

The mode locking account is clearly an account for contextual errors. This account does 

not preclude that non-contextual errors will occur, due to misselection of entire lexical 

items, for instance, or simultaneous selection of two semantically related lexical items, 

so-called 'blends' (e.g., "liquals" from "liquids/linguals"; in Fromkin, 1973b: 260). What 

is predicted from the present line of argumentation is that phonological errors (assuming 

they can be unambiguously identified as such) will be contextual errors at a gestural 

level.49 What precisely the properties of non-contextual errors will be remains to be seen; 

clearly, the instrumental investigation of speech errors is only in its beginnings. 

 

                                                 

49 Carol Fowler (p.c.) pointed out that apparently full word errors can be based on word form rather than 
confusions of meaning, as for instance in equivocal for equivalent. Gestural errors can be categorical in the 
traditional sense when the different types of 'well-formedness' (gestural magnitude, prosodic position, 
gestural constellation) coincide; well-formed 'substitutions' and 'exchanges' are one instance of this in the 
data discussed here. The prediction of the gestural approach as opposed to a symbolic segmental one is that 
these types of well-formedness will not necessarily be concomitant (and the elegance in the approach lies in 
the ability to account for these errors as phonological errors). To what extent this is true for whole word 
errors and under which circumstances theses types can or cannot be dissociated remains a topic for future 
research. 
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SUMMARY 

The experiments reported in this dissertation provide kinematic evidence for the frequent 

occurrence of certain speech production errors that cannot arise from substitution of one 

symbolic segmental unit for another within a speech plan. Systematic partial productions 

in errorful utterances and violations of phonotactic constraints cast doubt on speech 

production models in which the phonological and the phonetic component are 

dichotomously distinct. Rather, this type of error is consistent with the view that 

dynamical gestural units are deployed during the speech production process. The 

intrusion bias identified in Experiments 1-4 can be understood from a dynamic 

perspective that models speech production on the basis of dynamical systems: Speech 

errors can be viewed as synchronization phenomena in that they arise from entrainment 

of coupled oscillators. That is, errors are transitions from lexical modes of coordination to 

the intrinsically most stable modes of coordination (in phase, 1:1 frequency). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Der gesündeste Mann ist in seiner gesündesten Stunde nicht sicher sich zu versprechen.50 
(Meringer & Mayer, 1895:10) 

Current standard speech production models are built on the assumption that errors abide 

by the laws of phonology and can therefore be used as a window to the mind, to abstract 

mental processes. Phonologically deviant errors are traditionally considered indicative of 

lower-level implementation processes. Contrary to these concepts, the present data 

demonstrated that errors systematically result in phonologically ill-formed structures. 

These errors appeared not to be qualitatively different from full substitutions, since all 

error types appeared along a continuum of gestural activations. Error distributions were 

skewed, but not bimodal, as could be expected if two separate underlying processes 

caused two distinct types of errors. Substitutions as well as exchanges occurred with 

above chance frequency, but could be partial in the same fashion as single gesture errors. 

Different dimensions of phonological well-formedness were found to be not necessarily 

concomitant. The robustness of this finding across elicitation techniques has far-reaching 

theoretical implications, since it renders the assumption of absolute modularity between a 

planning and a phonetic implementation stage theoretically implausible. How these 

divergent results between the present study and earlier, transcription based studies, may 

have come about was demonstrated in Experiment 5, which revealed that gestural errors 

affected the perceptibility of coronals systematically, while for dorsals, errorful 

productions did not significantly affect identification.  

                                                 

50 "The healthiest man in his healthiest hour is not safe from slips of the tongue." 
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The interpretation of the data is generated in the context of an attempt to explain 

qualitative and quantitative aspects of the error patterns by very general dynamic 

principles, particularly those governing the behavior of sets of coupled nonlinear 

oscillators. Dynamically phrased speech production models like Articulatory Phonology 

can draw on these principles. In such a framework discreteness and stability in grammar 

can be captured alongside with the lawful variability these core structures are subject to. 

Speech errors that result in an illegal grammatical structure can in dynamic terms be 

understood to be grounded in and arise from the same principles that give rise to the 

discrete and stable patterns of grammar. While it remains to be determined, of course, to 

what extent errors occurring in spontaneous speech indeed correspond to the stability 

patterns described in the present work, it is to be hoped that the dynamical properties 

uncovered here open the way for a principled account of spoken language within a more 

general theory of action. 
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APPENDIX A 

Shaded areas indicate files that were excluded from analysis due to failure to collect the 

data or due to exclusion by virtue of the 75% error criterion. For subjects for which entire 

rate conditions are shaded, no data were collected for that condition.  

1. STIMULI INCLUDED FOR EXPERIMENT 1 BY SUBJECT 

 SUBJECT 

rate stress 
stimulus 
phrase AB BE GM JP JX LK LM 

fast trochee cop top �   � � �     
fast iamb cop top   � � � � � � 
fast trochee kip tip   � �   �   � 
fast iamb kip tip     �     � � 
fast trochee top cop � �   � �     
fast iamb top cop         � � � 
fast trochee tip kip  � �   �     
fast iamb tip kip �   �     �   
mid trochee cop top �   �         
mid iamb cop top �   �   �     
mid trochee kip tip �  �   �     
mid iamb kip tip �  �   �     
mid trochee top cop �   �   �     
mid iamb top cop �   �         
mid trochee tip kip �  �   �     
mid iamb tip kip �   �   �     
slow trochee cop top �   � � �     
slow iamb cop top �   � � �     
slow trochee kip tip �   �         
slow iamb kip tip     � �       
slow trochee top cop �   � � �     
slow iamb top cop �   �   �     
slow trochee tip kip �   � �       
slow iamb tip kip     � �       
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2. STIMULI INCLUDED FOR EXPERIMENT 2 BY SUBJECT 

 

 SUBJECT 

rate stress 
stimulus 
phrase AB BE CD GM JX LK LM PG 

fast trochee sop shop       � � �     
fast iamb sop shop   �     �       
fast trochee shop sop �     � � � � � 
fast iamb shop sop � �   �   � � � 
mid trochee sop shop � � � �  �       
mid iamb sop shop �   � � �       
mid trochee shop sop � �   � �     � 
mid iamb shop sop �   � � �       
slow trochee sop shop �   � � �      � 
slow iamb sop shop �   � � �      � 
slow trochee shop sop �   � � �     � 
slow iamb shop sop �   � �  �     � 
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APPENDIX B  

TB CONTROL DURING /�/ AND /S/ 

Articulatory Phonology assumes that only target gestures are fully specified, i.e. not 

every tract variable is specified at every point in time (Browman & Goldstein, 1992). For 

the control structures of /s/ and /�/ at the level of the gestural score, it is assumed that /�/ 

is controlled for a TT and a TB gesture, while /s/ is controlled for a TT gesture only. That 

the gestural configuration for /s/ does not comprise a TB lowering gesture is supported by 

the present data independent of the intrusion bias. It can be hypothesized that the amount 

of coarticulatory effect an overlapping vowel will have on the tongue body will depend 

on whether the tongue body has its own target or not. For /t/, for instance, the position of 

the part of the tongue body indexed by receiver coil TB2 differed considerably between 

tip and top, but the positions were very similar for TT (which was hypothesized to index 

the target gesture). The same relation could be tested when sip and sop were compared on 

the one hand and ship and shop on the other hand. While for the alveolar sibilant pair, 

there was a considerable difference in the tongue body depending on whether the 

following vowel was high or low, for the palato-alveolar sibilants the difference in the 

tongue body in a high and low vowel context was very small. This can be interpreted in 

terms of an active tongue body control structure for /�/ which resists coarticulatory effects 

of the vowel as opposed to an underspecified control structure for tongue body during /s/, 

allowing a high degree of vowel coarticulation.  

Figure B.1 illustrates a comparison for TT, TB1 and TB2 receiver coils for one subject 

(GM). Data were taken from one experimental control trial per word, all at slow rate, 

trochaic stress condition. 
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Figure B.1. Comparison of TT, TB1 and TB2 values for slow rate, trochaic stress, subject 
GM for words "ship, shop, sip, sop, tip, top." All trials were non-alternating control 
trials. 
 
The tongue body can be observed to be very low during /s/, compared to e.g., /t/, which is 

described by Ladefoged & Maddieson as "deep hollow in the center of the tongue" (1996: 

147); in Articulatory Phonology this is captured in terms of stronger tongue body 

articulator weights during /s/ (cf. Saltzman & Munhall, 1989). Articulator weights are not 

part of the invariant gestural score for a given tract variable, but are specified in the task-

dynamic model for articulator level functional synergies. These variable functional 

ensembles of articulators are created in order to achieve the goals specified at the level of 

the gestural score and give rise to contextually varying patterns of articulator trajectories. 

Browman & Goldstein (in preparation) show that the relative invariance of TB2 values 

across words obtained for all 5 subjects for which data were analyzed. 
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APPENDIX C 

TARGET WORD PAIRS FOR SLIP EXPERIMENTS

cab tab 

cab tame 

calm deem 

cam tomb 

came tame 

came dim 

camp tamp 

cap tap 

cap top 

cape tape 

cape tape 

cape tip 

cape deem 

cape doom 

cob tube 

com deem 

com tim 

comb dame 

comb time 

comb team 

comb team 

come deep 

coop team 

cop top 

cop deem 

cope type 

cope dame 

cub tub 

cub tab 

cub dip 

cup deem 

dab cub 

dame came 

dame come 

daub game 

deb gob 

deb cube 

deb gap 

deb gob 

deb cub 

deem cop 

deem cube 

deep gap 

deep gape 

deep cup 

dim kip 

dime com 

dime gape 

dime cube 

dime gape 

dime com 

dip keep 

dip cope 

dip comb 

dome gimp 

dop cope 

dope gape 

dub cab 

dub coop 

dub gape 

dumb gum 

dumb game 

dumb gam 

dumb gab 

dupe gap 

gab daub 

gabe deb 

game tap 

gap dupe 

gap tape 

gap dome 

gap dub 

gape deep 

gape tape 

gimp tip 

gimp dump 

gob tub 

gob tube 

gob dub 

gob dab 

gob tim 

gob top 

gum dumb 

gum tim 
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gum dam 

gum dame 

gum tim 

keep deep 

keep dope 

keep dame 

keep team 

kikim tip 

kip tip 

kip tap 

tab cab 

tam game 

tame came 

tame kim 

tame gape 

tame cape 

tap cap 

tap kip 

tap cape 

tape cape 

tape keep 

tape gap 

team cope 

team cob 

thyme gum 

tim kim 

time come 

time cope 

time keep 

tip kip 

tip cop 

tip gum 

tomb coop 

top cop 

tough cough 

tub cube 

tub cub 

tub cab 

tube cab 

tup cup 

type keep 

type coop

 

LABIAL-VELAR STIMULI INCLUDED FOR SUBJECT PG 

bell gas 

bet gashed 

bought cat 

bud goad 

but goal 
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APPENDIX D 

1. STIMULI FOR EXPERIMENT 5.1 

'intended
target' 

TD height 
(mm) 

TT height 
(mm) error status errorful constriction rate vowel stress phrase position 

k 12.75 -10.65 no error no error fast � unstressed final 
k 12.48 -10.56 no error no error fast � stressed final 
k 12.81 -11.59 no error no error mid � unstressed final 
k 14.6 -8.48 no error no error slow � stressed final 
k 12.53 -11.98 no error no error fast � stressed initial 
k 13.32 -11.73 no error no error mid � stressed initial 
k 13.96 -10.52 no error no error mid � stressed initial 
k 13.02 -9.77 no error no error mid � unstressed final 
k 14.21 -10.59 no error no error mid � stressed final 
k 14.04 -8.72 no error no error slow � stressed initial 
k 8.73 -6.38 gradient TD slow � unstressed final 
k 8.58 -10.23 gradient TD fast � stressed initial 
k 8.78 -8.9 gradient TD fast � unstressed initial 
k 9.83 -9.06 gradient TD slow � unstressed initial 
k 10.97 -9.52 gradient TD slow � unstressed initial 
k 12.16 -6.34 gradient TD slow � unstressed initial 
k 11.82 -1.7 categorical TT fast � stressed initial 
k 12.72 -0.46 categorical TT fast � stressed final 
k 13.11 -2.94 categorical TT fast � stressed final 
k 12.88 -1.6 categorical TT mid � stressed initial 
k 13.55 0.49 categorical TT mid � stressed initial 
k 11.25 -3.26 categorical TT fast � unstressed final 
k 11.08 -2.7 categorical TT fast � unstressed final 
k 12.88 -2.36 categorical TT mid � unstressed final 
k 11.75 -4.11 categorical TT mid � unstressed initial 
k 15.41 -1.87 categorical TT slow � stressed initial 
k 13.82 -3.81 gradient TT fast � unstressed final 
k 11.88 -4.53 gradient TT fast � stressed final 
k 12.91 -4.84 gradient TT mid � unstressed final 
k 14.14 -3.29 gradient TT slow � stressed final 
k 12.61 -5.51 gradient TT fast � unstressed initial 
k 12.88 -1.12 gradient TT fast � stressed initial 
k 13.08 -2.66 gradient TT fast � stressed initial 
k 14.4 -5.34 gradient TT mid � unstressed initial 
k 13.6 -3.44 gradient TT mid � unstressed initial 
k 13.62 -6.4 gradient TT mid � stressed final 
t 4.64 -1.02 no error no error slow � unstressed initial 
t 3.7 -1.68 no error no error fast � stressed initial 
t 3.24 -0.35 no error no error slow � stressed initial 
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t 0.3 0.41 no error no error mid � unstressed final 
t 0.54 -0.26 no error no error mid � stressed final 
t 1.03 -0.47 no error no error mid � stressed initial 
t -0.265 -0.6 no error no error fast � stressed initial 
t 1.09 -0.7 no error no error mid � stressed initial 
t 3.52 -1.44 no error no error fast � stressed final 
t 4.41 -1.17 no error no error slow � stressed final 
t 13.44 -0.69 categorical TD fast � unstressed final 
t 11.99 -0.97 categorical TD fast � unstressed initial 
t 13.43 -1.42 categorical TD mid � stressed initial 
t 6.94 -0.07 categorical TD slow � unstressed initial 
t 10.1 0.53 categorical TD fast � unstressed final 
t 11.93 -0.7 categorical TD mid � unstressed final 
t 13.27 -1.14 categorical TD mid � stressed final 
t 9.67 -0.77 categorical TD fast � stressed initial 
t 11.42 -1.2 categorical TD fast � stressed initial 
t 12.94 -2.08 categorical TD fast � stressed final 
t 11.15 1.76 categorical TD fast � stressed initial 
t 5.02 -3.18 gradient TD mid � stressed initial 
t 9.45 -0.89 gradient TD fast � unstressed final 
t 2.69 -0.49 gradient TD fast � unstressed final 
t 5.71 -0.49 gradient TD mid � stressed final 
t 3.99 -1.13 gradient TD fast � stressed initial 
t 8.57 -0.72 gradient TD fast � stressed final 
t 7.95 -0.79 gradient TD fast � stressed initial 
t 10.69 -1.78 gradient TD mid � stressed initial 
t 10.86 -0.88 gradient TD mid � stressed final 
t 4 -4.29 gradient TT mid � stressed initial 
t 2.94 -4.46 gradient TT mid � stressed initial 
t 6.05 -3.11 gradient TT slow � unstressed initial 
t 2.41 -2.79 gradient TT mid � stressed initial 
t 4.45 -4.27 gradient TT mid � stressed final 
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2. STIMULI FOR EXPERIMENT 5.2 

'intended 
target' 

TB height 
(mm) 

error status of 
TB 

error status of TT rate vowel stress phrase position 

�� -7.32 categorical categorical mid o unstressed initial 

�� -3.75 categorical categorical slow o stressed initial 

�� -0.28 categorical gradient slow o unstressed initial 

�� -9.78 categorical categorical fast o unstressed final 

�� -13.1 categorical categorical mid o stressed final 

�� -6.58 gradient categorical fast o stressed initial 

�� -2.91 gradient gradient fast o stressed initial 

�� -3.81 gradient categorical mid o unstressed initial 

�� -5.63 gradient gradient fast o stressed final 

�� -2.39 gradient no error fast o stressed final 

�� 1.04 no error no error fast o stressed initial 

�� 1.52 no error no error fast o unstressed final 

�� 2.27 no error no error mid o stressed final 

�� 5.23 no error no error slow o unstressed final 

�� 6.09 no error no error slow o stressed final 
s 2.63 categorical gradient slow o stressed final 
s 6.46 categorical categorical slow o stressed final 
s 0.97 categorical categorical fast o stressed initial 
s 0.2 categorical categorical fast o unstressed initial 
s -2.56 categorical gradient mid o stressed initial 
s -3.34 gradient gradient fast o unstressed final 
s -3.42 gradient gradient mid o stressed initial 
s -0.11 gradient gradient slow o stressed initial 
s 2.15 gradient gradient slow o stressed initial 
s -10.3 no error no error fast o unstressed final 
s -11.04 no error no error fast o unstressed final 
s -5.77 no error no error slow o unstressed final 
s -8.33 no error no error mid o unstressed initial 
s -5.76 no error no error slow o unstressed initial 
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